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AUSTRALIA

REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN AUSTRALIA

October 1989 - September 1990

Compiled by G.S. Robinson
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation

BACKGROUND

Ansto is endeavouring to become a more commercially driven organisation through increased con-
tacts and collaboration with Australian industry. This includes diversification into non-nuclear areas as
well as the application of nuclear science and technology. One major initiative is the construction of a
Business and Technology Park adjacent to the Lucas Heights laboratories which is to be opened early in
1991. Another is the establishment of a supercomputer bureau at Lucas Heights as a joint venture with
Fujitsu. The Fujitsu VP-2200 computer is to be available early in 1991.

RESEARCH REACTOR STUDIES

Neulronic Modeling of HIFAR

The facilities used for transmutation doping of silicon on HIFAR are being expanded. The flux
flatteners for the previous 150 mm diameter facilities in the radial graphite reflector were designed with the
aid of RZ diffusion calculations centred on the facility which were adjusted to agree with trial measure-
ments. Because the new facilities are 250 mm diameter and no provision for trials was made, a new SN

calculation method was tested against the previous results before being used to design the new flatteners.
The inaccuracy of flux distribution measurements and the tight specification for flux uniformity remained
the major problem.

A previously developed 3D model of HIFAR including the signal-arm control blades (CCAs) has
been used to estimate control blade lifetime and also the effect of using europium tips rather than the stan-
dard blade in which cadmium is the only poison. Since the 3D model represents the control blades by
effective cross sections in coarse-mesh diffusion calculations, bum-up of the cadmium could not be
included directly. For each subdivision of a blade, the effectiveness relative to that of the initial cadmium
loading was taken to be a function of the product of the initial flux in the subdivision and time. The varia-
tion of relative effectiveness was obtained from a burn-up calculation of a slab cell consisting of a control
blade and a corc/rcflcclor mixture. The loss in ihc reactivity worth of the blade due to cadmium bum-up
was (hen calculated in two parts. First the 3D model was used to calculate the flux distribution in the blade
at a given limc-avcragc CCA angle. Hence, relative effectiveness throughout the blade as a function of
time was established. Finally, the loss in worth at any CCA insertion angle was obtained from a perturba-
tion calculation with the 3D model. It was found that, using the normal flux with the CCAs inserted and
the adjoint flux with the CCAs raised, the perturbation method overestimated the worth of removing por-
tions of a CCA blade by from zero to thirty percent compared with direct calculations. This is an excellent
comparison in this context. The extension to comparing the worth of europium tipped blades to all-
cadmium blades was straight forward.

METHODS OF CALCULATION

The expected mainframe computer replacement has been delayed. Ansto will begin using the Fujitsu
VP-2200 early next year and this will be preceded by transfer to a Fujitsu M-380 to be used as an interim
measure. Both Fujitsu computers will be run under UNIX operating systems. Since locally developed
and/or modified neutronics codes had previously been made portable, few problems are expected with
these codes. Fortran 77 versions of the codes DORT, MORSE and KENO have been obtained from the
Radiation Shielding Information Centre and they are being made operational on the IBM 4381 prior to their
use on the Fujitsu machines.
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BELGIUM

REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN BELGIUM

October 1989 - September 1990

compiled by P. D'HONDT (SCK/CEN, MOL)

INTRODUCTION

The electricity demand is still growing in Belgium. The electricity

consumption growed by 2.9 Z in 1989, compared to a 4.1 Z growth in 1988.

The slower growth is due to shut-downs or restructuration within the

coalmine industry. However, where in the seventies and the first half

of the eighties, nuclear energy was still the solution of the future,

since Tsjernobyl diversification is the key-word to follow the growing

energy demand.

In 1989 the electricity production in Belgium amounted to 63824 GWh, a

3.1 Z growth compared to 1988. The major part of the production, namely

59604 GWh, is produced by private electricity producers. Our nuclear

power reactors at Doel and Tihange supplied 40887 GWh, which is 60.7 Z

of the total electricity production. This is however a drop of 5.2 Z

compared to 1988. A similar situation is expected for the next coming

years. The decision to build a new power reactor (N8) of 1400 MWe in

Doel, necessary to keep the nuclear energy percentage up to the mark,

has been delayed indefinitively. The Belgian 25 Z participation in the

French nuclear power reactors Bl and B2 of Chooz, which will be taken

into service in 1992 and 1993, might compensate for a large amount the

retardment of the Belgian nuclear power programme.

This situation largely affects the reactor physics activities for the

forthcoming years. Reorientation of the reactor physics activities to

more safety oriented research is started. Studies related to the use of

MOX-fuel in existing power reactors as well as studies related to the

behaviour of vessel steel under irradiation with a view to plant life

extension (PLEX) will be enhanc3d.
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THERMAL REACTORS

VENUS-RPV (Reactor Pressure Vessel)-programme

The safsty evaluation of a reactor pressure vessel requires the conside-

ration of the vessel embrittlement resulting from the irradiation by

fast neutrons produced in the reactor and propagating through the

vessel. The determination of the related mechanical property changes

over the whole operation period relies upon a surveillance programme and

accurate calculation of the neutron damage exposure at any location in

the vessel wall is needed to make proper use of the surveillance dosi-

metry measurements.

Tba VENUS PWR Engineering Mock-up experiment is part of the "Belgian

PWR-Pressure Vessel Surveillance Programme" sponsored by the Belgian

Utilities. Through a cooperation agreement, it contributes also to the

"LWR-PV Surveillance Dosimetry Improvement Programme" supported by the

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Its objective is to validate the

neutron calculation methods applied in the surveillance programmes; this

objective is mostly addressed by systematic inter comparisons between

calculations and measurements performed in research reactors (PCA and

PSF at Oak Ridge Nat. Lab., VENUS at the SCK/CEN Mol) and in real power

plants where a sufficient amount of measurement results are available.

The PCA (and the associated PSF) experiment was focused on the "radial"

fast neutron and gamma propagation in a one-dimensional (slab) model

corrected for transverse and vertical leakage, or in a X-Y model cor-

rected for vertical leakage.

The VENUS PWR Engineering Mock-up is an additional step towards a more

precise modelling of actual PWR ex-core configurations J

- core me.de of futl pins having the same diameter and similar U-235

enrfctusidnt, with the same pitch as the 17x1/ fuel assemblies of the

;noutrn FVTR" &,

- staircase shaped core boundary, with a steel baffle of the same

thickness as in actual PWR's,

- barrel and thermal shield simulator (PAD) at distances from the core

representative of the actual ex-core geometries.

The VENuS mock-up allows to study both radial and azimuthal neutron and

photon distributions in an environment representing a generic 3-loop

power plant.
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The VENUS programme was established in three parts, all referring to the

same modélisation of a PWR :

VENUS-1 : the core was made of a regular pattern of fresh UO fuel pins;

due to fuel availability, the central zone was made of 3.3 W/o U-235

enriched Zr4-clad oxide fuel whereas the outer zone was made of 4.0

W/o U-235 enriched rods with SS-304 cladding.

VENUS-2 : is the same as VENUS-1 but the 8 outer rows of UO fuel pins

in the branches of the cross have been replaced by MOX (2.0 W/o U-235

and 2.7 W/o Pu) fuel pins having the same diameter and clad. This

modification was a simulation of a "low-leakage" loading defined in

order to investigate how far major conclusions from the clean UO core

configuration (VENUS-1) could be affected by significant amount of

Pu-239 in the outer part of the core loading.

VENUS-3 : the core shape and dimensions, the baffle and other ex-core

components were kept unchanged, but the core loading has been modified

in order to simulate the PLSA (Partial Length Shield Assembly) con-

cept, aiming at a strong decrease of the neutron fluence in the

circumfertential welds of a vessel. The PLSA zones in VENUS-3 encom-

pass five fuel rows in two opposite branches of the cross-shaped core.

To build these zones, the 4.0 W/o SS-clad fuel has been put in the

central part of the loading and the 3.3 W/o Zr4-clad pins, which are

dismountable, were located in the branches of the core; the pins of

the two PLSA zones have been dismounted and the UO pellets have been

replaced by stainless steel rods over half the core height.

In the VENUS configurations, the investigated parameters were the

pin-to-pin power distribution, the propagation of the neutrons outside

the core, the damage exposure and the gamma heating in the steel struc-

tures. Most important in a surveillance programme is the fast neutron

fluence accumulated in the vessel at the maximum of the azimuthal

distribution; the experimental effort was thus concentrated on this

aspect of the computer code validation.

The analysis of the VENUS-experiment s is completed and most of the

results, including calculated over experimental values (C/E) were

presented [1][2][3][4][5] and [6].

An overview of the results and the major conclusions drawn from the

VENUS PWR-Engineering Mock-up experiments have been presented recently
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at the 7th ASTM-Euratom Symposium on Reactor Dosimetry at Strasbourg,

France [7], Comparisons of observed trends with observations in PCA and

in Belgian Power Plants have guided our planned further work to improve

the theory-versus-experiment comparisons [7].

VIP, a Reactor Physics Programme for Pu Recycle in LWRs

The operating data obtained from the power reactors, the continuing

increase of the fuel performance, the new fuel characteristics, the

decision recently taken by major Utilities in various countries to

recycle in their power plants the plutonium obtained from reprocessing

and the necessity to demonstrate to the Licensing Authority that the

differences in the neutronic, safety and thermal-hydraulic features are

properly taken into account show that there are still subjects of

concern which require new experimental investigation for code valida-

tion. This is specially the case of MOX fuel in which the fuel compo-

sition markedly differs from the ones generally experimented up to now.

Moreover, an insufficient validation might induce a dramatic increase of

the uncertainty factor with a possible reduction of the reactor power

and it appears that most of the organizations concerned with MOX fuel

development do not dispose of enough experimental data for their own

neutronic calculation tool improvement and calibration.

Therefore, based on the experience accumulated during a 25-year colla-

boration, SCK/CEN together with BELGONUCLEAIRE have decided to implement

s new experimental programme in the VENUS facility.

This new VENUS International Programme, called VIP, includes a complete

set of experimental measurements performed with existing UO and MOX

fuel rods in order to provide an extensive nuclear data base for the

development, the improvement and the validation of nuclear calculation

methods for MOX fuels used in LWRs.

A VIP-phase 1-programme is devoted to BWR [8] and another one to PWR

[9]. The time-schedule as proposed in the fore-mentioned technical

proposals is maintained.

The main measurements performed in the phase-1 programmes are :

- power distribution measurement on mock-ups of typical MOX assem-

blies,

- critical mass,

- detector response.



A VIP-phas» 2-programme encompassing reactivity effects such as modera-

tor density effect, control rod worths, poison effect, UO effect, ...

is under discussion and will probably start in the late 1991. The total

programme description was presented at Physor '90 [10].

Development and validation of Nuclear Codes

The nuclear code package used at BELGONUCLEAIRE for LWR lattices calcu-

lations is based on LWR-WTMS, an assembly spectrum code, and on

MICROLUX, a three-dimensional simulator code.

The LWR-WIMS code with its 1986 updated library has been extensively

validated by comparisons with experimental data from zero-power experi-

ments carried out in several facilities, and with PIE data. This

validation is now continued with an extensive analysis of mock-up

configurations made in the frame of VIP-B and VIP-P programmes.

In MICROLUX, a nodal formalism determines the core reactivity and the

macroscopic flux distribution. With the in-currents at the node inter-

faces, a fine-mesh option calculates the rodwise power distribution and

the pcver peaking factor. The MICROLUX code has been validated through

experimental data such as critical boron concentration, reactivity

effects, detector response map, ... obtained from measurements performed

on several power reactors.

The LWR-WIMS and MICROLUX codes were used to perform the in-core fuel

management and Pu recycle studies in the CNA reactor. After two

successive reloads containing 20 2 of MOX assemblies the MOX fraction

has reached 20 Z in the current core. A good agreement was found

between the main parameters measured during the physics tests at the

sta;<--up of both cycles and the theoretical predictions. The comparison

of the theoretical assemblyvise power distribution with the in-core

instrumentation (Mn aeroballs) has shown that theory underestimates

sli.g;.;.ly (-2.2 2) the power released by MOX assemblies. But that

deviation is acceptable and is similar to deviations encountered for UO

assemblies.

In order to avoid any error compensation on activation calculation and

assetnblywise power computation, the thermocouple measurements were used

to determine the power released per assembly. Although each assembly is

surrounded by a shroud, the experimental uncertainty of such measurement

is higher. However a comparison of the assembly power deduced from

temperature rise with theoretical predictions is useful. In that
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comparison, theory underestimates slightly (-0.4 %) the power released

by MOX assemblies. This deviation is acceptable and similar to the

deviation deduced from nuclear in-core instrumentation. Hence acti-

vation calculation and assemblywise power are well predicted. No

significant change on the deviation was observed with the core irra-

diation. The theoretical critical boron concentration is particularly

in good agreement with the values measured along cycle 17, as shown in

Fig. 1.

A new calculational methodology using the LWR-WTMS code, is being now

developed to determine the nuclear performances of fuel rods to be

irradiated in three in-pile sections of a pressurized loop in tl.i BR2

reactor. An experimental benchmark has been carried out in the 3R2 for

the validation of calculation methods.

MERCATOR, a nodal code developed by TRACTEBEL for solving thj two-groap

diffusion equation on large reactor cores, has previously been described

in a NEACRP paper [11]. The high accuracy of the M2.0 version of

MERCATOR (2 D, two-group, homogenous nodes) has been demonstrated in a

2-D IAEA benchmark exercise, with one or four nodes per fuel assembly (1

N/A or 4 N/A). Tests on practical data (Biblis, Tihange) led to the

same conclusion, with a typical speed of 5 cycles in 1 N/A or 3 cycles

in 4 N/A partition. Execution speed of MERCATOR enables to include it

in a interactive assembly repositioning software which is currently used

for the core management of the Tihange reactors. Since the beginning of

1988, MERCATOR has bean adapted to read its nuclear data from the well

known cell code CASMO. Average assembly cross-sections are tabulated as

a function of moderator density, boron, fuel temperature and the

corresponding historical effects.

It is now possible to follow the Sm-Pm kinetics in the core through a

special module integrated in "MERCATOR."

A significative part of the TRACTEBEL development effort is focused on

thr piû~by-pin power reron&truction from nodal results.

The intronodal flux is represented by polynomials with exponential

corrections for thermal flux; it is factorized with the pin-by-pin

distribution calculated by the assembly homogénéisation code (i.e.

CASMO).

The heterogeneity corrections (i.e. discontinuity factors) derived from

CASMO calculations aie applied to the coupling coefficients of the core

problem : they take transport effects, RCC and water holes hetero-
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Fig. 1 : Critical boron concentration versus burn-up
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geneities into account and give very accurate results especially at the

fuel/reflector interface without any "tuning".

Extensive comparisons with transport codes on UO or MOX Colorset or

representative in-ccre situations, give errors as low as 1 X on the hot

spot for UO problems, and not greater than 4 2 for the MOX problems.

ARCHIMEDE (versions A05 and A06) is a fast core simulator developed by

TRACTEBEL for on-line surveillance of the core safety margins. On-line

follow application updates every two minutes a data base containing core

state (burnups, xenon, iodine, . . . ) . displays power profiles, axial

imbalance diagram, ... and give expert advice to the operator about the

best way to get proper core conditions.

Predictive calculations can be started off-line, from a given Xenon

equilibrium state (e.g. fulJ power), or on-line, from data base infor-

mations. When load variations have to be planned or after incidental

SCRAM or turbine trip, they allow to predetermine the best operating

way, with respect to axial imbalance, effluents amounts, fuel local

power variations and MTC limitations.

The simulator works from neutronic data, given by LVR-WIMS code (for

A05) and CASMO code (for A06) for each fuel composition (i.e. groups of

assemblies presenting same physical characteristics and history), and

results of MERCATOR two-dimensional calculations for a sequence of burn

up states of the core and of control rods configurations.

Average on the vertical axis give a one-dimensional two group diffusion

calculation model. A synthesis is then realized to get flux and power

profiles used for a composition-wise calculation of feed-backs in each

axial region of the core.

ASCHIMEDE code calculates reactivity balance and flux profile, as well

as derivatives and weights used for guessing the ideal operating

conditions.

The fast, core simulator has been installed on a digital microVAX II in

Tihange 1 in December 1986. The experience shows benefits from axial

imbalance control, as well as from return to critical conditions

prediction after SCRAM.

On-line follow application started in February 1990 at Tihange-1 plant.

During cycle 14 startup and during an incidental transient (turbine

trip), calculated axial imbalance was compared to in-core- or ex-core

measurements, showing a very good agreement.

Off-line application runs now also on IBM-PS2 micro-computers.
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This A10 version, limited to predictive calculations, has been installed

in Tihange-2 and Tihange-3 plants during 1990.

ARCHIMEDE is also used in TRACTEBEL for core design studies, as soon as

axial effects have to be considered. Coupling with COBRA code allows

for DNB calculations.

A special module has been included to help the test engineer during

startup physical tests at the beginning of each fuel cycle. This module

is now used in Tihange-1, -2, -3 power plants and has also been tested

in Doel-1.

A30 version will be developed in the near future to include the MERCATOR

3-D nodal diffusion calculation module.

ARCHIMEDE has been presented during NEA specialists meeting in

CADARACHE, FRANCE in June 1988 [12] and during the 7th power plant

dynamics, control and testing symposium, Knoxville, Tennessee, in May

1989 [13].

For rod ejection accident analysis, TRACTEBEL has developed OAK code

( "One-dimensional Axial Kinetics"). This project is now at the vali-

dation stage.

Other reactivity related accidents will be analysed using another new

code : OKAP <One-dimensional Kinetics And Primary system Integration).

This code combines OAK axial kinetic model with a thermal-hydraulic

model of the primary loop system, including pressurizer, steam genera-

tors, control and protection systems. This code is under development.

Both OAK and OKAPI derives from MERCATOR neutronic calculation chain.

Their modular and efficient design provide flexibility for a large range

of applications. Computer requirements are light : good response times

have been obtained on a personal computer PC-386 with 80387 mathematic

coprocessor.

A group at University of Brussels (ULB) is developing HEXNODYN a 3D

multigroup diffusion/transport kinetics code in hexagonal geometry, for

fast reactor transient analysis. This code, made in the frame of a

contract with the JRC Ispra, is a part of the europcan effort towards

standardized software for reactor safety calculations.

A description of the 3D multigroup diffusion/transport kinetics code

HEXNODYN was given at PHYSOR '90 [14]. HEXNODYN couples time inegration

by the quasi-static method with space integration by HEXNOD's analytic

(diffusion option) or discrete ordinates (transport option) nodal

method. The diffusion version has been benchmarked [15] on the

wellknown NEACRP KfK rod ejection superprompt critical transient
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proposed by L. Vath. The transport option has been validated by

comparison with the diffusion option. Numerical results indicate that

the diffusion option may be considered as fully validated while the

transport version is at least internally consistent [14].

One of the main interests of HEXNOD is that it allows to solve large 3D

fast reactor problems in transport approximation with computing times

not much larger than for corresponding nodal diffusion theory calcu-

lations. Details on HEXNOD are given in [16].

FAST REACTORS

The contribution of BELGONUCLEAIRE to the analysis of the SPX1 startup

experiments has been completed. Let us briefly recall that this work

began in 1983 with studies devoted to the first core loading strategy :

it involved later an active participation in the startup experiments

(1985) and various analyses of the experimental results which ended

early this year. Some significant aspects of the Belgian contribution

can be found in the recent publications [17, 18 and 19].

The gamma heat deposition experiments carried out in and around a

simulated steel/sodium diluent in the critical assembly BALZAC-DEI of

the MASURCA facility have been the subject of a detailed theoretical

analysis. The work, which involved the participation of SCK/CEN,

CEA/Cadarache, ENEA srd INTERATOM, has been reported in [20]. The

results generally confirm the previous underestimation of the gamma

sources in plutonium-fuelled zones, and suggest that the use of the

recently recommended reduced gamma yields in U-235 and Pu-239 would

worsen the prediction rather then improve it. This experiment has been

proposed as a suitable benchmark for the future JEF2 gamma data bank.

The participation in the optimisation studies of the European Fast

Re-actor CEFR) has been continued by BELGONUCLEAIRE, as a member of the

INB group, until April 1990. Various axial arrangements of breeder

slabs in the fissile zone have been investigated in the frame of the

axial heterogeneous concept optimization studies [21]. In an effort to

reduce the sodium void effect, now designs with reduced core active

length have also been examined, and their reactivity coefficients have

been established.

The potential of the fast breeder core of EFR type to transmute high

radiological risk minor actinides (Np-237, Am-241) has been looked at.
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The results suggest that replacing a few percents of the heavy metal by

such actinides results in a slight improvement of some physics

characteristics (burnup reactivity loss, plutonium breeding ratio) [22],

and in a significant transmutation efficiency.

Source Term Measurements for Reactor Safety Analysis

Taking benefit of the experience gained from the application of the

under-water high resolution gamma spectrometry to the post-irradiation

examination of many kinds of fuel in extremely variable conditions,

SCK/CEN has adapted its device with a view to measuring the transfer of

Fission Products (FP's) from the fuel to the coolant in on-site and

real-time follow-up conditions, the so-called Source Term Measurement

(STH).

This is possible for both LWR and FBR test loops irradiated in high flux

research reactors.

Good results were obtained for two M0L7C experiments in the BR2 reactor

[23][24]. These experiments were conducted in the framework of an

agreement with KfK Karlsruhe (D) and JRC Ispra (CEC, I), with a view to

investigating the consequences of a severe fuel pin damage in a Liquid

Metal Fast Breeder Reactor sub-assembly.

The STM's, carried out with different FBR oxide fuels (high burnt and

fresh fuel respectively) and with different scenarios, are providing

some transfer coefficients and/or benchmarks for fission product trans-

fer models.

Possible improvements were deduced from the analysis of these measure-

ments [25] :

a) for the measurement conditions (Fig. 2)

- a better sensitivity to the FP outlet could be obtained by

"looking" at the outlet pipe instead of the expansion tank

- the addition of sources at the side opposite to the collimator

would improve the calibration work and enable to follow the density

of the coolant (gas bubble detection)

- a twin STM device "looking" both at the outlet pipe and at the gas

plenum would allow to make a balance between the FP's retained by

the coolant and the FP's collected in the gas plenum

- STM's should be carried out not only during the test but also after

2 weeks and after 6 months in order to detect FP's with medium and

long half-lives (masked during the transient).
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b) for the analysis (Fig. 3)

During the transient, the amount of gamma rays and the complexity of

the relationship between the FP activités in the fuel and the counts

in the gamma peaks are such that it is more reliable to compare FP

trcnrfor modslr: with experimental results in the following new way :

- starting from the FP inventory (for instance calculated by ORIGEN-2

at the moment of the measurement) the FP transfer model (including

fuel defect, FP transport, ...) is used and followed by a modelling

of the measurement conditions (including branching ratios,

shielding, energy calibration, sensitivity, deadtime, pile-up,

resolution and measurement time) in order to produce a calculated

spectrum (in counts/channel).

- both calculated and measured (gross) spectra are handled with the

same correlation technique in order to separate the peaks from the

noise and to obtain comparable sum peaks.

In the example of Fig. 3, which presents the resulting spectra, drawn in

a mirror symmetry, the prediction is close to the experimental result,

except for the activation products of the coolant which were not

included in the calculation.

Disagreements, if any, are easily located as all the calculation steps

are available in a one-way through system.
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CANADA

REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN CANADA

Compiled by R.T. Jones

Reactor Physics Branch
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

This report summarizes activities carried out by various organizations during the
period 1989 October to 1990 September.

1. UTILITIES

There are three utilities in Canada which operate CANDU reactors to produce
electricity: Ontario Hydro, Hydro Quebec and the New Brunswick Power
Commission.

1.1 Ontario Hydro - Toronto Canada

1.1.1 SMOKIN Development and Validation

SMOKIN is a three dimensional space-time kinetics neutronics code based on a
modal expansion method. The code is used for simulating core spatial transients
for accident and operational safety analyses of CANDU reactors. Development
and validation of the code are continuing. The theory manual for the code has
been written and issued.

A users' group of interested users from various organizations within Canada has
been organized.

1.1.2 Benchmark Problem for CANDU In-Core Fuel Management

A benchmark problem for in-core fuel management in CANDU reactors has
been developed as part of a Coordinated Research Program under the
sponsorship of the IAEA, Ontario Hydro has applied its fuel management
programs to the benchmark in order to provide results for comparison with
codes available in other countries. A report describing the calculations is
available.

2. UNIVERSITY ACTIVITY

Courses and research in reactor physics are conducted at several Canadian
universities: University of Toronto, University of New Brunswick, Ecole
Polytechnique, Royal Military College and McMaster University.
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2.2 McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario

McMaster University owns and operates a 10 MW MTR type research reactor.
Other research topics covered are:

2.2.1 Nonlinear Fission Reactor Dynamics

Research on the spectrum of dynamical properties of fission reactors based on
the retention of nonlinear reaction terms is continuing. Both the dimensionality
of the reaction network and feedback linkages are being extended. Dynamical
features of fission reactors, which do not become apparent in linear analyses,
are thus identified. (Ref. 1-3).

2.2.2 Fusion-Dynamics in the Atmosphere

The entry of comets into the atmosphere is known to create high atom
densities, increased temperature, and ionization. One consequence is the
possibility of fusion reactions involving both the atmospheric and comentary
fusile fuels. We have examined the potential "flash" of fusion energy which
could thereby be released using the 1908 Tunguska Event of Siberia as a test
case. Our analysis shows that fusion energy contributes only a very small
fraction to the total energy balance. (Ref. 4).

2.2.3 Advanced Nuclear Energy System

Research on advanced nuclear energy systems is continuing. This includes the
prospects of muon catalyzed fusion under enhanced density conditions, the
stability of the Cf-251/251 driven long-life nuclear battery, and the architectonics
of synergetic nuclear energy «ystem. Ref (5-7)

2.2.4 Coupled Reactor Physics and Thermalhydraulics

Research on the space-time behavior of nuclear systems continues. The current
focus on the coupling of thennalhydraulic feedback to reactivity and group
coefficients in efficient numerical simulations.

2.2.5 Reactor Physics Numerics

A stuay of finite diffefei.ee and nodal-methods is underway. The immediate
goal is the establishment and testing of standard codes for benchmark purposes.
The longer term goal is the assessment of variations of the current on-campus
reactor and the proposed MAPLE upgrade.

2.2.6 Blanket Physics and Thermalhydraulics for Fusion Reactors

A heterogeneous Monte Carlo neutron transport code, HEMCNT, has been
developed in order to calculate neutronic parameters of interest for multi-region
fusion reactor blanket and neutron shields. The energy deposition, tritium
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breeding profile and neutron leakage spectrum of a liquid lithium-helium two-
phase flow coolant channel bombarded by monocnergetic 14.06 MeV neutrons
are analyzed (Ref. 8-10).

3. ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED

A broad range of reactor physics and related design and research and
development activities are carried out at AECL.

3.1 Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment, Pinawa, Manitoba

The Systems Analysis Branch at WNRE includes two groups which provide a
wide range of Physics support to various AECL business units, external partners
and clients, and the site. These groups are: the Research Physics Group and
the Small Reactor Concepts Group. The current scope of reactor physics work
for each group is described below.

3.1.1 Reactor Physics and Safety Group

The Reactor Physics and Safety Group provides analysis support to internal
AECL development projects as well as to external clients in the areas of used
fuel characterization, radiation shielding, criticality safety, and specialized radiation
physics. The majority of the group's activities during the past year involved
continuing support for the following projects: MAPLE Research Reactor, SES-
10 Heating Reactor, used fuel handling and dry canister storage, Waste
Management Used Fuel Disposal Concept, and decommissioning of the WR-1
Reactor.

Radiation physics support continued for the 10-MWt SES-10 Heating Reactor,
the 10-MWt MAPLE-X10 Reactor, and several different versions of the
MAPLE-10 Generic Research Reactor. A simple method of estimating the time
behavior of the detector signal from photoneutrons, in reactois that contain
heavy water or beryllium, was completed and compared to experimental results
from SDR. The calculated neutron fluxes were accurate to within a factor of
two over six decades. The method was then used to characterize the MAPLE
reactors. A whole-core, explicit-pin MCNP model of MAPLE-X10 was created
which represents the most geometrically accurate model of the reactor available.
It was used to benchmark the WIMS/3DDT modelling methods where it was
found that 3DDT channel powers varied from four percent low to 17 percent
high relative to MCNP indicating that some modifications to these methods were
required. The MCNP model was also used to study the following: core-
reflector neutronic coupling, reflection time constants, leakage fluxes, detector
responses, nuclear heating, whole-core and single-pin power gradients,, and beam
tube entrance fluxes. Various Monte Carlo variance reduction techniques are
currently being evaluated to transport neutron and photon fluxes down beam
tubes to assess performance.
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Support also continued for AECL's used fuel dry canister storage program with
the completion of shielding and criticality safety analyses for the storage of NPD
used fuel. Survey measurements taken during fuel loading were used to check
the accuracy cf the shielding calculations. One- and two-dimensional discrete
ordinates results were within the estimated uncertainties of the measured values,
while unshielded poir.t-kemel results tended to be unreliable. Flux calculations
from an homogenized array of fuel pins tended to over predict the measured
va'ues in the axial direction. This situation is currently being addressed.

In the area of used fuel characterization, comparisons of ORIGEN-S using
multicycled working libraries with other depletion codes for CANDU fuel
indicate that actinidc concentrations are sensitive to the use of burnup-dependent
o-oss sections. The SCALE-4 control sequence for producing these cross
sections (SAS2H) is currently being implemented. Eventually, experimental
analysis of used CANDU fuel will be used to validate and to further refine
these methods.

KENO-5a was chosen this year as the AECL standard code for criticality safety
analysis and was also approved at the Whiteshell Laboratories for use on single-
annulus, uranium-carbide fuel bundles. Excellent agreement was achieved
between KENO-Sa and MCNP during the validation effort for this fueL The
approvsJ was required to support the fuel handling and storage phases of the
WR-1 Reactor decommissioning program that started this year.

The final area of interest is the upgrading of the computer software inventory.
The VAX/VMS Run-Time Mathematics Library problems that were encountered
LG the CCC-475B/SCALIAS 3.1 Code System and reported last year were
corrected and a package revision notice was sent to RSIC. A geometry
ti:viator from the KSNG-5a system to the MCNP system was written to allow
acsTCi.3 xo the MCN? graphics capability for criticality safety work. And the
group acquired and impie.-aented trie latest versions of the discrete ordinates
transport cocks CNcDAT-T, TWODANT, and TWOHEX in a system called
TWODANT-SYS.

3 1.2 Small Ee^.tfor Concepts Group

3.1.2.1 MAPLE-KIC Core Neu'ronics Calculations

Core neutronics calculations for the MAPLE-X10 reactor are performed using the
WIMS-3DDT (transport-diffusion) code combination as described in references 11
and 12. A detailed comparison of WIMS-3DDT calculations with the results of
MCNP Monte Carlo calculations has been carried out for MAPLE-X10.
Differences in predicted powers were analysed and explained. Better agreement
with MCNP was found by using a fine spatial mesh in the fuel region of the
3DDT model The use of a cell-boundary flux correction for the cell-average cross
sections was developed that also improved the agreement with MCNP. This
correction was especially important for the 18-element fuel.
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A composite site capability and a revised outer element ratings calculation were
added to the FULMGR utility code used with 3DDT.

A preliminary physics study was completed for a proposed MAPLE reactor for
Egyp*, Al«o. flux .information was produced for a proposed MAPLE core design at
12 MW for McMaster University in Hamilton, ON.

Support was provided to Chalk River Laboratories (CRNL) in terms of models and
cross sections for the MAPLE-X10 reactor physics analysis. The fourth revision of
the physics specifications for MAPLE-X10 was issued. The 12-clemeEt mixed steel
and aluminum dummies were modified to replace light water with aluminum to
provide better reactivity coefficients. The influences of the spatial resolution of the
calculation mesh and the number of neutron energy groups on the reactivity
coefficients were studied.

The point kinetics data used in the MXSIM code developed at CRL were
incorporated into the CATHENA thermalhydraulics code for transient analysis
studies of MAPLE-X10. A xenon transient analysis capability was also added to
CATHENA.

3.1.2.2 Advanced MAPLE

A pre-conceptual reactor physics study of an advanced MAPLE research reactor
was carried out [13,14]. The goal of this study was to evaluate a high-power
variant of foe MAPLE design for use as a high-flux neutron source. The results of
the study indicate that the concept is feasible from a reactor physics viewpoint
The reactor performance goals met by this design operating at 50 MW were:

(a) a peak thermal-neutron flux greater than 1.2x1019 n/(m2»s) in the external
heavy-water reflector tank,

(b) an average fast-neutron flux greater than 3.0x10*8 n/(m^ms) in a central
materials testing loop, and

(c) a core lifetime of 40 full-power-days with a fuel loading of 7.0 kg 23i>Tjjn
LEU U3Si-Al dispersion fuel pins.

Both heavy-water cooled and light-water cooled core configurations were
investigated A number of advantages were determined with the light-water cooled
option, including lower fissile inventories.

3.1.2.3 New Diffusion Coefficients for WIMS-AECL

A multi-region Benoist diffusion coefficient model has been implemented in WIMS-
AECL to improve the treatment of leakage in CANDU-type lattices. In
comparisons with experimental measurements of relevance to CANDU-typc lattices,
the original three-region Benoist model in WIMS had exhibited ait increase in keff
during the voiding of heavy-water coolant. Investigations indicated that the main
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source of this discrepancy was in the leakage treatment Analyses with the new
multi-region Benoist diffusion coefficients indicate no significant change in keff (-
0.09±0.84 mk) during coolant voiding over a wide range of experimental critical
measurements of relevance to CANDU-type lattices.

3.1.2.4 Development of Square and Hexagonal Lattice Capability in WIMS-
AECL

Dcvclopment of a capability in WIMS-AECL to allow explicit two-dimensional
treatment of square and hexagonal lattice geometries has been completed [15].
Testing of the cods extensions against an international four-by-four pin LWR
burnable poison benchmark indicated proper code performance and agreement with

lattice eel] codes. The new two-dimensional geometrical capabilities have
applied in the analysis of square fuel assemblies for LWR reactor designs of

interest within AECL.

3.1.2.5 Reactor Kinetics Code TANK

The two-dimensional two-neutron-energy-group space-time reactor kinetics code
TANK has been further enhanced over the past year. The code can be used to
analyze reactors with either pin or plate-type fuel, and with hexagonal or cartesian
geometries. Improvements have been made to the thermalhydraulic routines in
TANK and plan- arc underway to fully link CATHENA to TANK. Also,
improvements have been made to the methods by which reactivity feedback effects
are modelled in TANK. Cross sections and diffusion coefficients for each lattice
cell are calculated or corrected as functions of: fuel, moderator, and coolant
temperatures; control and shutdown absorber positions; percent coolant void; and
135 concentration.

TA.NK has b^en validated [6] for step reactivity-insertion transients in a series of
simulations of selected SPER7-lB(24/32) tests, The SPERT cases were super-
pvc-Eapt-critJcai "tep reactivity insertions from very low pewer levels in the range of
.*s>"mpiot;c inverse reactor periods of 20 to 93 s"*. The TANK simulations and the
SPHR7 experuufiital results agreed \veU, within the limit of uncertainty.

Over the past year. TANK has also been used in the simulation of transient
p-.nc'oi ben; nor in s :;uir<ber of reactors of the MAPLE class, and is also being
adapted :o study 8 sinaL ir^jr..ù PWR design. Most of the applications of TANK
have been in support of the safety analysis of the MAPLE-XIO reactor [e.g. 17,18].
Numerous postule ted loss-cf-regulation-accidents (LORAs) and loss-of cooling-
accident (LOCA) scenarios have been simulated with TANK for MAPLE-XIO.

One particular result from the MAPLE-XIO LOCA (dual pump failures) simulations
is that the dummy fuel assemblies originally contained too much light water, leading
to a large positive reactivity effect for moderator temperature. By displacing much



of the light water with AI, these problems were alleviated. TANK simulations
showed that the transient behavior in MAPLE-XiO would be less severe when using
dummy assemblies of the new design. TANK was run for these LOCA simulations
using CATHENA results for coolant flow behavior.

3.2 AECL CANDU, Mississauga, Ontario

The design activities of AECL are performed at AECL CANDU in Mississauga
near Toronto, Ontario. Some of the recent work is described below.

3.2.1

A comprehensive series of analyses of transients following hypothetical loss-of-
coolant accidents (LOCA) has been carried out The transients were assumed
terminated by action of shutdown-system-1 (cadmium shutoff rods). The analyses
studied LOCA initiated from a wide variety of initial flux shapes (nominal, top-to-
bottom tilts, side-to-side tilts, end-to-end tilts, etc.).

3.2.2

Analysis of a large variety (hundreds) of flux shapes has been carried out in
support of a program to replace in-core detectors of the Pt Lepreau and Gentilly-2
reactors.

3,13

The flux-mapping systems at Pt Lepreau and Gentilly-2 are being redesigned for
installation at the time of changeover of the in-core detectors. A large-scale
program is being carried out to assess the relative merits of the old and new
designs.

3.2.4

The program FUELEM which automates the selection of channels for refuelling in
CANDU reactors has undergone further testing.

3.2.5

Recent advances in the LWR/CANDU Tandem fuel cycle assessment include the
burning of unreprocessed, spent LWR fuel in CANDU. The neutronic feasibility
has been studied. Further studies are in progress.

3.2.6

Codes for on-line evaluation of power distribution to assist in reactor regulating and
safety systems have been written. The codes make use of measured fluxes as
internal boundary conditions in 3-D finite difference models.
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3.2.7

The influence of plutonium distribution on the space-dependent kinetics of CANDU
has been studied using 3-D heterogeneous dynamic codes. As plutonium makes the
system more responsive to external reactivity insertion, fuelling schemes that tend to
place plutonium in the low importance regions are preferred.

3.3 Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, Chalk River, Ontario

3.3.1 Reactor Assessment and Design

3.3.1.1 Advanced CANDU Reactors

Work has continued on assessing fuel management options for slightly enriched
uranium (SEU1 in CANDU. Attention has focussed on fuel of 0.9% enrichment
since this is representative of the increasing supply of recovered uranium (RU)
arising from reprocessing of LWR fuel. It is predicted that burnups of 12
MWd/kg would be achieved without any adverse axial or radial power profiles
being encountered. Calculations of the economics of fuelling a CANDU with RU
indicate low fuelling costs, but the price of RU is not currently established by
market forces, and the economics depend strongly on the assumed cost

A review of the feasibility of using gas cooling in a variant of the CANDU reactor
was undertaken. It was concluded that the primary obstacle to taking advantage of
the high temperatures offered by gas cooling is the absence of a suitable advanced
pressure rube material.

3.3.1.2 Small Reactors

Work on the Slowpoke Energy Systems 10 MW heating reactor design has slowed
due io diffxuity in finding a customer for the reactor system. Physics design work
had reached a fairly advanced stage with no unsurmountable problems identified.
Further analysis of comnissioning measurements that were made on the Slowpoke
Demonstration Reactor bas indicated very satisfactory agreement between calculated
(using WIMS-AECL ar/i CITATION) and measured parameters.

Physics design work on the MAPLE-10X isotope production reactor being built a
CLzlk rtiveï" Laboratories îws continued, in particular the calculation of reactivity
coefficients and worths as well as refuelling simulations.

3.3.2 Code Development and Nuclear Data

Much of the work in this area concerns the lattice-cell code WIMS-AECL. A
frozen version of this code is maintained on three different computer systems at
three locations: at CRL on the Cyber-990, at WL on the VAX system, and at
AECL-CANDU on Apollo workstations. In addition there are developmental
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versions of the code in which improvements are tested before eventual
incorporation into a new frozen version. Improvements that have been made to
the code are:

addition of the ability to handle square boundaries in the PIJ option
calculations,
improvement to the calculation of diffusion coefficients, especially for
calculations with voided coolant,
correction to the calculation of scattering matrices when small quantities of
some materials are present in the coolant and moderator, and
improvement to the correction for resonance interference in the NEWRES
calculation.

Two data libraries for use with WIMS-AECL are maintained: the old WINFRTTH
iibrary (69 energy groups) and a library based on the ENDF/B-5 data (89 energy
groups). Data for dysprosium (actually based on ENDF/B-5) has recently been
added to the WINFRITH library for calculations of CANDU fuel designs using
burnable poison to reduce the void effect Work has begun on development of a
library based on ENDF/B-6 data which is now beginning to be released. Through
our connection with CSEWG we have obtained early releases of the data for U235
and U238 and have completed some preliminary evaluation of the data in the
thermal range. A version of the WIMS-AECL library containing the ENDF/B-6
data fer U235 has recently been produced to facilitate further testing.

Work aimed at the validation of WIMS-AECL for analysis of Candu reactors, both
advanced and existing designs, has continued. Particular attention has been i'ocussed
on the prediction of void reactivity. A study, in which calculations of the improved
code were compared with experimental measurements, showed that for the 37-
eletnent bundle cold-clean void reactivity was over estimated by 0.09 mk with an
uncertainty of ±0.84 mfc Efforts are continuing to estimate the error associated
with calculations of the void reactivity for equilibrium fuel at normal operating
conditions. In addition progress has been made on validation of WIMS-AECL
against a data base of measurement of reactivity and reaction rates in heavy water
moderated zero power reactors (ZED-2 and ZEEP). This involves convening codes
to run on the Cyber-990 and modifying them to accept input from WIMS-AECL
TAPE16 and running the WIMS cases with the recommended standard input So
far the conversion is complete and modifications are proceeding. Running the
WIMS cases will require a great deal of computing time. In the area of validation
for advanced fuels, a report (Ref. 19) has been issued describing analysis of ZED-2
measurements on the reactivity effect of heating the fuel/coolant of (Pu,U)O2 fuel
with both heavy and light water coolant. The analysis was done with the code
combination WÎMS-AECL and CONIFERS, the latter being used to model the
reactor. The results indicate that WIMS-AECL calculated temperature coefficients
are consistently smaller than those measured.

An invited paper: "The Status of WIMS-AECL" was presented at the Third
Internationa] Conference on Simulation Methods in Nuclear Engineering (Ref. 20)
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and a paper on the ZED-2 measurements with (Pu,U)O2 fuel was presented at the
International Conference on the Physics of Reactors: Operation Design and
Computation (Ref. 19).

3.3.3 Research Reactor Support

The use of the new code TRIAD3, which uses discontinuity factors, for core
following of the NRU reactor has continued sucessfully and several improvements
and modifications have been incorporated. These included a doubling of the axial
resolution available in the model and making available the ability to easily switch
on or off the discontinuity factors and the representation of the NRU lattice split
Experience with the code was reported at the October 1989 International
Conference on Research Reactor Safety, Operations and Modifications held at
Chalk River (Ref. 21).

3.3.4 Experimental Activity

Work has continued with experiments on (U233tTh)O2 fucL Two fine structure
measurements, in which detailed reaction rate distributions in a lattice cell are
made, were completed at the tight hexagonal pitch of 24.5 cm. The coolant was
light water in one case at 20*C and at 300«C in the other. Measurements at the
tight pitch are difficult because of space limitations, particularly when the hot sites
are connected to enable the coolant to be heated to high temperatures. Several
additional measurements were therefore made to try to eliminate flux tilts caused
by unwanted displacement of components in the core. Also measurements of
temperature gradients in the moderator with the hot sites at elevated temperature
were completed.
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DENMARK

Reactor Physics Activities in DENMARK

October 1989 - September 1990

Compiled by Erik Nonbel

Rise National Laboratory

1. INTRODUCTION

Denmark has no commercial nuclear reactors to-day and no nuclear power is

foreseen in the near future.

A reorganization has taken place at Ris0 National Laboratory with the purpose of

concentrating all nuclear activities in one department, called "Dept. of Nuclear

Safety Research".

AJ though our main effort within the last years has been concentrated on collecting

information about general reactor technology, we still maintain a certain research

and development effort within reactor physics, because we see this field as

fundamental to a general understanding of reactor technology. Furthermore, we

deliver reactor physical services for the two research reactors at Ris0 and maintain

educational activity for universities and high schools at the Danish reactor DR 1.

2= LWR CODE DEVELOPMENT

Due to our limited staff we have chosen to concentrate on developing an advanced

LWR core simulator program, COSIMA' and an LWR assembly program,

LEWARD.2 This assembly code has been improved as to the treatment of the

control rod history for BWR reactors. Two methods have been tried to simulate the

control rod history:3

- All the cross sections were calculated as functions of burnup, and the time

with control rod "in" as parameter, "this control rod-in" time being placed at
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the beginning of life.

- AJ] the cross sections were calculated as functions of burnup, first with

control rod in all the time, and then with the control rod out all the time,

and a special weighting procedure was deviced to produce the final cross

sections.

While the first method gives tables of the order of n2 entries, where n is the

number of burnup steps, the second one gives only 2n entries.

To test the two methods, the fuel assembly program, LEWARD, was used in a

mode, which allows a given control rod sequence to be directly simulated. With

respect to the testing of the two methods this direct simulation serves as the correct

answer. The investigation has besn carried out for assemblies both with and without

gadolinium pins.

The results of the first method, which is very storage- and computing time

demanding, showed already early in the burnup history significant deviations from

the correct simulation. Thus this method was not pursued further.

The other much more simple method, however, showed good agreement with the

correct simulation, even with the weight function simply expressed as the fraction

of burnup time with and without control. The agreement was further improved

when we introduced an exponentially decreasing weight function, which ascribed

greater importance to the "latest" history than events lying far back in time.

This exponentially decreasing weight function for the burnup parameter has now

been implemented in the core simulator code COSIMA.

3, REACTOR PHYSICS SUPPORT TO EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AT THE

REACTOR PR 3

In the reactor DR 3 several burnup tests have been made with power reactor fuel
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pins of high burn-up. The purpose of these tests has been to examine pellet-

cladding interactions during different over-power conditions. The detailed investiga-

tion of the exposed fuel pins has taken place at the hot ceil facility at Ris0.

The purpose of the reactor physics calculations has been to determine the power

level of DR 3 which corresponds to a wanted power level in the test pin.

The calculations have been performed in two steps:

First the axial power distribution has been calculated with the code DR 3/SIM

for the reactor period and test pin positions in consideration.4

Then the radial fission distribution in the considered fuel element including the

test pin is calculated with a collision probability code. An important input

parameter in this step is the isotopic composition of the highly burned test pin.

This composition is being provided by the owner of the fuel pin.

On the basis of these two calculations it is possible to deduce the axial power

distribution in the test pin for a given power level of the DR 3 reactor. A scaling

factor of the reactor power then provides the wanted average power of the test pin.

The validation of this two-step method has been made by comparing the calculated

axial power distribution with the power distribution measured by Lanthanum-scan

of the test pin.

4, REFERENCES

1. CF. H0jerup, 'The BWR Core Simulator COSIMA with 2 Group Nodal Flux

Expansion and Control Rod History", Ris0-M-28O4, (1989).
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FINLAND

REACTOR PHYSICS IN FINLAND

STATUS REPORT TO THE NEACRP 1990

Compiled by Randolph Hôglund

Technical Research Centre of Finland

Nuclear Engineering Laboratory

1 NUCLEAR POWER IN FINLAND

Of the total electric energy consumption in Finland in 1989,

59.7 TWh, 30 % or 18.0 TWh was covered by nuclear power and

15 % or 8.9 TWh by (net) import. The mean capacity factor of

the four nuclear reactors dropped slightly, to 90 %, mainly

due to an unscheduled outage of about 6 weeks caused by

impurities found in the control rod drive mechanisms in one

of the units.

Plants of four different designs have been considered as a

possible fifth reactor in Finland. These are French-German

(Nuclear Power International, i. e. Framatome £ Siemens) and

Soviet (Atomenergoexport) PWRs and Swedish (ABB Atom) and

German (Siemens) BWRs, all with an electric power of about

100C MW. Any decision for or against more nuclear power is

not expected before the next parliamentary elections,

hovjc jet.

2 CELL CALCULATIONS

Validation of the fuel assembly burnup progran CASMO-HEX for

burnable absorber calculations has been continued by solving



some benchmark problems within the framework of the

Coordinated Research Project on Safe Core Management with

Burnable Absorbers in WERs organized by IAEA. CASMO-BEX

seems to produce quite good results, especially with the

newest data library versions.

3 INTERPRETATION OF WER-4 4 0 ROD DROP MEASUREMENTS

Dynamic reactivity measurements together with the rod drop

technique have given consistently higher efficiencies for

the control rods of the Loviisa reactors than are obtained

by static reactivity calculations with the nodal code

HEXBU-3D. Due to the large flux perturbations the correct

interpretation of these measurements has been uncertain. The

behaviour of such measurements was investigated using a

prompt jump approximation with spatial dependence of the

neutron flux.

The diffusion theory code TRIGON was used to solve the

2-dimensional flux problem in the transverse plane of a

WER-440 core. The prompt behaviour of the neutron flux was

studied in the core and also beyond the core in the

biological shield, where measurements are usually taken with

the ex-core ionization chambers. The spatial variation of an

assumed reactivity measurement was studied for different rod

drop configurations in the initial and a burnt low leakage

core of Loviisa-1.

The solution of the one-group point kinetics equation gives

the relation

p/p - 1 - fV* 1

for the reactivity p and prompt jump (or drop) in flux +.

The indices 0 and 1 refer to the flux level before and after

a reactivity change and 0 is the fraction of delayed

neutrons. Reactivity measurements in Loviisa are effectively

based on this equation.
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The prompt jump approximation gives the asymptotic flux

distribution a.t zero time after a step reactivity change.

This distribution was calculated with TRIGON as a filed

source problem where the fixed source consisted of delayed

neutrons from the initial state of the reactor- According to

the results of two-group calculations the core average

prompt jump of flux was rather close to the point kinetics

value that corresponds to the static reactivity calculated

with the same code and data. However, in the reflector at

the location of the reactivity measurement the calculated

prompt jump of flux was 20 ... 30 % lower than indicated by

measurements. Thus these calculations do not yet solve the

quantitative discrepancy that exists between measurements

and calculations of reactivity worths of control rods in the

Loviisa reactors.

4 RELOAD DESIGN

The main parts of the core refuelling program CORFU which is

being developed to give assistance in the core reload design

planning work for boiling water reactors are programs that

a) create an initial loading pattern, b) suçgest suitable

fuel bundle moves in order to improve the thermal margins of

the core, c) search for suitable control rod patterns at

different burnup levels and d) make final adjustments to the

loading scheme. Preliminary versions of the first two

modules have been developed and work on the fourth one has

started.

5 NEUTRON FLUX CALCULATIONS

The program PREVIEW (PREssure Vessel Irradiation Evaluation

Working program) is approaching completion. This program

evaluates the neutron flux at various locations in the

pressure vessel of a nuclear reactor and elsewhere by

multiplying the fission source density in each node of the
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reactor core by precalculated (r,e) and axial kernels and

summiirg these contributions. The influence of the burnup -on

both the source strength for a given power and thé total

fission spectrum is taken into account. The program is

intended to be used for the Loviisa-1 and -2 reactors, but

it can probably be used for all WER-440 reactors without

cNanges and for any reactors if the kernel library and

certain data given in DATA statements in the main program

and the BLOCK DATA subprogram are changed.

6 REACTOR ACCIDENTS

Potentiality for and probable consequences of recriticality

during a severe reactor accident in a BWR has been estimated

by performing a series of CASMO and KENO-IV calculations in

simplified geometries. If one assumes, that the control rods

will melt before the fuel rods, recriticality seems to be

quite probable.

7 REACTOR DYNAMICS

The Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for Loviisa nuclear

cuwer station L?.s been renewed by Imatran Voima Oy (IVO).

Selected reactivity initiated accidents have been analyzed

by VTT in cooperation with IVO. The manifold characteristics

of the reactor dynamical computation system of VTT were

utilized in the calculations.

TV", dynamical calculations were made by SMATRA code which is

j combination of the one-dimensional accurate reactor

dynamics code TRAB and the thermohydraulical circuit model

SKABRE.. The reactor physical data for TRAB was based on

CASHO-HEX and HEXBU-3D calculations. Asymmetric effects in

the core were taken into account using the TRAB synthesis

model which couples several axial core channels with radial

shape functions.
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The uncontrolled withdrawal of control rod group, the rod

ejection accident and the incorrect 6tartup of an isolated

primary loop were analyzed in different burnup cycle phases

and power levels. The startup of loop calculations were made

with two core channels in TRAB core model and with

two-dimensional modelling of the downcomer with SMABRE. The

mere one-dimensional calculation would have given very

non-conservative results.

The methods of utilizing the transverse neutron flux shape

function dynamics model of the one-dimensional dynamics code

TRAB have been further developed for two different

applications.

In the first case the three-dimensional neutron flux

distribution is known from the stationary 3-D neutron

diffusion calculations both in the initial (steady) state

and in another, disturbed state. The first shape function

describes the initial state and the second one the disturbed

state. The regionwise weight factors for the one-dimensional

group constant are based on flux integrals evaluated from

the results of the 3-D calculations. The stationary state

will be accurately described and the shape function dynamics

describe deviations from the steady state values. The model

has been applied to analyses of radially asymmetric

transients for Loviisa FSAR with the SMATRA code. Reactor

core was divided into two parallel vertical regions with

their own reactor physical parameters and thermohydraulics

corresponding to 1/6 and 5/6 of the core. Stationary

HEXBU-3D results were utilized in evaluating the flux

integrals. Transients due to startup of inoperable loop

causing disturbances for boron concentration or coolant

temperature in 1/6 core have been successfully analyzed with

the model.

In the second case the methods of utilizing the shape

function model are developed for a general case in which the
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3-D distributions are not previously known. The model is

intended for studying-'"' local ..(out-of-phase^ ,- and -.global

oscillations in a reactor corel In an example case three

radial shape functions are used, the first one describing

the initial state, the second one the total oscillations

between the channels and the third one the axial effects of

the transverse shape. The validity of the «ethod depends

fully on the accuracy with which the oscillation modes are

chosen.

The three-dimensional dynamics code HEXTRAN has been

validated against results of the stationary HEXBU-3D code.

Compara Ive calculations of control rod transients have been

cade with the one-dimensional dynamics code TRAB.
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FRANCE

NATIONAL REPORT

OF REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN FRANCE

OCTOBER 1989 - OCTOBER 1990

by

M. DARROUZET - M. SALVATORES

1.

The FRANCE energy policy has been the object of discussions at the National
Assembly on December 12, 1989. The main choices defined back in 1981 have been
approved and confirmed by a large majority, in particular, energy independence by the
use of nuclear energy, by control of consumption and savings of energy, and the
diversification of supplies.

There is a general agreement on the importance of nuclear energy in order to
guarantee independence on foreign energy sources and tofight against atmospheric
pollution.

In the same way, there is unanimity to require a high vigilance in the field of
nuclear safety.

The second policy aspect is the authorization for the construction of the MELOX
plant (MELOX is 120 tons per year factory to produce Uranium/Plutonium mixed
oxyde PWR fuel).

This plant will be located in MARCOULE nuclear center.

The power reactor situation is the following (at the beginning of 1990) :

*34PWRsof900MWe
• 14 PWRs of 1300 MWe

Three PWR (1300 MWe) have been or will be in operation in 1990, and 5 others
are under construction.

The problems concerning the 1300 MWe PWR are progressively resolved. In
particular, those related to steam generators affect less power plants than one could
have suspected.

A study realized by the economics service of EDF has pointed out that the
program of reactor construction from now to the end of the century, should be reviewed
and increased.

The order of Civaux (1400 MWe) reactor will be made in 1992.

These optimistic news are moderated by the somewhat less satisfactory operation
of the fast neutron reactors.



Last year, after the scrams caused by the probable passage of argon bubbles in the
reactor's core, the PHENIX reactor has been authorized to operate again. However, a
new event of the same type has happened again in September 1990, and the reactor is
presently shut-down.

On the other hand, SUPER-PHENIX was shut down at the end of July 1990 due to
an introduction of air in the argon of the reactor. Six months of work are foreseen,
before re-start-up.

The GCR Chinon A3 reactor has been definitely shut-down on June 15,1990.

In the fuel cycle domain, active operation of the 800 tons U/year UP3 reprocessing
plant at La Hague has started.

Finally, a very deep reorganization has taken place at the CEA.

The Research and Technology Development Institut has been subdivided in three
Directions.

The first (Nuclear Reactor Direction) covers the studies both for reactors and fuel.

The second Direction covers the studies concerning the fuel enrichment, the
reprocessing, the storage of wastes, and the decommissioning.

The third Direction is devoted to technological diversification.

The Fundamental Research Institute also has been separated in two Directions :

* Biological Sciences ;

* The Sciences of the Matter.

Finally, the Safety Institute, following a parliament discussion, is being
reorganized.

The Reactor Physics activities in 1990 were in the continuity of the actions
undertaken last year :

* improvement and optimization of the operating reactors to increase fuel
burn-up ;

* continued recycling in PWRs.

A large part of studies are also devoted to future reactors : EFR (European Fast
Reactor design), and REP 2000 (reactors after the 1450 MWe N4 series).

An increasing attention is given to more innovative concepts and specific actions
and directions in this field are being defined.



2, CORE PHYSICS

2.1 THERMAL REACTOR CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS

2.1.1 Plutonium Recycling

The EPICURE program in support of Plutonium recycling in PWRs, is being
performed at CADARACHE on the EOLE critical facility. The first series of
configurations (September 1989 - December 1989) has been completed. They concern :

- a clean reference UO2 core ;

- the same UO2 core with at the center, a mock-up of three-zones Pu
assembly.

Some of the most significant results are given in Tables 1 and 2. More results
have been presented at the PH YSOR '90 Conference.

The EOLE reactor has been shut down in January 1990 for a complete
renewal of the control-room and of the electrical hardware of the installation. This
major maintenance operation will be completed by October 1990, and the EPICURE
program will be resumed in November 1990, according the planning already established
in common with EDF and FRAMATOME.

2.12 Power Reactors

In the frame of the new data file (JEF-2) validation, and of the new cell code
(APOLLO-II, see below) validation, a number of significant power reactor experimental
neutronics results, are being reanalyzed :

a) the moderator temperature coefficient (for which an "historical"
discrepancy between calculation and experiments has been observed) ;

b) The Plutonium production in the standard PWR fuel (for which an
extensive data base exists, related to varying burn-up values) ;

c) the critical boron concentration and its evolution with burn-up ;

d) power distributions close to reflectors.

First results are expected by the end of 1991.



2.13 Experiments Analysis and Integra! Data Banks

As stated in the previous annual report, an experimental data bank is being
set-up, for easy retrieval and to facilitate new data validation. The experiments
considered are :

a) critical experiments performed in France on the EOLE and MINERVE
reactors ;

b) C3WEG benchmarks ;

c) available European experiments (KRITZ, DIMPLE, etc..) ;

d) irradiated fuel experiments ;

e) selected power reactor experiments (see previous paragraph).

In this context, a number of previously performed experiments have been
re-analyzed. An example, related to fission products experiments, is given in Figure 1.

The re-analysis of most experiments, is completed by a sensitivity analysis
(see example in Figure 2), to assess the representativity of the experiments, in view of
the extrapolation of the observed Calculation/Experiment to power reactor design
methods.

22 THERMAL REACTOR DATA AND METHOD DEVELOPMENT

22.1 Multigroup Structures and Basic Data

A new 172-group structure has been defined in common with AEA
Technology, which will in future replace the present 99 group structure.

Extensive test are being made on the self-shielding treatment algorithms, to
produce the multigroup data needed by the new cell code APOLLO-II.

As far as basic data, a first global test of the JEF-2 thermal and epithermal
data of major actinides lias been performed, with satisfactory results. The present work,
coordinated with the JEF project, concerns detailed validation by isotope, reaction and
energy range.

222 The New Cell Code APOLLO-II

A first operational version of the code has been distributed, and it is actively
tested, as far as possible, against MONTE-CARLO (TRIPOLI) reference calculations.
Trie use of the cede together with JEF-2 data is foreseen in 1991.

APOLLO-II is the basic cell code for the code systems (CEA and EDF)
mentionned in the following paragraph.
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223 Other Codes and Method Developments

At EDF, the developments of the COCCINELLE code are mostly devoted to
the following applications :

3D space time kinetics, using detailed thermohydraulics, coupling with
the 3D core thermal hydraulics code THYC and coupling with
CATHARE calculations, with application on control-rod ejection or
steam line break accidents.

Pin by Pin calculations, for fine power distribution assessment (Neutron
Feed Back modelling and validation).

At CEA, the SAPHIR code system is continuously developed. The CRONOS
module for steady state, kinetics and transient multigroup calculations with
thermal-hydraulics feedback effects, has been particularly optimized.

2.2.4 Advanced Core Design

Under moderated spectrum shift reactors (RCVS) are actively evaluated.
Present studies are devoted to assess design procedures and associated uncertainties for
local and global void reactivity effects, and for the evaluation of fertile assemblies
characteristics.

New absorber types, in conjunction with soluble boron elimination for future
cores, are also investigated. Finally, over-moderation is also considered for future
designs.

In this context, a general analysis of innovative concepts is underway at CEA,
and the reactor physics studies are only part of a larger effort in this field.

2.3 Fast Reactor Experiments

2 J . I Power Reactors

PHENIX

Three times in August and September 1989, the PHENIX reactor was
scrammed by insertion of a too large negative reactivity in the core.

Interpretation lead to identify as a probable reason for this, gas bubbles
passing across the peripheral rows of the core with no safety consequence on the reactor.



SUPER-PHENIX

From February to September 1989, SUPER-PHENIX again operated after
the storage drum incident.

Many neutronic tests were carried out during this period, especially during
the first re-start up zero power phase : fissile sub-assembly and control-rod reactivity
measurements, fissile/"diluent" sub-assembly substitution reactivity measurements.
Analysis and interpretation of the measured/calculated comparisons lead to a quite
good agreement and to conclude to the validation of the design calculation methods
used in the CEA.

After having modified the core in order to get an adequate level of reactivity,
the reactor was again in operation from April to July 1990. These modifications
consisted in moving to the core periphery the 18 "diluent" sub-assemblies and to replace
them by new fissile ones.

Measured core reactivity was found to be identifcal to the previously
calculated one. New neutronic measurements were carried out. The analysis and
interpretation are now in progress.

232 Integral Experiments in MASURCA

The first phase of the CONRAD program (CONRAD-AX1), related to axial
heterogeneous core studies, has been completed. The analysis has shown a good
consistency in the prediction of critical mass with the corresponding radial
heterogeneous cores.

Power (reaction rates) distributions have been analyzed. There again,
traditional trends have been observed.

However, close to axial blankets and reflectors the observed
Calculation/Experiment discrepancies still indicate the need for improvement of data
treatment close to interfaces.

The preparation of the NEACRP 0 e« benchmark experiment to be
performed in MASURCA has progressed, and it will be reported at this meeting.

Past experiments during the BALZAC program have been analyzed. In
particular the experiments in which an internal storage was simulated (BALZAC-SI
phase) have been analyzed Typical results are shown in Figure 4.

2.4 DATA AN» METHOD DEVELOPMENT

2.4.1 Design Uncertainties

One of the most significant activity during this year, has been a global
re-assessment of design parameter uncertainties, taking into account the results of the
SUPER-PHENIX start-up experiment analysis. This re-analysis has been performed in
support of the EFR project and in the frame of the European R and D Cooperation.
Typical figures are shown in Table 3, where a first estimatation of the present
uncertainties is indicated, together with the expected improvement related to the
performance of the CONRAD program.



2.42 Data, Data Processing and Cell Code

The JEF-2 data are being validated in the frame of a coordinate project at
the NEA Data Bank. The first results have indicated the need to revise the Pu-239
evaluation, and in particular the fission cross-section in the 1-100 KeV region. Data
processing is underway to produce a full library f/om JEF-2 for the new cell code
ECCO. The NJOY-THEMIS algorithms are tested as far as possible. The new subgroup
data generation methods, developed by RIBON, are operational.

An operational version of the common European Cell Code ECCO is now
available.

The new heterogeneity algorithms (e.g. double heterogeneity), and collision
probabilities routines (2D exact and approximate, Roth-type, 3D for plate geometries)
have been tested and reported at the PHYSOR '90 Conference.

Future developments concern the production of fine group flux moments for
Pvj cross-section calculations, subcritical region cross-section preparation, improved
algorithms for the epithermal energy range treatment.

2.43 Code System

Tiie common code system ERANOS, for neutronic core and shielding
calculations, is being developed.

A first version, based on the French code system CCRR, has been distributed
to ali partners of the European Cooperation.

In this context, an algorithm development or choice activity is underway. The
main points are :

a) the development of deterministic multidimensional transport (starting
from the BISTRO code). A 2D hexagonal capability is being tested ;

b) the selection of a MONTE-CARLO multigroup and point-energy code
for shielding calculations. In this last case, a comparison of the
MCBEND and of the TRIPOLI codes on the evaluation of the
SUPER-PHENIX secondary sodium activation (i.e. the IHX
calculation), will provide the basis for the code selection.

2.5 ADVANCED DESIGN STUDIES

Core optimization studies have been and are performed actively. In the frame of
the EFR project, axial heterogeneous cores, low reactivity loss per cycle (i.e. IBG = 1)
cores, multiple radial enrichment cores for power flattening and low sodium reactivity
cores have been and are being studied. In particular this last characteristic is studied,
accounting for trade-offs in terms of :

1) deterioration of IBG, or

2) decrease of the H/D ratio which has consequences on the radial decoupling
of the core.
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Specific alternatives for the upper core structures, for the components shielding
and for the internal storage of irradiated fuel elements, are also considered.

Moreover, and in parallel to the EFR related activités, there is a growing interest
for more innovative solutions. The use of different types of diluents and their specific
management to achieve long residence times has been explored.

Alternate (dense) fuels are compared, in terms of physics and safety
characteristics, to the oxide fuel.

Modular cores, smaller cores, transactinides burners, get a renewed interest.
Critical reviews are also performed on concepts developed outside Europe.

As a trend, these advanced core studies are foreseen to be increased in a signficant
way over the next few years.

Several contributions on this topic, will be presented at this meeting.

3. EXPER1 MENTAL TECHNIQUES

The development of fipcc measurement techniques has continued. A common
experiment with the OBNINSK Specialists has been performed, and it has been
reported at the PHYSOR '90 Conference. These techniques will be applied to
measurements to be performed both in MASURCA and in the EOLE reactors.
Preparation has continued on the NEACRP benchmark, and a paper will be circulated
to potential participants, to illustrate the present status.

Nuclear measurement techniques, related to fuel cycle needs, have been
continuously developed.

A paper on non-destructive techniques development will be presented at this
meeting.

4. SHIELDING STUDIES

The common European program JANUS, performed in WINFRITH on the,
NESTOR reactor, has progressed. The analysis performed with French data and
methods (PROPANE D Q formulaire) of the reference experiment (i.e. neutron
propagation in a steel region, followed by a sodium region), has been completed.

Traditional Calculation/Experiment trends have been confirmed for steel
dominated regions (attenuation over estimated by calculations).

5. FUSION NEUTRONIC STUDIES

The work in support of the NET design was mainly devoted to sensitivity studies of
the main shielding neutronics characteristics in a realistic geometry.

Some results obtained using the VTTAM1N-J library and the transport options
(including sensitivity analysis) of the CCRR system, will be reported at the present
meeting.



TABLE 1

THE EPICURE EXPERIMENT - UO2 CLEAN CORE

1. Fundamental mode calculation with experimental B^ :

CODE

APOLLO I

APOLLO II

LIBRARY

CEA-86

1.00082

0.99979

JEF-2
(heavy isotopes)

0.99912

-

2. Whole core calculation (BISTRO XY, S4/Po + Transport Correction/99 Energy
Groups/1 mesh per cell) : Keff = .99830 ± .00050

TABLE 2

THE EPICURE EXPERIMENT
A 3-ZONE MOX ASSEMBLY AT THE CENTER OF A UO2 CORE

1. Whole core calculation (as in Table 1) : Keff = 1.00080 ± 0.00050

2. Power distribution :

C-E/E (">

CENTTRALMOX
(8,7 % enrich.)

-03%

INTERMEDIATE MOX
(7 % enrich.)

-1.7%

OLTli-RMOX
(4.3 % enrich.)

+ 0.8%

uo2

+ 0.8 %

(a) Average value on power, using power/activity (= P/A) factors and fission chambers,
measurements.



TABLE 3

LARGE LMFBR DESIGN PARAMETERS UNCERTAINTIES (2 o)

Parameters

Max. linear
power

Integrated
S/A power

Rod worth

Critical mass

Global Na
void coeff.
(300°C)

Breeding
gain

'eff

DOPPLER
(floaded core)

FP(a)
A t- /cycle

HI(b)

Flux in the
shields

Present values :
Homogeneous Heterogeneous (Axial)

Cores Cores

±2-=-3% ± 5 %

± 4 % ± 5 %

± 12 % ± 14 %

~ ± 600 pem ± 600 pern

± 250 pem +. 250 pem

± 0.04 ± 0.04

±10% ± 10 %

± 2 0 % ± 2 0 %

r ± 16 % , ± 16 %

* ±650 pem ^ ±650 pem

± 55 % ± 55 %

Improved values expected after the
CONRAD Programme

±2%

±3%

±7%

(Validation of present value only)

(Validation of present value only)

Partial validation ; 3 % on U
capture

±5%

±20%

r ± 8 %

I ±300 pem

±30%

(a) Fission product component
(b) Heavy isotopes component



0

102 (~-1)

-10

I experimental values

computed values
with APOLLO-79file

computed values
with APOLLO-CEA
86 file (JEF-1 based
for FP data)

(q=slowing-down density at Ec=2.77eV)

Figure 1 C/E COMPARISON ON THE GLOBAl.
FISSION-PRODUCTS CAPTURE
VERSUS THE NEUTRON SPECTRUM
HARDNESS INDICATOR q.



(pern)

0 ERASME/L (Moderating ratio Vm/VF=2.1)
A ERASME/R (Moderating ratio Vm/VF=0.9)
• ERASME/S (Moderating ratio Vm/VF=0.5)

-100 Energy
9 10 group

LETHARGY, ENERGY : LOWER LIMIT

N° group lethargy energy(Mev)

group
group
group
group
group
group
group
group
group
group

1
2
3
4

• 5

6
7
8
9
10

2.4000E+00
7.2000E+00'
1.2700E+01
1.5100 E+01
1.6014 E+01
1.6132 E+01
1.7275E+01
1.7512 E+01
1.8281 E+01
2.5233E+01

Emax = 10Mev

9.0718 E-01
7.4659E-03
3.0511 E-05
2.7679 E-06
1.1100 E-06
9.8601 E-07
3.1450 E-07
2.4800E-07
1.1500 E-07
1.1000 E-10

Figure 2 : 239P u a f SENSITIVITY PROFILE
FOR HCLWR SPECTRA ( ôa/a =+5%)



GERMANY

REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN THE

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY (West)

Compiled by

H. Kùsters

Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe

General

Within the year 1989 the electricity consumption from the public grid in the

Federal Republic of Germany increased by almost 3 % up to 370,2 GWh, the

nuclear electricity generation increased by 3.2 % up to 148,7 GWG (additionally

0.8 GWh of the Deutf che Bundesbahn and 0.05 GWh process heat for the salines

in Northern Germany).

For mostof the SIEMENS/KWU nuclear power plants, the work-availability in 1989

was very high, about 99 %.

The 670 MWe boiling water reactor Wurqassen (KWW), which went in operation

end of 1971, had to be shut-down after a delayed closing of a valve during a

planned routine test on 5.12.1989. This decision was confirmed by the Ministery

in Northrhine-Westfalia beginning of January 1990.

The situation of the advanced thermal reactor THTR 300 in Uentrop and of the

fast reactor SNR-300 in Kalkar remains unchanged.

The gas cooled pebble-bed high temperature reactor THTR 300 stayed shut-down

during 1989. The costs for a safe enclosure of the plant are available. It is inter-

esting to note that the Swiss company COLENCO AG after serious investigation

refused to destroy a practically new and safe power plant, which is acceptable

from the environmental point of view, also under the aspect of CO2 reduction in

the atmosphere by using nuclear power plants (statement by COLENCO).



Electricity companies and manufacturers agreed to come to a new perspective for

SNR-300 in 1991. Meanwhile some technical questions could be solved. It is not

clear yet, whether this finally will lead to take SNR-300 into operation.

The stop of the reprocessing activities in Wackersdorf (Bavaria) led to the

conclusion that in Germany the reprocessing plant WAK in Karlsruhe in future

will be the only plant to reprocess nuclear fuel. Large scale reprocessing of burnt

fuel from Germany's LWRs is done in France and in the United Kingdom.

The research reactor BERII of the Hahn Meitner Institute in Berlin is completed

since November 1989. This reactor is designed to be a new tool with improved

neutronic characteristics for fundamental research in physics, chemistry and

biology Up to now the licence for operation is missing.

Since November 1989 closer contacts in the nuclear field developed between the

German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany; since Octo-

ber 3, 1990, Germany is unified. At the annual meeting of the Kerntechnische

Gesellschaft KTG in Nuremberg (May 1990) it was announced that it is intended

to replace two of the planned 1000 MWe reactors of the type WWER-1000 by

SIEMENS Konvoi reactors. At Greifswald also intentions were announced to install

another two modern reactor blocks of 1300 MWe each. The discussions are inten-

sified since October 1990. The electricity companies of the Federal Republic of

Germany are trying to support effectively the electricity economy in East

Germany already since July 1990.

SIEMENS is installing modern safety diagnosis systems in USSR reactor plants of

the WWER type.

I. REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES AT THE NUCLEAR RESEARCH
CENTER KARLSRUHE

General remarks:

Most of the physics work at KfK has already been published in the proceedings of
international conferences:

a) IAEA-Technical Committee Meeting on "Technical and Economic Aspects of

High Converters" (Nuremberg, March 1990)

b) PHYSOR (Marseille, April 1990)

c) International Fast Reactor Safety Meeting (Snowbird, August 1990).



The titles of the papers are given in the reference list of this contribution. The
papers will not be discussed here again. The following discussion will be limited
to some additional activities.

1. Evaluation and processing of nuclear data

The cross sections for 241 pu in the unresolved resonance region (0.3-160 keV) have
been reevaluated, also the data in the resolved energy region for 56Fe and 58Fe.

The processing of JEF-2 data will be done with the new version of NJOY-89. This
work is almost completed so that the production of group constants can start.

2. Code development and validation

The Japanese three-dimensional neutron transport code TRITAC had been
adopted at KfK and was used to calculate the NEACRP 3d-benchmark. The code
proved its merits, but should be improved further by including anisotropic neu-
tron scattering.

Within another NEACRP benchmark, the KfK codes for the determination of
decay heat for uranium and MOX fuel have been validated /1 / .

In addition, the benchmark 20 of the OECD-NEA Working Group on Criticality
Calculations was published as a Kf K/IKE report 121.

The particle-in-cell code PIC is being applied for designing the characteristics of a
new diode of the Karlsruhe ion-accelerator KALIF. The aim is to develop a time
dependend three-dimensional code.

In cooperation between KfK and the University of Stuttgart the Monte Carlo
Code MCNP is being improved by including modern tools to calculate the neutron
physics in the unresolved resonance region and to accelerate the computing by
introducing schemes for parallelization.

3. Pu-Recyclinq

The activities concerning Pu-recycling and high burnup investigations in LWRs are
given in a special NEACRP-report to this meeting /3/.



4. Fusion reactor physics

The neutronic characteristics of various blanket concepts are analyzed in the

geometrical configuration of the NET Tokamak reactor on the basis of Monte

Carlo calculations with the MCNP code A realistic blanket comparison only is

valid on the basis of three-dimensional neutronic calculations in the real

Tokamak configuration Simplified one-dimensional calculations for design inve-

stigations are beneficial only then, if the neutron source distribution is taken into

account appropriately /4,5/.

The two-dimensional code ANTRA2 for solving the neutron transport equation

with rigorous treatment of anisotropic scattering has been completed and is

applied to experiments in fusion reactor analysis /6/. For the JAERI experiment on

a 5 cm thick Be-slab the measurements of the neutron leakage spectrum at the

polar distance-angle of 41,8° could be reproduced fairly well. Comparisons with

usual SN-codes show that the representation of the secondary neutrons in P5

solution gives good agreement with the rigorous solution, even P3 represents the

leakage fairly well except for the forward direction.

5. Reduction of long-term hazards from nuclear waste

At KfK and at INTERATOM the question, whether, and how effectively, the long-

lived hazardous elements as e.g. Np, Am and Cm can be burnt in nuclear reactors

(especially in fast reactors), is studied. Various fuel materials are considered as

oxide, metal, nitride or carbide HI.

If plutonium is not to be recycled, then one option could be to burn the Pu

effectively in thermal reactors using as a carrier material as e.g. Cer instead of

238U. With this the build-up of Pu from 238(j is stopped. This possibility is more

effective than burning Pu in MOX elements. Another possibility may-be the

irradiation of minor actinide pins or subassemblies in the outer part of the second

core zone and in the inner part of the blanket in large oxide LMFBRs, aiming at

long residence times /8/ A Actinide burners have been investigated by admixture

of minor actinides to oxide fuel and their irradiation in a fast reactor of EFR type

/9/. The mam consequences of the MA introduction are the increase of the sodium

void effect and the reduction of the Doppler constant, which requires a limitation

of the MA-content below 10% and further core optimization studies.
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î I - REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES AT SIEMENS / KWU
provided by H. FinnerMnn

Neutronic and Thermal-Hydraulic BWR Core Model for the
KRB-II Traininig Simulator

A BWR reactor core model as part of a real-time training simulator for operators has
been developed hi. The burn-up is fixed during simulation. The trainer has the
choice among six basic starting situations with different loadings, burn-up states,
reactor powers and flow rates. The 3D flux and power distributions are calculated in
6'32 neutronic boxes. A fine mesh grid approach is used to simulate fluxes at the
neutron detector positions. The coolant flow is modelled using nine parallel
channels, each having regions for single phase, subcooled boiling and bulk boiling.
The regions have time dependent moving boundaries. Simulation of rewetting and of
(try-out phenomena is allowed for. The core model uses a time step of 0.125s and
needs, on a GOULD 32/97 computer. 60-80% of real time.

Simulation results demonstrate that the extent of the physical modelling and the
chosen core nodaiization allow simulation of normal and abnormal BWR reactor
operation including 3-dimensional instabilities and consequences of operator
actions. As an example in fig, 1 the calculation of a load rejection test in the KRB-II
plant is presented.
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Fig. 1 Reactor power during a load rejection test
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Evaluation of Safety Parameters in Global Nuclear Reactor Analysis

Coupled neutronics / thermal hydraulics steady-state and transient nodal reactor
calculations yield thermal-hydraulic results for each flow channel node. These
results reflect the influences of neutronic feedback and of crossflows between
neighbouring channels. For safety-related analyses, they must be checked against
the maximum permissible values in order to determine thermal margins. One of the
most important safety criterion is the departure from nucleate boiling ratio ( DNBR ) .
It is defined as the ratio between critical heat flux and local heat flux at any particular
position on the surface of a fuel rod. Some of the most widely used critical hesi 'lux (
CHF ) correlations available are those of W-3-L/R-Grid, B&W, and the KWU CHF
Tables.

In standard nodal space-time kinetics applications, reactor core subdivision in the
horizontal plane is based on the actual fuel assembly arrangement, i.e. both the
neutronic and the thermal-hydraulic modules will treat the problem in a
comparatively coarse full assembly geometry raiher than performing more detailed
subchannel analyses. This implies that each of the flow channels is calculated as
though containing only one fuel rod which then represents an average of all the rods
actually present. Therefore in such fuel element based calculations only average
values of thermal-hydraulic conditions ( for instance quality, enthalpy ) of the
coolant and of heat flux can be determined.

In DNB evaluations, however, maximum local ( or pin ) values of the thermal-
hydraulic quantities would be needed. In order to estimate these values without
expensive pin-based subchannel analysis local neutron flux reconstruction
methods must be applied 121. In current methods the resulting average and
maximum nodal neutronic power formfactors serve as multipliers to the average
nodal heat flux. The maximum heat flux within a node thus determined is then used
in the DNB analysis.

Therefore, a refined methodology for hot channel analysis was developed 121. It is
suitable for on-line local safety margin evaluation and applicable to both Cartesian
(pressurised water raactor PWR) and hexagonal (pressurized water high converter
reactor PWHCR) geometries.

The method relies on the identification and explicit re-calculation of relevant hot
channels in the reactor core. To start with, the thermal-hydraulic results of the
assembly based nocal calculation are available. They allow recognition of channels
in which maximum values of selected quantities ( for instance exit quality, local heat
flux, enthalpy increase ) occur. These criteria can be used to identify one or more
channels ("hot channels") to be examined in more detail. For each axial level of the
hot channel the local pin power values must be calculated applying the
corresponding Cartesian or hexagonal methods /3/. If these local power factors are
already available they can serve as another criterion for hot channel identification.

Next, the grade of geometric refinement of the hot channel must be defined. The
first option is to generate a very detailed subchannel layout based on the actual fuel



pin arrangement. Alternatively, a reduction in the number of subchannels leading, in
extreme, to only one zone can be chosen /4/.

In both steady-state and transient applications, the next step is to re-calculate the
hot channel thermal hydraulics. This implies re-calculation of heat conduction in the
individual fuel pins, of heat transfer to the coolant, of thermal-hydraulic channel
conditions, and of coolant crossflow between subchannels. After this procedure,
exact maximum values for the safety-related quantities are available. In the final
step, these quantities are used to realistically re-evaluate local thermal margins, for
instance with regard to centerline fuel temperatures and DNB ratios.

This methodology for realistic thermal margin re-evaluation applies to steady state
as well as to each transient time step. In particular, it solves the problems
encountered in transient calculations ( where neutronic and thermal-hydraulic
quantities are not directly coupled any more due to their different time constants ) by
identification and explicit re-calculation of the relevant hot channels in the core.
Consequently, both maximum rod surface heat flux and hot subchannel thermal-
hydraulic conditions are calculated instead of estimated, and hence correctly used
in the CHF correlations and in the DNB and thermal margin evaluation.

This new metnodology will provide a powerful tool for light water reactor safety
analysis. In core design applications, more efficient fuel management and reload
strategies can be achieved. In accident analysis, more accurate predictions of local
thermal margins even under highly adverse and transient conditions will allow to
better estimate the consequences of postulated failures.
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III. REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART (IKE]

provided by D. Emendorfer

1 Stability Analysis for Heating Reactors ]

D. Emendorfer, A. Knoll

In boiling water heating reactors with natural circulation cooling self sustained
oscillations of mass flow and power may occur for certain parameter combinations
of power level P and subcooling ATs-

Stability calculations have been carried out to determine the stability bound-
aries for the INET 5 MW test heating reactor [1] and for the 200 MW NHR
of KWU/Siemens in the low pressure operating domain. The computing model
includes neutron point kinetics with feed-back from fuel temperature and steam
void, dynamics equations for fuel temperature, boiling boundary, steam and fluid
velocities, mean and exit steam voids in core and chimney, and a momentum equa-
tion for the closed loop of the natural circulating system. The thermo-hydraulic
model has been checked by experimental results from an electrically heated sta-
bility test loop [3], see Figure 1.

The stability map for the NHR-200 is shown in Figure 2. The extension of the
instability region of this low pressure system is mainly determined by thermal
hydraulic effects, marked in Figure 2 by crosses. The increase of this instability
region by interaction of the void volume with the chain-reaction is indicated in
Figure 2 by stars.

[1] Wang, D.Z.; Ma, C.W.; Dong, D.; Ling, J.: A 5-MW Nuclear Heating Re-
actor. Trans. ANS 61 (Suppl 1), 468 (1990)

[2] Goetzmann, C ; Bittermann, D.; Rau, P.: Nuclear District Heating, a Special
Application of Established Light Water Reactor Technology. Kerntechnik 50,
266 (1987)

[3] Wu, W.R.; Yao, M.S.; Wang, D.Z.; Hofer, K.; Knoglinger, E.: An Ex-
perimental Study on Hydrodynamic Stability of Low Quality Two-Phase
Flow with Natural Circulation. Proc. First World Conf. on Experimen-
tal Heat Transfer, Fluid Mechanics and Thermodynamics, Sept. 4-9, 1988,
Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia

'Work performed with support from BMFT under contract No. RB 0158.
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Figure 1: Mass flow as a function of power in the INET stability test loop [3].
Calculating results are plotted as full lines.
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thermal hydraulic effects. * = increase of the instability regions by
nuclear effects.
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2 Benchmarking of the IKE Methods for
Gd-poisoned LWR Fuel

D.C. Lutz

The use of Gadolinium in LWR fuel requires special calculational methods and
models, which have to be validated together with the cross section base. Following
the proposals of the International Atomic Energy Agency (made in the CRP on
^Save Core Management with Burnable Absorbers in VVERs" [1]) the 1- and 2-
dimensional methods of the RSYST [2] are applied to international benchmarks of
square and hexagonal LWR lattices containing Gadolinium. All benchmarks are
physical benchmarks, so the results are dependent of the applied cross section base.
The hexagonal VVER lattice benchmarks have to be calculated in a 1-dimensional
approach because of the lack of a hexagonal transport code. For the unburnt state
the correct geometry is treated by a Monte Carlo code [3].

In square lattice geometry the 2-dimensional J±-code ICM2D [5] has been applied
to the benchmark of Maeder and Wydler [6]. The aggreement of the resulting
eigenvalue and power distribution (see table) with the average values of the other
participants [6] and with the results of a heterogeneous Monte Carlo calculation
[7] is satisfactory.

An additional task in this CRP is the verification of experiments made in the ZR-
6 facility [4]. These measurements of criticality and fission rate distribution have
been performed in a very clean VVER lattice of Uranium and Gadolinium pins.
These experiments are well suited for a validation of the cross section data base,
if sophisticated transport methods (for instance Monte Carlo) are applied.

(1] Consultants Report on Proposed Programme for the CRP on Safe Core
Management with Burnable Absorbers in VVERs. Wien: IAEA,1988

[2] Rûhle, R.: RSYST, an Integrated Modular System for Reactor and Shielding
Calculations. Ann Arbor, 1973 (USAEC conf-730)

[3] Schmidt, F.A.R.; Bernnat, W..- MORSE-K, a Monte Carlo Program for
Criticality and Perturbation Calculations Based on the MORSE-CG Code.
Stuttgart: IKE, 1972 (IKE 4-11)

[4] Final Report of TIC, Vol.1: Experimental Investigations of the Physical
Properties of WWER-Type Uranium-Water Lattices. Budapest: Akademiai
Kiado, 1985
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[5] Ruckle, Th.; Emendôrfer, D.: ICM2D, ein Programm ZUT Lôsung von
Vielgruppen-Neutronentransportproblemen in (xy)-Geometrie nach dem J*-
Konzept mit konsistenter PartiaJstromkopplung. Stuttgart: IKE, 1987 (IKE
6-172)

[6] Maeder, C; Wydler, P.: International Comparison Calculations for a BWR
Lattice with Ajacent Gadolinium Pins. NEACRP-L-271

[7] Pétris, L.M.; Landers, N.F.: KENO5A, an Improved Monte Carlo Criticality
Program with Supergrouping. NUREG/CR-0200 (1984)

Benchmark of Maeder and Wydler (PSI)

KENO heterogeneous

ICM2D homogeneous

Average value of [6]

= 1.0006 i 0.0014

= 0.9991

= 1.0014 ±0.011

1.112 I 1.061 I 1.115 I 1.162 I
1.109 I 1.062 1.109 I 1.158 Z

X 1.163 I

0.984 I KENO (sigma = 0.005)
1.004 IICM2D

j Average value of [6]
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General Coupling of Transport and Diffusion
Theory in Reactor Calculations

W. Bernnat

Since several years the coupling of transport and diffusion regions by means of
response matrices was successfully used in 2D- and 3D-diffusion calculations for
Pebble Bed High Temperature Reactors with a large cavity between core and
reflector [1], In the meantime the 3D-method based on the finite element code
DIFGEN [2] is well established and calculations for the determination of reactiv-
ity values due to movement of control rods in the cavity or reflector has been
performed for a complex 3D-net (see Figure 1). The application of the method,
however, is general so that also other problems can be solved which require for a
subregion of the total system the solution of the transport equation. The response
matrices, which couple the diffusion <;?ith the transport region, can be calculated
for complex geometries which are describable with the finite element net. A Monte
Carlo method which can treat boundaries of FE-nets (that means neutrons can be
started and detected on FE-net boundaries) based on the MORSE-program has
been developed to calculate such response matrices. The method can be used also
in connection with finite difference or nodal methods. A further example of the
method is the treatment of reflectors in LWR calculations [3], Here the reflector
is decoupled from the diffusion calculation and treated by a response matrix cal-
culated by Monte Carlo (see Figure 2). By this method the geometry and neutron
transport can be treated very accurately. Computer time can be saved since the
number of meshes can be reduced (the reflector must not be calculated explicitely
by the diffusion program).

[1] Bernnat, W.; Schmidt, F.A.R.; Giefier, W.: Treatment of Cavities in Three-
Dimensional Diffusion Calculations Based on the Finite Element Method.
Int. Conf. on the Physics of Reactors: Operation, Design and Comp., Mar-
seille, Prance, April 23-27,1990

[2] Schmidt, F.A.R.; Mayer, P.R.: DIFGEN - a Program Package for the Solu-
tion of the Diffusion Equation with the Finite Element Method. Stuttgart:
IKE, 1983 (IKE 4-TN-12) (in German)

[3] Bernnat, W.: Treatment of the Reflector in Two-Group Diffusion Calcu-
lations for LWR. IAEA Specialists Meeting on Adv. Cal. Math, for Power
Reactors, Cadarache, France, 10-14 September, 1990
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ments j due to a current directed into the reflector at surface element i



4 Nuclear Data for the Determination of
Spectra and Heat Deposition in Cold
and Superthermal Neutron Sources l

W. Bernnat, J. Keinert, M. Mattes

For the design and optimization of cold and superthermal neutron sources [1] in
research reactors the neutron leakage spectra in the i/2,^2- or He-4-moderator
and the heating rates in the cold materials must be calculated in sufficient accu-
racy. Therefore for the neutron transport calculations adequate scattering laws for
the moderators but also for strucutre materials (Al) filter and shielding materials
(Bi, Pb) and reflector materials (D2O) must be available. For the heating cal-
culations corresponding KERMA factors taking into account all relevant reaction
types (including decay) must be prepared.

The scattering laws for liquid H2,D2 [2] were developed in the last two years and
used in all kinds of cold neutron source calculations. They are available in ENDF-
6 format. For liquid He-4 new scattering law data were developed considering a
realistic static structure factor for the atomic liquid.

In Figure 1 a comparison of calculated and measured total neutron cross-section
is shown. For Bismuth a realistic frequency distribution derived from [3] is used
for the inelastic neutron scattering. The elastic coherent scattering is derived
taking into account the lattice geometry parameters. For D2O the cross-sections
usually calculated in incoherent approximation are improved by considering the
intramolecular interference. The intermolecular interference is considered by the
structure factor for the molecular center of the molecule.

KERMA-factors for heating calculations were prepared with the HEATR and
GAMINR modules of the NJOY system.

For realistic geometries of cold and superthermal sources of the planned FRM-II
reactor (Munich) 3D-transport calculations have been performed by MORSE and
MCNP.

[1] Golub, R.: Ultracold Neutrons (UCN) at a TRIGA Reactor. Amsterdam:
North-Holland, Nucl. Instr. and Methods in Physics Research 226 (1084),
558-559

'Work performed with support from BMFT under contract No. 03-EM2STU
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[2] Bernnat, W.; Emendôrfer, D.; Keinert, J.; Mattes, M.: Validation of Im-
proved Scattering Kernels for Liquid Hydrogen and Deuterium by Mea-
sured Cross-Sections and Neutron Spectra. ENS PHYSOR meeting, Mar-
seille, France, April 1990. Vol. 3, PI-1

[3] Kress, W.: Phonon Dispersion Curves, One-Phonon Densities of States and
Impurity Vibrations of Metallic Systems. Physik Daten 26-1 (1987)
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ITALY

Reactor Physics Activities in Italy

Compiled by R. Martinelli

1. INTRODUCTION

Last June the Italian Parliament voted - to nobody'r. r.urpriso -

the final closure of Caorso BWR (SCO MWr> ) and of Trino PWR ( Pr,o

MWe), the last two Nuclear Power Plant. Stations of t.hr "oli!

generation" that - although in standby since 19R7 - rould in

principle return to operation.

On the other hand, the Government is trying to get. throuph UK>

National Energy Plan (PEN), which confims thnt efforts should be

directed towards the development of new reactor concepts with

improved inherent and passive safety features. However - in spite

of the critical situation of electricity production, with an

yearly growth rate staying around 4-5% and imports running at n

record 15% of the total consumption - the PEN has not been

approved by Parliament as yet. As a consequence, the legislative

measures designed to fund research and industrial promotion in t.hr

area of new generation's reactors, are not adequately enforced.

Meanwhile, the process of re-organization of the nuclrnr

activities that followed the re-orientation of the nations]

programme, is virtually completed. As far as reactor physirr.

activities are concerned, some further reductions had to be

sustained, since all work should formally be limited to reactor

concepts selected as being potentially responsive to the stringent

requirements for future NPPs in Italy.

Most of such activities - including some core design work not

reported here - are carried out by the Innovative Renctorr;

Department (DRI) which has been grouped with the Fusion Depnrtmrnt.

to constitute the new ENEA's "Nuclear Area".



REACTOR DYNAMICS

(Work performed at ENEA-DRI, Casaccia)

Imp]ementation and Testing of NADYP-LWR. The neutronics modules of

i..he P-D dynamic code NADYP-LWR have been successfully benchmarked

against challenging problems such as the spatial flux deformations

induced by the simultaneous insertion and withdrawal of different

cont.rol rod banks in a very loosely coupled core. In particular,

it has been verified that the improved metastatic method /I/

yields excellent results even in the case of extreme variations in

the neutron spectrum and in the axial and radial flux

distributions in the core.

Most of the work in this area is done in the frame of a bilateral

agreement between ENEA and NIKIET (USSR) for the development and

validation of 3-D dynamics models and codes. A new module has been

added to NADYP-LWR, which permits an accurate neutronic treatment

of the movement of axially heterogeneous absorber rods (with an

obvious application to the evaluation of the "positive scram"

effect in the Chernobyl event). Another new module, dedicated to

the calculation of the radial flow redistribution in two-phase

transients, is now under test against severe benchmark problems in

which large changes in steam exit quality and void distribution

occur in response to sharp inlet/outlet pressure changes 12/.

In the same context, a general method has been developed for the

calculation of "superoell" cross-sections, void coefficients and

control rod worths (including interaction effects) in a RBMK-type

lattice /3/.

?.? Validation of Delayed Neutron Data for LMRs. A first test for

conr. i ntency among integral effective-beta measurement results and

deln.yed neutron data has been done, basing on an extensive

sen:;i tivi ty analysis of the calculated values /4/. This validation

work Fiimed at reducing the uncertainties in design and operation

of reactor control systems, sterns from the results of a previous

study on the reactivity scale /5/.The adopted procedure is shown

to be helpful in data validation (particularly if applied to a

"ber,t" estimated set) as it indicates the trends for the

adjustment of the total delayed neutron yields of the major

isotopes. Besides, the results of the consistency test confirm the

need for further experimental information on effective - betas in

ordor to attain significant improvements in the total delayed

neutron yields of U-238 and Pu-239.



3. CRITICALITY AND SHIELDING STUDIES.

(Work performed at ENEA-Df-1, Bologna and Casaccia)

'.1 Computerized Guide. The SEPI expert system ha.1-, been validated ar; ;•.

cri tien] i ty guide /&/ supporting the design of fuel cycle plantr,.

Now, its capabilities are being extended to shiHdinj-'

calculations. At the present state of development. /7/, th<~

MERCURE-IV code is used in a "friendly" verrion, r,urh that, thr-

user is requested to fill into thr appropriate marks the data

corresponding to the specific geometry, material composition am!

isotopic source pertinent to the car:e under study. Alternatively,

the designer can be guided through 1 he preparation of the data for

a calculation via the XSDRNPM codr, which uses the (previously

formatted) gamma subset of the VITAMIN-C cross-section library.

3.2 Criticality Benchmark Calculations. A comparison between two roder.

(XSDRNPM and MCNP) using the same ENDF-BIV library, has been donr

in the analysis of the NEACRP Benchmark Exercise Nr. 19. Also the

influence of the basic nuclear data har> been analyzed, by

repeating the MCNP calculations with a point cross-section library

based on JEF-1. Two ENDF-BIV based cross-section libraries having,

different energy group structures (218 fine groups nnd ?'/ brood

groups, corresponding respectively to SCALE 3 and SCALE 0) have

been used in XSDRNPM k-infinity calculations. In MCNP runr,,

comparisons have been limited to Gd isotopes, by taking Gci

cross-sections in one case from the BMCCS1 point library and in

the other case from the JEF-1 based point library.

3.3 Shielding Calculations and Methods. The Monte Carlo code MCNP nor,

been the main calculational tool used by the Italian participants

in the NEACRP Working Group on the intercomparison of codes for

the radiation protection assessment of transportation packages.

Lately, MCNP has been particularly used for the study of axial and

azimuthal shapes of the equivalent dose rate due to tho

heterogeneous flask geometry (neutron absorbing rods embedded in

the flask shield, cooling fins etc.). The effect of different

axial irradiation levels in the fuel element on the spatial

distribution of the equivalent dose rates for both neutrons and

gammas has also been investigated.

In this study, performed in co-operation wi th the Department of

Environmental Science, the choice of the biasing parameters han
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hern opt. i m i /.<"•() for both energy and spar^ distribution of photons,

particularly for the assessment of the equ i va] ent dose rate at the

f 1 ask rndn /8/. In a parallel line of work on MCNP development,

the npt.iniiz.Ti jon of joint energy and Espace splitting using the

surTnce pnr.imotpr modf I of the direct statistical approach (DSA)

hnr, bron completed and a now ce 1 ] model for the DSA has been

theoretically developed /9 , 10/.

A. NEUTRON NOISE ANALYSIS METHODS.

(Work performed at the Polytechnic of Milan!

A.1 Pu Monitoring in Waste. The activities aimed at the détermination

of Plutonium content in waste drums by non-destructive

interrogation techniques have been continued. Preliminary

experiments with the cylindrical well equipped with a ring of He-3

counters have been performed using bot). Cf-2b2 and Am-Be neutron

sources. Means, variances and space/time covariances of data

measured with channel widths of ?5 us are analyzed by the MINUIT

rode to estimate the source intensities and their standard

riev i ni. ions. This code has been provided with a reference grid of

riat.'1 by the stochastic code BIDSTA, whose input group constants

are obtained from the home-made Monte Carlo code MOC (validated

against MCNP) which simulates the whole experiment. A measurement

camp ugn is underway to assess the detection limits of the present

syst'-m. So far, the intensity of a Cf-252 source equivalent to a

Pu—;" -l' > mass of .7 g has been correctly estimated in the presence

of .'i high pnissonian background (S/B = 2 ) ; however, this is a wry

prel imi nary reruilt that does not represent the limit of the

exp<rimental setup /11/.

A.'.' Early Failure Diagnosis. The statistical analysis of plant

signals, aiming at the early identification of system or component

fai lures, hns been continued in co-operation with CCR Ispra and a

vectorial fault detector based on n conditioned chi-squared

distribution has been developed /12/. An application of a similar

faul1. detector and of an original diagnosis technique has been

proposed and tested on the models of the Grohnde NPP startup and

shu1 down systems /13/. The problem of signal validation is

currently being considered.
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JEF/EFF DATA EVALUATION AND VALIDATION.

{Work performed at the NJC.U ar Da I n ano Coder Laboratory, K.NF.A

Bologna).

..1 Evaluation of Strur tural Materials for JET-?, Oata ev.-iluat i on.-, UJ.

to 20 MeV have been completed for tir.1 naturally occurrinfi i r.oi.op.-r

of Fe and Cr. The evaluations inc lude: reaction romponrn in <-.(

interest for fusion; cross-sections for reoctionr, ] pad inf. lr

isotopes responsible for activation in fission and fur. ion r,yr, ! rwnv. ;

gamma-ray emission cross-sections •<"• om different channels, for r>

correct, estimate of neutron and .«. .mma heatiii/j. The new filer.,

prepared in ENDF-VI format for inclusion in the JF.F-? prnern)

purpose file, introduce some minor changes in: resonance

parameters of Cr-rj;? and Cr-53; inelastic (n, n') Ye-'A.

cross-section (results from a previous JEF-1 validation don.-- hy

ENEA are taken into account'; gar::ma mul t j pi i ci ti rs (for krrmn

factor calculations) evaluated with appropriate stat i r.l.i cnl

fluctuation correction factors /14, 15/.

5.2 Data Processing for GEFF-1 . In order to complete OEFF-1 - flu

group library processed from EFF-1 into VITAMTN-J r.tructure - ,-i

library of special functions has been designed and implpmentod.

The library, called Response Function Library as the analo^our.

MACKLIB-IV, includes neutron and gamma heating factors (korma),

DPA and gas production rates; the basic neutron data are those

given in EFF-1, while the photon interaction data are from

DLC/99-HUG0 library. The library contributes originally to the

damage heating problem since it includes in the kerma the hent.in;1

from the decay of radioactive nuclei within 3 hours from th<-

event; the decay heating is also included in the DPA's, but the

contribution has been found to be less significant than in t\\<

kerma (no more than 10%). Kerma and DPA without the decay heat; rip.

contribution are also included. The library includes 33 mntorinlr.

of interest in the fusion blanket neutron:cs; an extension with ><

additional nuclides is in progress. The format and the structure

of the library are the same as in MACKLIB-JV (activity table), r.u

that the same handling codes and procedures can be used for bot.h

libraries. The data have been mainly processed with NJOY plus some

additional codes specially written to take into account the drcnv

heating.Due to the well known incompleteness of the files with

respect to the algorithm of NJOY, negative kerma factors wore

computed for some materials; in these caser, the MACK code - used
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t o f rmiput.r MA<:KI.IB-TV - h.'ir. boon prof oncet after j n t r o d u c J

rnriii ] f i ' " a t, i f ' i i: '. l.n n r o o p t now f o r m a t s / 1 G , ] ' / / .

[),it.,-i V.-i 1 i fi.-il i on f o r . IEF - ] and -?. Thr- f i n a l d o c u m e n t a t i o n

cenrr -, ,,i r,j\ t h e v a l i d a t i o n o f JF.F-1 Fe d n t a on t h e PCA-Repl i r a

.•;h i f ) r) i np b e r i r b m a r k , h an been c o m p l e t e d / I B / .

The rcr.u] t r. hnvf been comparc-d to other dat.a the from l i t e r a t u r e

( f . r . . . for KNDF-IW Mod. 4 vaJidntion on thio analogous NESDII'-?

hfnrtim.irk ) rind the conclusionr, have supported ENEA's nr-w

oval ua l.i on of the inel.ist.ic cror.s-sec tion of Fe-C)G. The val ida t ion

of JY.F-7' dafri on the same benchmark has already been s t a r t e d .

The work ni mod at the iden t i f i ca t ion of systematic er ror

contr ibut ions in covf:riance datn es t imates , according to the

method of Krmda anci Unohara (using an expert syr.tem for properly

handling the EXFOR data) has been concluded and documented, wi t.h

the inclusion of home-made anc i l l a ry cocies for data generation in

ENDF format.

(.. FUSION BLANKET NEUTRONTCS.

(Work performed nt ENF.A's F'usion Department, Frascati )

(>. 1 Neutron Data Base. Neut.ronics calculations are now based on EFF-1

data. A library including DPA cross-sections for Steel consituents

and Copper has been produced in MCNP pointwise format, by means of

NJOY-ACER processing.

In view of the increasing technological importance of Lithium

alluininates in Tritium breeding blankets, ENEA's Al-27 evaluated

file includfd in EFF-1 is under t.horough revision by the NucJr-ir

Data nnd Codos Laboratory, Bologna, in the frame of a Subtask of

the NET project /19/. This work require:- a careful preparation of

doubl r-di f forent, i al data in ENDF-VT format by appropriate mod"]

calculations.

Support to Der;jgn. Throe-dimensional neutronics analyses have been

performed for two difforent concepts:

- the DEMO ceramic blanket (poloidal tube bundle configuration), a

donign developed nnd finalized in co-operation with the

CEA-Sacln.y ;»roup /2(i/;

- the water cooled ceramic blanket (WCCB), which is now the EEC's

candidate for ITER's driver blanket. Here, the new MCNP-3B
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version was used, which har. the capability to represent the ren)

tube bundle geometry in the 3-D mode] of the- whoio r.yr. tern

configurât ion /PI/.

Finally, 3-' calculation;, have beeri performed for NET/TTKR, wilh

the purpose of assessing the nuclear lond on the nupercontiurt in,-

magnet r. for various blanket configurations (breeder or- on 1 v

shield) dur.ng the different operations] phases in the machine':-

life 122/.
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J/.i'AN

Reactor Physics Activities in Japan

(October 1989 - September 1990)

Compiled byY. Kaneko (JAERI) and T. Wakabayashi (PNC)

1. INTRODUCTION

Analytical and experimental efforts have been continued to support

the developments of Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR), Advanced

Thermal Reactor (ATR) and High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor (HTGR),

which have been promoted as the national projects. Design studies with

aiming at increasing the inherently safe features and keeping the very

high conversion ratios have been performed for advanced fuel loaded FBRs.

Reactor physics studies on HTGR, including critical experiments at VHTRC

(JAERI) have contributed to validate the core design of the High

Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR.J.

Attention was drawn to some other topics in reactor physics. One of

these topics is concerned with High Conversion Light Water Reactor

(HCLWR). Critical experiments are being performed at KUCA (Kyoto Univer-

sity) and TCA (JAERI). Improvement and assessment of HCLWR core design

methods are still proceeding. The axially heterogeneous HCLWRs are

investigated for both concepts of PWR and BWR. In the area of research

reactor, the Modified Japanese Research Reactor NO.3 (JRR-3M) of 20 MW

has reached critical in March 1990 and its core performance tests are in

progress. Construction of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Safety Experimental

Facility (NUCEF) which is aiming at criticality safety studies has been

continued in JAERI.

Investigations related to the incineration of transuranic nuclides

(TRU) have been extended as the Omega Program. Conceptual design

studies have been made on burner reactors and accelerator driven sub-

critical reactors. A proposal to construct a high intensity proton

accelerator was made by JAERI.

Much efforts have been devoted to the blanket neutronics of fusion

reactor at JAERI and universities. The major parts of the activities

are the neutronics studies using the neutron source at the Osaka

University based on the universities joint research program and the FNS

experiments at JAERI under the collaborative research program between

JAERI and US-DOE. The main purpose of the experiments is to clarify

the prediction accuracy of the tritium breeding ratio in the blanket,

attained to the present.
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Concerned with radiation shielding, a new unfolding theory has

been established on the basis of the maximum entropy principle and the

maximum likelihood method. Studies on experimental methods for the

absolute intensity of the synchrotron radiation using the calorimeter and

that of the X rays using the TLDs have been performed. Neutron energy

spectra measurements have also been done for the cylindrical assembly

made of stainless steel and for a large cavity simulating a neutral

beam injector.

Two international meetings related to reactor physics were held.

One is "The First International Conference on Supercomputing in Nuclear

Applications" and the other is "The Second International Symposium on

Advanced Nuclear Energy Research (Evolution by Accelerators)".



2. NUCLEAR DATA EVALUATION

The third version of the Japanese Eval îated Nuclear Data Library,

JENDL-3 was accomplished at the end of September, 1989, and released on

April, 1990, including the data of 324 nuclides, 172 of which are lission

products . Major characteristics of JENDL-3 art- summarized as follows:

Cross sections for primarily important nuclides of ? 3 5U, 2 3 5 U , 2 3 sPu,

2L|&Pu and 2 4 1Pu were obtained with simultaneous evaluation method. As a

result, fission cross sections of 2^5U and 23^Pu become lower than those

o: JENDI.-2 below a lew hundred keV. Capture cross section of 2 3 8U on thr

b;isis ci Kazakov1 s data is lower than that of JENDL-2. Total inelastic-

cross section of 2 3 aU is larger than that of JENDL-2, owing to direct

inelastic scattering effect. The fission spectrum formula by Madland and

Nix was adopted instead of Watt's spectrum for major fissile nuclides.

The working group of Japanese Nuclear Data Committee have done the

benchmark tests of JENDL-3 for thermal, high-conversion and fast

reactors, shielding, fusion neutronics and dosimetry. The applicability

of JENDL-3 to thermal, high-conversion and fast reactor calculations
2)

was much better than that of JENDL-2. One of the most important

improvements in JENDL-3 is disapperance of space dependence of the C/E

(calculation to experiment) values for reaction rate distribution, sodium

void reactivity and control rod worth in fast reactors. Sensitivity

analysis showed that these core performance parameters were mainly

improved by the change between JENDL-2 and -3 for capture, fission cros.<

sections and fission spectrum of 23^Pu and 2 3 8 U , and scattering cross

sections of oxygen, sodium and iron. The integral test for shielding
4)

application was made on cross sections of carbon, sodium and iron by

various benchmark experiments. It was shown that JENDL-3 gave better

results than JENDL-2 and ENDF/B-IV for sodium and carbon. Present

status of JENDL-3 dosimetry file has been reviwed, and the calculated

dosimetry reaction rates were in good agreement with the experimental

values.

Reliable prediction of the compositions of irradiated fuels is

essential in the view point of nuclear fuel cycle. Spectrum-averaged

one-group neutron cross sections of actinides were produced from JENDI.-)

by using typical PWR, BWR and FBR neutron spectra, and they were

compared ^ with the OR1GEN2/82 data. Burnup calculation of PWR spent

fuel was performed and the prediction accuracy for minor actinides and



fission products w;).s studied . It was shown th.it the C/E values of

'•'•'Sb and 1C)1*Eu obtained with ORIGEN2/82 were remarkably overestimated

compared wiLh those of JENDL-3.
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3. CALCULATIONAL METHOD DEVELOPMENT

During the period Oct. 1989 - June 1990, various works were

performed for calculational method development on the transport and

diffusion equations. Efforts weie mainly devoted in improving

acceleration methods, nodal methods and vectorized Monte Carlo codes.

A coarse space-energy mesh rebalancing method was developed for

convergence acceleration of two dimensional neutron diffusion calcula-

tions with a seven point finite difference scheme and a uniform

triangular mesh. CPU time is minimized when the rebalancing method is

combined with the conventional acceleration methods for outer and inner

iterations . An analytic polynomial nodal equations using partial

current has been derived to solve multigroup neutron diffusion equations

in three dimensional Cartesian geometry. Based on this method, the

ANDEX code has been developed and used in the 2-D LWR and 3-D FBR core

calculations. The computation times were reduced by a factor 27 and 3
2)

for the 2-D and 3-D cases, respectively . New iteration methods for

solving neutron diffusion equations with fixed sources have been

proposed. They are based on the conjugate gradient and conjugate

residual methods. A number of conditioners were investigated for

acceleration on scalar and vector computers. It is preferable to select
3)a suitable algorithm for each computer . A procedure to solve neutron

diffusion equations in two dimensional multi-connected regions with

arbitrarily shaped boundary is proposed by using the interpolating matrix

method. The geometry system is arbitrarily discretized to the finite

point. A four pin cell problem was solved and the result was compared

with the analytical solution .

The transport equations presented by the spherical harmonics moments

in x-y geometry was solved by applying the finite Fourier transformation

method. Boundary condition and discretization can be derived without

difficulty. The numerical results show that the present method gives

higher accuracy than the finite difference method . An XY2 three

dimensional Sn transport code TRITAC has been improved to accelerate the

convergence by the diffusion synthetic calculation with SOR and also to

treat the anisotropic scattering. By this acceleration method, the

required number of iterations was reduced by a factor of about 4. The

spatial mesh effect and the anisotropic scattering effect on key core

performance parameters of a large fast critical assembly were
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j nve.st igated using the improved code.

A vectorized Monte Carlo code VMONT which was developed for the BWR

assembly analysis has been revised in order to speedup by using a zone

identification method denoted as a zone sampling method. This method

determines the zone of collision point from the zones in fine meshe?

using a randum number instead of the conventional zone boundary search

method. The present method combined with the pseudo scattering

treatment reduced CPU time by a factor 3.5 . A vectorized Monte Carlo

code GMVP for general purpose use has been extended to treat multiple

rectangular and hexagonal lattice geometry. The performances of the

code were compared on the supercomputers, FACOM VP-100, FACOM VP-400,

CRAY-XMP/216 and SX-2. The last three computers show a similar

performance and hence the vectorized code is transferable to different

type vector computers with modest effort
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U. FAST REACTOR PHYSICS

In the core design of a large liquid-metal fast breeder reactor

(LMFBR), it is desirable to reduce the uncertainties of design parame-

ters. Formulas for predicting the uncertainty of neutronic performance

parameters are derived for three methods: the bias factor method, the

adjustment method, and the combined method . The prediction uncer-

tainties are obtained by including both experimental and method errors.

The adjustemnt method, in principle, yields the same uncertainty as the

combined method.

As an application of the JUPITER experiments analyses to the core

design of Demonstration FBR, prediction uncertainties for core parameter:.

were evaluated by using the Calculation/Experiment (C/E) results for the

JUPITER experiments. The prediction uncertainties were significantly

improved, compared with former results.

A cross-section adjustment for large LMFBR cores has been performed,

based on the JFS-3-J2 cross-section set, which is a Bondarenko-type 70-

group constant set processed from the JENDL-2 library. The objectives of

the work are as follows:

(1) Preparation of nuclear design method adopting cross-section adjust-

ment, which is expected to be effective for diminishing the space

dependence in C/E values of both reaction rate distribution and

control rod worth and moreover improving the accuracy in nuclear

characteristics prediction of large LMFBR cores.

(2) Evaluation of applicability of the method to the Demonstration FBR

core design, which includes the analyses of the change is nuclear

characteristics and its influence, and keeps the target accuracy in

nuclear design.

An improved technique for inferring the eigenvalue separation, which

is important in spatial stability analysis, was developed using the noise
2)

coherence function . It was applied to fast reactor critical assemblies

of various sizes and compositions that exhibited a wide range of spatial

decoupling. In each experiment, four lithium-glass detectors were used

to measure noise coherence functions. Various rations of the coherence

functions were used to obtain the first two modes of separation con-

sidering higher modes and variations in detector efficiencies. The

eigenvalue separation obtained by noise analysis agreed well with

calculation.



The 'joarsi' space-energy mesh rebalancing method is studied for the

iuirpo.se of convergence acceleration on two-dimensional multigroup neutron

diffusion calculation with a sevei-point finite difference scheme, a

uniform triangular mesh, and an arbitrary scattering matrix . The

rebalancing method provides convergences without numerical instability

for a range of fast reactor problems with varying numbers of neutron

energy groups and mesh points. The number of outer iterations is

decreased with the rebalancing method by a factor of 2 in comparison to

the case when only asymptotic fission source extrapolation and successive

overrelaxation acceleration techniques are applied.

Spatial mesh effects are studied for three-dimensional x-y-z neutron
4)diffusion calculations . By applying the perturbation theory, it is

analytically predicted that the errors in eigenvalue and control rod

worth due to the mesh effect vary with the square of the mesh spacing,

or inversely with the square of the mesh number, along the x, y, and z

axes. The relationships are confirmed numerically by three-dimensional

diffusion calculations in ZPPR-10A.

An analytic polynomial nodal method using partial currents has been

derived for the solution of multigroup neutron diffusion equations in

three-dimensional (3-D) cartesian geometry . This method is

characterized by expressing the source and leakage terms in an auxiliary

1-D diffusion equation by quadratic polynomials and solving it analyti-

cally. Based on this method, we have developed a 3-D multigroup

diffusion code ANDEX, and applied to 2-D LWR and 3-D FBR models. The

results of keff power distributions and computing time have been

compared with those of finite difference method calculations.

The benchmark test of JENDL-3 was performed for fast, thermal and

high-conversion reactors, critical safety, shielding and fusion

neutronics . Among them the improvement of core parameters over the

JENDL-2 results is drastic for fast reactors. Therefore it is interest-

ing to know the cause of the improvement. We have analyzed the

difference between the core parameters calculated by JENDL-2 and JENDL-3

based on sensitivity analysis for a typical large fast critical assembly

ZPPR-9.

The neutronic coupling for large heterogeneous FBR core is looser

than that for small or homogeneous core, and the flux distribution

change due to a local perturbation is enhanced. So, a three-dimensional

kinetic calculation is necessary to treat insertion on withdrawal of
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off-center control rod. A three dimensional (hexagonal-z) kinetic code

K1C0M was developed using an improved quasi-static approximation for tin1

space-time dependent diffusion equation and an improved coarse-mesh

method for the shape function

Measurements of feedback reactivity (power coefficient) were
81

performed at JOYO . The results are summarized as follows; (1) The

dependence of power coefficient on reactor power was different from tin.'

d> sign calculation. (2) The average value of the powiT coefficient

decreased with the core burnup. The measurements of feedback reactivity

were conducted to separate the effect of fuel from that of non-fuel.

Approximately 55% of the feedback reactivity at the rated power was

attributed to effect of the fuel and the rest was of non-fuel (the

structural materials and the coolant).
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5. THERMAL REACTOR PHYSICS

DCA (Deuterium Critical Assembly for ATR)

Fugen the prototype for the Advanced Thermal \eartcr (ATR) h;js been

operated for more than ten years. The demonstration reactor oi ATR is

under detailed design. Major change in neutronics design item? is as

follows;

1) Number of fuel rods in a fuel assembly is 3^ instead of 28.

2) Pu content in MOX fuel is increased to douo^e,

3) Axially graded Pu content is adopted to mitigate power peaking.

A) Gd fuel is adopted to mitigate power peaking.

A series of critical experiments was performed by loading the fuel

assembly of the new specifications in the central position of DCA. The

resultant local peaking factor, void reactivity coefficient, axial and

radial power distribution indicate that the data and method used in the

above design is adequate.

VHTRC (Critical assembly for Pin-in-Block type HTGR)

To verify the adequacy of the neutronics design of pin-in-block

type HTGR, critical experiments have been conducted by using the VHTRC.

The following measurements were carried out on the VHTRC-.l core whi.ch

was made by uniform loading of 4% enriched uranium; 1) critical mass,

2) reactivity worth of HTTR (High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor)

mockup control rod and burnable poison rod, 3) neutron flux distribution,

4) temperature coefficient of reactivity and 5) the kinetic parameter

Calculations were performed with the SRAC code system using the

neutron data based on the ENDF/B-IV. The agreement between calculation

and experiment was satisfactory for most experimental items except the
1)2)

kinetic parameter

Since the planning of the HTTR is under the final stage to acquire

the license, recent experiments have been concentrated to obtain the

safety related items particular to the HTTR such as reactivity effects

of mockup control rod hole, of steel which will be inserted into the

core as a container of the irradiatior specimen.
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JRR-3M (Upgraded JAER1 Research Reactor 3)

The upgraded JRR-3 attained its cold critical March 22 1990. TI it-

original JRR-3 was the first domestic reactor operated on 10 MW cooled

and moderated by D20. Each fuel rod of metallic natural uranium

arranged in hexagonal lattice rods were meantime replaced by a bundle of

A slightly enriched UO2 rods. The upgraded reactor is 20 MW swimming-

pool type reactor driven by 26 standard and 6 follower MTR type fuel

assemblies. UALx-AL dispersion type was adopted for fuel meat as it

was only the material qualified as LEU plate fuel at the time of

planning. In the core 17 vertical experimental holes are installed for

irradiation. Increased thermal flux of 2 * 1 0 ^ n/cm2s in the heavy

water reflector will be utilized by beam experiment via 9 horizontal

hole and a cold neutron source. Two thermal and two cold neutron guide

tubes lead neutron beam to separated experimental hall building. Full

power operation was achieved September 1990.
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6. J1CLWR PHYSJCS

Reactor physics experiments for HCLWRs initiated in 1986 at Fast

Critical Assembly (FCA) in JAERI were completed in September 1989. The

experimental program consists of two phases: Phase-1 with enriched

uranium fueled cores (FCA-XIV) and Phase-2 with plutonium fueled cores

(FCA-XV). Benchmark data for the Data & Method of HCLWR designs were

obtained by changing the cell parameters such as fuel material, fuel
1 ) 2)

enrichment, moderator-to-fuel volume ratio and moderator void ratio

The experimental data were analized by use of the SRAC code system with

nuclear data file JENDL-2. Sensitivity analysis for newly evaluated

JKNDL-3 data file is being made.

In order to accumulate basic benchmark data for tight lattices of

LWR fuel rods, a series of experiments using Tank-type Critical Assembly

(TCA) was started in April 1989. About 450 PWR-type 3.2%-enriched U0 2

rods were arrayed in a square or a triangular lattice of which water-to-

fut'l volume ratio was varied from 1.42 to 0.56. The criticality was

attained by sorrounding the test lattice witt: . 6%-enriched U0 2 rods, and

adjusting the level of moderator-reflector water. From the results of

experiment and calculation by the SRAC code with JENDL-2 file, the

following information has been obtained up to now: (1) The calculated

keff's for the critical 2-region cores were smaller by about 1.5 - 2%.

(2) Power distributions perturbed by water holes and B4C rods were

reproduced well by the calculation. (3) Neutron-spectrum indices defined

as fission ratios among 2^ 5U, 2^^U, 2^9Pu and 2 3 7Np were measured by

using the corresponding micro fission counters. The C/E discrepancies

found in the ratios containing 2 3 7Np were markedly improved by adopting

JENDL-3 file in the calculation.

A series of critical experiments on the tight-pitch lattice cores

was initiatid in 1986 at the Kyoto University Critical Assembly (KUCA),

where natural uranium plates were located adjacent to thin enriched

uranium-alumium alloy plates. Investigation was made on the generation

method of the effective resonance cross sections in such plate arrange-

ment

The final results of the additional NEACRP HCLWR benchmark calcula-

tions were summrized . Some additional investigations were made on

the resonance treatment and geometrical modelling relevant to the bench-

mark calculations
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By cell calculations with the SRAC code system, void reactivity of

HCLWR was decomposed to contributing nuclides, nuclear reactions and

energy groups. At high-void condition, for example, "^^Pu was lound to

m.ike positive contribution owing to its fission increase with its

snail capture-to-f ission ratio combined in high-i;ne rgy range

The design studies of HCLWRs are continued to have reactors of more

reliable, safer and better performances. The axially heterogeneous

HCLWRs are investigated for both the PWR and BWR concepts at Japan

Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). Feasibility design studies

on an HCPWR plant have been performed, where the nuclear characteristics

associated with the transition between a semi-tight PuC>2 core and a

loose UO2 core was evaluated . A design study of plutonium generation

BWR (PGBR) has been carried out to achieve the plutonium generation

ratio of 1.0 ' . Three kinds of designs for PGBR cores with electric

power of 600 MW and 900 MW were proposed. The reactor concept has a

potential of realizing a new recycle system in which plutonium and other

actinides are confined to only nuclear reactors and reprocessing plants.
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;. ADVANCED CORE DESIGN

Three fields concerned to the advanced reactor core design, have

been investigated. They are the transmutation or burning of TRU, the

passive safety reactor and the very small reactor for space use.

Two concepts of Actinide Burner Reactor (ABR), 1) a reactor of

TRU metal fuel with Na cooling (M-ABR) and 2) a reactor fo TRU particle

fuel with He coolant (P-ABR), were studied. The TRU burnup rates per

cycle are about 17.5% in the both. The burnup rate per year is the

highest in P-ABR with both the highest neutron flux and the hardest

neutron spectrum. A hard neutron spectrum is the most important reactor

physics parameter when high burnup per cycle is required. When high

burnup per year (e.g. burnup speed) is required, the higher neutron

flux is more important at the slight expense of neutron spectrum

hardness. The basic nuclear and fuel property data of higher actinides

are absolutely lacking.

Initial loading of TRU in the light water reactors, U-PWR, MOX-PWR

and Very High Burnup PWR reduces their reactivity swing as burning up.

It plays as if burnable poison at the initial stage of burning and then

as fuel which keeps the reactivity and the high conversion ratio. The

initial loading TRU in Metallic Fuel FBR provides the larger breeding

ratio than unity even without blanket. Usually, the transmutation of

TRU moves the void coefficient to the positive direction. However, the

compromized core composition can be found by changing V^/Vf or fuel

enrichment. The TRU transmution rate can be over their production rate
2)

through the fuel cycle. ' The concept of TRU burner fast reactor has

been studied with an aim of achieving a hard neutron spectrum, and a

high neutron flux. 3 ) > 4 ) > 5 )

A subcritical core system as a target system for TRU incineration by

an intense 1.5 GeV proton accelerator is proposed. A tungsten target is

enclosed with the core system assembled by TRU-Pu-Zr alloy fuel pins

cooled by sodium. The system has a rectangular cross section of 100 *

100 cm with the depth of 200 cm surrounded by 20 cm thick stainless

steel reflector. Neutronic analyses predicted that the system with keff

of 0.9 can transn.ute 202 kg TRU per year out of seven or eight 3000 MWt

LWR's.6)

For System-integrated PWR (SPWR) with the enhanced passive safety,

the transient behavior at the main circulation pump trip, the loss of



electric power supply and the primary system pipe rupture, have been

analyzed by the code RETRÂN. They indicated that the automatic load

following is possible without any adjustment of borated water and that

SPWR is tough enough for these transient at accidents .

The power generacion system of a very small reactor for space

application using coated particle fuel and the cooling system by the

lithium heat pipes was conceptually designed. It has high thermo-

electric conversion efficiency of 5.35% by SiGe/GaP thermo-electric

convertor. Heat radiator to space is a twelve-sided cylinder, with area

of 74 m2. The total mass of the 100 kWe system including the reactor is

4.7 tons, which can be launched by a single rocket.

Feasibility studies were conducted for the advanced fuel loaded FBR
o)

cores, i.e., metal, carbide and nitride fuelled cores' . These cores are

understood to have potentials of high breeding, high linear heat rate and

enhanced passive safety.

As for the axial heterogeneous core, a new concept was proposed,

which is called island axial heterogeneous core . And also, a

successive core transformation from homogeneous core to axial

heterogeneous core was studied

Core concepts aimed at high-burnup and long-operating cycle were
12)

studied for large LMFBR . Core performance parameters were

investigated and compared between advanced homogeneous and heterogeneous

core concepts.
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8. FUSION REACTOR NEUTRONICS

An experimental study of neutron spectra in a concrete assembly

bombarded by 14 MeV neutrons was made from the viewpoint of fusion

reactor shielding' . As an activity relevant to the next fusion device,

decay gamma-ray streaming through narrow gap was examined systematical-
2) 3)

ly . In a special issue of "Fusion Technology" , Japanese research

activities in fusion nuclear technology are introduced including neut-

ronics.

A cross section set of 48 nuclei was prepared for the benchmark

test of JENDL-3 using NJOY. Benchmark tests of JENDL-3 for fusion

reactor are being performed. Some of them were reported at the 1989
4)Seminar on Nuclear Data .

Integral experiments* were carried out using OKTAVTAN on the

lithium spherical assembly of 120 en diameter combined with a lead

neutron multiplier and a graphite reflector. Time-dependent tritium

production rates were measured by a newly developed technique using Li-

glass scintillators. This technique gives approximately the energy

dependency of tritium production rate, which includes the information

of Pb(n,2n) reaction. The measurement with LiF TLDs was also made for

complementary checking of the tritium production rate distributions.

The preliminary result shows that the tritium breeding ratio in this

Pb-Li-C assembly would be 1.15 (± 10%).

As the first experiment* of the Phase-Ill of the JAERI/USDOE

collaborative program on fusion neutronics, an annular blanket system

composed of homogeneous materials was chosen and tested using a pseudo-

line source at FNS. This line source was obtained by moving a simulated

blanket assembly along a specially prepared target assembly. This

relative motion converts the point source to a 2 m-long line source by

time averaging. The annular blanket was made of two zones of lithium-

oxide and lithium-carbonate with thickness of 200 mm for each. The inner

surface was covered with a first wall layer of 15 mm-thick SS304. The

measured parameters were tritium production rate, activation rates,

neutron spectra and gamma-ray heating rates.

Angular neutron flux spectra from a liquid oxygen slab was measured

at FNS by the time-of-flight method. The experimental analysis suggests

* Presented separately at this 33rd NEACRP meeting.
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liiùL tliL i...i.T,'n data of 1G0 in JENDL-3 is satisfactory for the

<:;p: ! i •..•••. sion neutronics. The same type of experiment wa:-; r r-

foitr.ed on foui iion slabs of 50, 200, 400 and 600 mm-thick. The fluxes

calculated by MCNP with JENDL-3 agree well with measured ones within 10%

for all slabs in high energy range. But in the lower energy range of

0.1 to 0.4 MeV, the calculation based on JENDL-3 overestimates the flux

up to 30%. Numerical data of the time-of-flight experiments on graphite,

beryllium and lithium-oxide slabs were compiled and published in JAERI-M

report .

Nuclear heating in Fe, Cu, Al, C and W was measured at FNS using

the calorimetric technique. Thermisters and platinum thermo-resistance

detector were employed as thermal sensors. The sensor was embedded in

the probe of each material which was placed in a vacuum chamber. The

14 MeV neutron flux at the probe location was estimated to be 1.5 to

2.4 x 10^ cm^/s. The temperature rise in the probe was obtained form

the resistance change of sensor measured by a precise voltmeter.

Double-differential neutron emission cross section (DDX) of Li-6 and

C-12 at 14.1 MeV was remeasured at Tohoku University with improved energy

resolution by the adoption of a post-chopper. The DDX of U-238 and Th-

232 are also measured at MeV region . A good agreement was observed wit!

the data from the Institute of Atomic Energy (China) for U-238.

On the "cold fusion" there are some theoretical activities on

its mechanism and the detection of neutrons have been reported by

several groups.
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9. NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY

Nuclear criticality safety experimental facilities, STACY and TRACY

are under construction stage. The STACY will be operated to measure

nuclear criticality conditions for solution fuels of uranium and

plutonium. The TRACY will be used to study nuclear criticality accident

phenomena for solution fuels. The two facilities will be built in the

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Safety Experimental Facility (NUCEF), and the experi-

ments will start in 1993.

Experimental studies have been continued by using Tank-type Critical

Assembly (TCA) to develop criticality safety control and monitoring

methods. To obtain a better estimation of subcriticaiitys by the source

multiplication method, the spacially integral formula of neutron count

rates was applied to a rectangular core, and an improved linearity was

observed between the integrated count rate and the subcriticality. The

boundary element method was successfully applied to calculate the

geometrical buckling of a core of arbitrary configuration. The method is

expected to become a powerful tool to understand a reactivity effect of

core deformation which will be measured at TCA in near future,

A nuclear criticality safety calculation code system JACS has been

revised and benchmark calculations are carried out. The JACS has been

revised on the following aspects: (1) multi-group constants library

(MGCL) is prepared based on the revised nuclear data file JENDL-3, (2)

in order to obtain the MGCL, ultra-fine neutron energy spectrum has

utilized to calculate neutron reactions with several important nuclides,

(3) the neutron scattering with *H is analytically treated. The revised

JACS code system will be utilized to update the criticality safety

handbook of Japan published in 1988.
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10.

The Research Committee on Engineering of Radiation Behavior of

At&âiic Energy Society of Japan has been working to make up the data

base of the neutron and photon production due to charged particles

impinging on thick targets and the shielding benchmark experiments for

the shielding design of high energy accelerators, and to edit a handbook

of neutron shielding design since 1988.

A comprehensive data of gamma-ray buildup factors taking into

account fluorescence and bremsstrahlung has developed by ANSI/ANS 6.A.3

using several photon transport codes of PALLAS, ASFIT, and EGSA. The

error of the buildup factors due to the different computational methods

and the different photon cross section data of PHOTOX and DLC-15 was

evaluated by comparing the buildup factors and energy spectra for photon

sources of 0.1, 0.12 and 10 MeV in lead, where the contribution of

fluorescence and bremsstrahlung would be significant. The maximum

difference with the cross sections to the buildup factors was about 60%

at 40 mfp depth for 10 MeV photons, which is much larger than that of

the computational methods .

Concerning fusion reactor shielding, two works have been done usiiig

d-T neutron source. Fast neutron spectra in a 316L stainless steel

assembly were measured to assess the multigroup cross section libraries

from ENDF/B-IV and JENDL and the calculational codes of DOT3.5 and

BERMUDA-2DN for fusion neutronics. The difference increasing with the

penetration depth was observed between the measurement and the calcula-

tion with the DOT3.5 code . However, the refined BERMUDA-2DN calcula-

tion with a JENDL library reproduced very well the measured spectra

3)
throughout the penetration . Next, the behavior of 14 MeV neutrons in

a large duct-cavity geometry simulating a neutral beam injector was

measured and analized with a Monte Carlo code MCNP and two discrete

oriinates codes DOT3.5 and BERMUDA-2DN. For fast neutrons, the MCNP

calculation agreed well with the measurement. The DOT code, however,

f:.:.. * .'ited a serious ray effect for fast neutrons in the cavity, although

•.r.d xirst collision source option was applied. On the contrary, no

r ii<ri.:; was observed in the BERMUDA calculations in which no Legendre
4)

i.:; .;•,'„• ion was used for neutron scattering .

A lot of great projects of synchrotron radiation(SR) facilities are

in progress in the world, where the intensity of SR will be enhanced
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drastically. It is essential to develop the exquisite dosimetry

techniques and to study the behavior of SR in materials for the revolu-

tional application and the safety employment of the SR. In context with

this aspect, a new experimental work of X-ray dosimetry was initiated

using SR by JAERI and KEK. In the work, a total absorption calorimeter

was developed to measure the absolute intensity of high intense SR,

and the SR from 10 to 60 keV have been measured with an accuracy of 4%.

The characteristics of several kinds of dosimeters such as Li B 0 TLD

film, alanine dosimeter, Fricke dosimeter, Si diode, and scintillators

were examined for applying to SR dosimetry. Furthermore, the dis-

tribution of absorbed dose in a phantom was measured in detail, and

ana]ized with an electromagnetic Monte Caro code EGSA .

A theoretical development was made for the unfolding technique of

fast neutron spectrum measurement with a liquid scintillator by Itoh

et al . The theory is based on the maximum likelihood method

representing correctly the statistical distibution of the measured

pulse height distribution which is given by a Poisson distribution.

Negative values and unmeaning structures in the neutron spectrum, which

have appeared often in the conventional unfolding methods, are removed

by the present method.
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11. NATIOUr.. y GRAMS

11.1 JOYC

The 20th duty cycle operation at 100 MWt finished in Junuary 1990.

After that, the 8th annual inspection has been done. The maximum pin-

averaged burn-up of the MK-II driver fuel reached to 75,000 MWd/t. No

fiiil failure i~ found. The burn-up calculation by the reactor

monitoring code MAGI was in good agreement with the post irradiation

test data within an error of 5%. The 21st duty cycle operation was

started in September 1990. The period of cycle is 70 days.

Investigations on the MK-III core program have been proceeded. The

reactor core will be expanded radially, in order to install the

irradiation test rigs in the core at one time. In addition, to decrease

the time needed for the irradiation objectives, both the modification

of the fuel subassembly to obtain higher neutron flux and the improve-

ment of the fuel handling system to shorten the outage time for fuel

exchange are investigated. R&Ds for innovative technologies are also

planned. For instance, studies needed to eliminate the secondary heat

transport system of fast breeder reactors are picked up as a future

plan.

11.2 MONJU

The construction work of the MONJU plant, a 280 MWe loop-type FBR

piant, has been making steady progress since its commencement on

October 1985. Installed in the past year, are in-vessel structures,

shielding plug, ex-vessel storage tank, turbine and generator, etc.

Overall construction work is now progressed more, than 85 percent, and

scheduled to be completed by April, 1991. Subsequently, functional

tests of components and reactor systems will be conducted for eighteen

ninths, and the initial criticality is expected to be achieved in

October, 1992. After the criticality is achieved, various performance

rests of the reactor are scheduled. Plannings and preparations for the

fv.iTormance tests were started.

11.2 Demonstration Fast Breeder Reactor

The Federation has been in pursuit of development of fast reactors

in expectation of comming reactor after LWR since very early stages of

aevelopment of it in Japan. In 1986, the Federation assigned the Japan



Acoiric Power Company for a leading responsible body of construction and

operation of DFBR in Japan, and loaned FBR engineers of member utilities

to participate in newly created organization in JAPC. The Federation's

FBR Development Committee composed by executives of 11 utility companies

plays leading role and JAPC is earring out R&D in cooperation with

working organizations. (provisional schedule; construction start in late

1990s operation in early 2000s).

The utilities have studied to meet current target to select basic

specifications in 1990, mainly focussing their endeavors to mat-e

consensus on the most promising specification of the plant, investigated

especially candidate loop and pool reactor types.

Taking up top-entry loop type and pool type FBR for the promising

candidates, detailed examinations were made on structural integrity

maintainabilities, and =ilso comparison studies were carried out on

regarded subjects such as safety, operability, economy (construction

cost), fabricability, constructability, R&D, prospect of commercializa-

tion etc. The Federation currently concluded that both loop and pool

type FBR have potential to be commercialized, however, each type reactor

bears its typical advantage as well as disadvantage.

Referring these conclusions, the Federation's FBR Development

Commitee drafted its policy as follows, and it was submitted to and

approved by the presidential meeting today.

Preliminary design study of DFBR is to be made in order to verify

technical feasibility of top entry loop type FBR. Capacity of the

plant of this study is to be selected between 600-800 MWe. Reflecting

ever progressing advancement cf the technologies, from the view point

of ne'rf.; to comprehensive research for achievement of commercialization,

continuous study must be made in order to exploit more promising

concept and scenario including employment of various innovative

technologies.

11.4 FUGZN

The 15th refueling was carried out on May 1990 and 29 UO2 and 9 MOX

fuel assemblies were charged. The Fugen continued stable full p^v-

opftv.ition until December 1990 when the 9th annual inspection cormenced.

The 9th annual inspection and the 16th refueling, is being conducted

from December 1990 to May 1991. At the 16th refueling, 10 U0 2 and 25 MOX

fuel assemblies were loaded.



Téi; 26-pii-, experimental fuel assemblies, while the standard fuel

at'. < i ,0y fc- t ..- Fugen consists of 28 fuel pins, are now irradiate^ :r

t\,c Tvien in order to develop 36-pins fuel assembly for the demonstration

plant and the high performance fuel assembly. Six assemblies of them

are of Gd2Og poisoned MOX fuel. An assembly (not including Gd2O3

poisoned fuel) was unloaded on May 1990, whose burn-up was 24,500 MWd/t.

Up to date, 324 U02> 308 MOX and 12 special fuel assemblies have

been discharged for refueling. The maximum burn-up is 19,900 MWd/t for

U0 2 fuel and 19,600 MWd/t for MOX fuel, and no leaking fuel has been

found for more than 2,737 effective full power days of operation up to

July 1990.

The post irradiation examination of the MOX fuel assembly burned up

to 18,200 MWd/t has been carried out to investigate the performance of

high burnup MOX fuel. The results ensured the adequacy of design

methods for MOX fuel assemblies.

11.5 ATR Demonstration Plant

The construction program of the ATR Demonstration Plant has started

with the decision given by the Japan's AEC in 1982 that EPDC (Electric

Power Development Company) be responsible, in a close cooperation with

the government, electric utilities and PNC, for the construction and

operation of the plant.

ATR is a heavy-water-moderated, boiling-water-cooled, pressure tube

type reactor originally developed by PNC. EPDC took over the results

of PNC's design development work for the ATR Demonstration Plant, and

started the plant design work. At present, EPDC is finalizing the

design based on recently completed design rationalization work, and

preparing for an application for construction permit.

The capacity of the plant is 606 MWe and the whole core can be

filled with MOX fuels. The plant is expected to be located at the site

in Ohma-machi Shimokita-gun, Aomori-ken. According to the current

schedule of the project, the construction is to start in 1993, and the

co .mp.rcial operation in 1999.

•'6 H-îgh Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR)

in April 1989, JAERI made application for the construction permis-

sion of the High temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) at Oarai-

machi, Ibaraki-ken. The HTTR is a block type graphite moderated,
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helium gas cooled reactor, loaded with low enriched uranium coated

particle fuel. Its power is 30 MWt and its out put gas temperature is

850°C - 950°C.

The objectives of the HTTR are

(1) establishment of HTGR technology,

(2) fuel irradiation test in large scale,

(3) test for passive safety graphite moderated modular reactor, and

(4) test for industrial usage of nuclear heat (hydrogen gas production

etc.)

The safety review by the Government will be completed at the end

of 1990.

11.7 Partitioning and Incineration of Radiactive Nuclear Wastes

(Omega Program)

The Japanese Atomic Energy Commission has concluded in June 1987

that R&D efforts for incineration of radioactive nuclear wastes should

be substantially strengthened as the national research project which is

aiming at the possible use of valuable resources in the wastes and

aggressive improvements of safety assurance in management processes.

This project is named the Omega Program. The Committee for Technical and

Economic Studies on Nuclear Energy Development and the Fuel Cycle (FCC)

of NEA convened the expert committee for an international collaboration

on the problem "Making Extra Gains from Actinides", where it is

confirmed that studies on actinides partitioning and transmutation should

not be positioned in opposition to current policies on the geological

disposal of the radioactive wastes. The first international workshop was

held at Institute for Trans-Uranium Elements (Karlsruhe) in October 1989.

JAERI has made a proposal to construct a high intensity proton linear

accelerator in order to develop the incineration technology with use of

the spallation reactions. The second international workshop is scheduled

in November 1990 in Japan with support of NEA.

11.8 Light Water Reactor

Three light water power plants (Shimane Unit 2 BWR 820 MWe, Tomari

Unit 1 PWR 579 MWe and Kashiwazaki-Kariha Unit 5 BWR 1100 MWe) were

recently brought into commercial operation. Total capacity of tap

nuclear power plants is presently 30380 MWe. The Japanese first nuclear

ship "Mutsu" equipped with 36 MWt PWR reached critical again in March

1990. A series of performance tests have been now conducted prior to the

forthcoming experimental voyage.
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*'E1".'FT?Ï & NIDS

Report on the Reactor Physics Activities in the Netherlands

in the period September 1989 - August 1990

compiled by H. van Dam

(Delft University of Technology, Interfaculty Reactor Institute)

General: Dutch launch program to keep up nuclear skills

(J.E. Hoogenboom, DUTech/IRI)

While the Netherlands waits for several more years before taking a deci-

sion on possible expansion of nuclear power, its Economics Ministry is

to subsidize a program (PINK) to keep up the country's nuclear energy

skills. The Ministry is willing to provide 5 million guilders in 1990,

and probably another 20 million for the years up to 1993, for the

program.

This program will be carried out in close cooperation between: the

Energy Research Foundation ECN in Petten; the research laboratories of

the joint utilities KEMA in Arnhem together with GKN, owner of Dodewaard

NPP; the engineering company NUCON in Amsterdam; and the Interfaculty

Reactor Institute of Delft University of Technology.

The program provides for a comparison of advanced reactor designs which

will be commercially available around 1995, among which are the

Westinghouse AP-600 and the General Electric SBWR. This study should end

5.r, a choice of one reactor design, in whose development will then be

participated.

According to propositions from earlier safety studies about reductions

of the source term in a severe reactor accident, several measures will

be evaluated for source term reduction using PRA techniques. Emphasis

will be on participation in SBWR development with regard to system

design, load following requirements, man-machine interaction, core and
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fuel design and conforniance to European requirements. Study of this

natural-circulation cooled reactor type is facilitated by the Dodewaard

NPP being the only such BUR in the West.

Development of computer codes for core calculations and theriDohydraulic

design will be continued. Special attention will be paid to course ware

and education of people new in the field. Several PhD students will

start research projects in connection with the aforementioned subjects.

The program involves about 22 man-years for 1990 and will give new im-

petus to the Dutch nuclear community.

General: ENGINE program

(H. Gruppelaar, The Netherlands Energy Research Foundation ECN)

In addition to the national PINK program, defined to intensify the

nuclear competence of the next generation of advanced reactors, the

Netherlands Energy Research Foundation has launched a project called

ENGINE, which is directed to study (almost) pollution-free energy sys-

tems for the year 2030. The nuclear component of this program emphasizes

several aspects, including "natural safety", reduction of C0_ emission,

breeding, burning of actinides, and the recycling of materials. The

program is still in its initial phase and has started with some global

studies of innovative high conversion reactors, fast reactors and ac-

tinide burning.
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1. Reactor physics activities at the Netherlands Energy Research

Foundation ECN, Petten

1.1. On-line monitoring of nuclear power plants

(E. Turkcan, T.T.J.M. Peeters, 0. Ciftcioglu - guest from Istanbul

Technical University)

1.1.1 Experience with on-line power reactor noise monitoring system for

the Borssele Nuclear Power Plant

On-line monitoring of the Borssele NPP (PWR-450 MWe, 2-loop system built

by KWU in 1974) has been completed for the 16th core cycle and the

monitoring of the 17th core cycle has been started.

Pattern recognition studies /I/ have been carried out for surveillance

and monitoring purposes. In addition to the previously existing algo-

rithms working on frequency domain, real-time time domain algorithms, in

particular lattice realization by Kalman filtering methodology, were

implemented for the analysis of real-time NPP signals. A method of sig-

nal anomaly detection for the measured dc-signals from NPP based upon

the cumulative sum has been developed, tested and implemented /2/.

1.1.2 Graphical Enhanced real-time data acquisition system

A real-time multivariate signal analysis system was developed for

various signal analysis applications. In particular, the system can be

used as a stability monitoring device showing the damping ratio

parameter and continuous spectral error-bandwidth information on the

display.

'.he system is based on a signal conditioning unit, an A/D conversion

•*r\ii~, and a fast digital signal processing unit, altogether operated by a

'C/AT. Among the possible applications, reference can be made to nuclear

power plant noise monitoring, wind turbine inspection, and condition

monitoring of off-shore platforms.

/I/ T.T.J.M. Peeters and E. Tûrkcan

Paper presented at IMORN-22, 13-15 June 1990.
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/2/ 0. Ciftcioglu and E. Turkcan

ECN-89-162.

1.2. Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of the nuclear heating

in the coils of a fusion reactor

(A. Hogenbirk, H. Gruppelaar, and K.A. Verschuur)

Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses of NET/ITER shielding blankets have

been performed at ECN. SubjecC of these studies was a realistic iron-

water shielding blanket, of which the sensitivity of the nuclear heat in

the coils to transport cross-sections of the main constituents of the

shielding blanket, i.e. Fe, Cr and Ni, was studied.

Also the uncertainty in the above mentioned nuclear heat due to uncer-

tainties in these cross-sections has been calculated. The effect of

different cross-section types was studied in detail.

Coupled (n,7) calculations were performed using the 121-group GAM-II

structure. Basic cross-sections were obtained from the 217-group MAT-175

library (derived from the European data files JEF-1 and EFF-1), usin£

the code TRAMIX, which was modified in order to extract cross-sections

for arbitrary reactions. The one-dimensional sensitivity and uncertainty

code SENSIT was used, which was also modified in order to perform

analyses for partial cross-sections. A rather important modification of

the code was made by including the gain term in the uncertainty

calculations. This term was neglected in several previous

investigations. The NET/ITER shielding blanket was modelled in a one-

dimensional plane geometry; S_P_ transport calculations were performed

with the code ANISN. The resulting uncertainty, arising from uneex-

tainties in Fe, Cr and Ni cross-sections, amounts to 12.5X /I,2/. This

figure does, however, not include the uncertainty due to uncertainties

in the secondary energy and angular distributions of the neutrons (SED

and SAD uncertainties). More-over, this contribution of SED/SAD uncer

tainties may be substantial.

The estimated upper limit of the uncertainty in the nuclear heating in

the superconducting coils is 202. Further study on these uncertainties

is in progress.
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/I/ A. Hogenbirk

Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of the nuclear heating in the

coils of a fusion reactor, ECN-C--90-034 (1990)

/2/ A. Hogenbirk, H. Gruppelaar, K.A. Verschuur

SOFT Conference, London, September 1990.

1.3. Validation of the PASC code system

(H. Gruppelaar, A.J. Janssen, H. Oudshoorn, J. Oppe,

B.J. Pijlgroms, J. Slobben, Liu Guisheng-guest from CNDC, Beijing)

The PASC system consists of the following parts:

(1) Cross-section processing codes based upon NJOY, linked to the AMPX-2

system by means of interfaces developed at Delft, Bologna and

Petten;

(2) AHPX-2 utility routines;

(3) SCALE-3 modules;

(4) Oak Ridge transport and diffusion codes;

(5) UNIPASC user environment with user-friendly pre- and post-processing

facilities ;

(6) a very complete 219 neutron group library, based upon JEF-1.

The system runs both on a CDC/CYBER main frame (NOS-VE) and on SUN work

stations (UNIX). The development of the system is supported by the Dutch

Government (PINK program) and there is a very strong collaboration with

Delft Technical University.

Extensive testing and validation has been done and benchmarking of the

system is in good progress. So far, the system has been used for

criticallity studies (using KENO-Va) with a full 3D modelling of MTR

fuel elements. It is also used to study reactor physics aspects of in-

nvntrlve LWR fuel (sphere pack) and BWR reactivity coefficients.

Further developments are mainly directed to improve the calculation

for burn-up and kinetics and to introduce vector processing
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1.4. Nuclear data evaluation activities

(J. Kopecky, D. Nierop, ri. Gruppelaar)

The neutron cross-section evaluation work at ECN was directed to con-

tribute to three data files: the Joint Evaluated File (JEF-2), the

European Fusion File (EFF-2) and the European Activation File (EAF). The

ECN contribution to JEF-2 consists of a revision of the fission product

nuclear data file, with emphasis on the improvement of thermal and

resolved-resonance ranges. The work for EFF-2 included new evaluations

for structural materials and work for Li-7 and Pb, in cooperation with

other institutes. Good progress has also been made with the EAF, which

contains a very large set of cross-sections for all stable and unstable

targets (t1/2 > 0.5 d).

/I/ H. Gruppelaar, J. Kopecky

Status report of EFF and EAF projects, RCN-RX-90-050.

1.5. Neutron metrology

(H.J. Nolthenius)

Recently a sample changer was introduced in the neutron metrology work.

The sample changer consists of & normal 7-ray spectrometer and a robot;

these two instruments are controlled by a personal computer. With this

combination an efficient counting tool is obtained which has several

possibilities and increases the quality of the counting results.

Another topic of interest was the testing of a vanadium alloy which con-

tained monitor material for neutron fluence metrology. The idea is to

have the several target materials which are of interest (Fe, Ti, Ni and

Co) in one carrier material which does not contribute itself to the

activation. The advantage of such an alloy is the reduction in the time

needed to prepare the detectors and the improved encapsulation for

elevated temperatures and easier handling after the irradiation.

Irradiations are being done to test the homogeneity of the pieces of

wire.

At this moment a pre-release version of the new data file IRDF90 is

tested. This version of the International Reactor Dosimetry File re-

places the IRDF85. The library is composed by the Nuclear Data Section
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of the IAEA. The reactions in this file are partly new evaluations and

partly ENDF/B-VI data.

The nuclear data guide for neutron metrology, which was discussed in the

previous report, has been published /I/.

In August 1990 the 7th ASTM-EURATOM Symposium on Reactor Dosimetry was

held. Five contributions concerning the neutron metrology were

presented. Three contributions were written in collaboration with other

institutes /2-6/.

/I/ J.H. Baard, W.L. Zijp, H.J. Nolthenius

Nuclear Data Guide for Reactor Neutron Metrology,

ISBN 0-7923-0486-1, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, 1989.

/ 2 / G. Constantine, P.R.D. Watkins, C.A. Perks, H.J. Delafield, D. Ross,

W.P. Voorbraak, A. Paardekoper, W.E. Freudenreich, F. Stecher-

Rasmussen, R.L. Moss

Progress in neutron beam development at the HFR-Petten (feasibility

study for a BNCT facility). Paper presented at the 7th ASTM-EURATOM

Symposium on Reactor Dosimetry, Strasbourg, August 1990.

/3/ E.M. Zsolnay, H.J. Nolthenius, L.R. Greenwood, E.J. Szondi

Reference data file for neutron spectrum adjustment and related

radiation damage calculations. Paper presented at the 7th ASTM-

EURATOM Symposium on Reactor Dosimetry, Strasbourg, August 1990.

/ V W.E. Freudenreich

Experiences with the reaction Sr(n.n') Nb in neutron fluence

monitoring. Paper presented at the 7th ASTM-EURATOM Symposium on

Reactor ^osimetry, Strasbourg, August 1990.

/5/ A.N. Polle

Present state of neutron metrology in the high flux reactor. Paper

presented at the 7th ASTM-EURATOM Symposium on Reactor Dosimetry,

bcrasbourg, August 1990.

frf A. Alberman, H. Nolthenius, W.P. Voorbraak

Status of radiation damage evaluation in fusion materials irradia-

tion experiments. Paper presented at the 7th ASTM-EURATOM Symposium

on Reactor Dosimetry, Strasbourg, August 1990.
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1.6. Calculations for the BNCT

(J.5.M. de Haas, F. Stscher-Rasmussen)

In the coarse of the Petten BNCT-project (Boron Neutron Capture

Therapy), a project to install an epithermal neutron beam at the High

Flux Reactor for the clinical treatment of brain tumours, extensive

Monte Carlo calculations (MCNP) have been done to characterize the fil-

tered neutron beam. In order to investigate the effect of such a beam on

a therapy situation a headlike phantom has been modelled for DOT coupled

neutron-gamma transport calculations. To enhance the dose within the

tumour the brain will be prepared with tumour specific boron compounds.

Therefore a background of 3 ppm of boron was modelled in the healthy

tissue while 30 ppm was supposed to be in the tumour. The neutron- and

gamma-spectrum of the impinging beam was taken from the MCNP

calculations. In the 47n-20g groups DOT calculations the total kenna has

been calculated taking into account all relevant nuclear reactions in

the phantom.

An example of the results is given in fig. 1, clearly showing the dose

enhancement, due to the higher boron concentration in the tumour, over

the healthy tissue which enables the destruction of the tumour without

hazard for the brain tissue.

Total dose
(arbitrary units)

Fig. 1. Theoretical distribution of total dose

in mid-plane or head phantom with tumour.
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2. Reactor physics activities at the Interfacultv Reactor Institute at

Delft

(.I.E. Hoogenboom, H. van Dare)

The earlier developed methods for monitoring the stability of a boiling-

water reactor were applied on a more or less routine basis to the

Dodewaard reactor. An extensive set of software for stability monitor-

ing, based on the methods developed by the Reactor Physics Group, was

supplied to the Joint Dutch Nuclear Power Energy Plant (NV GKN), the

owner of the Dodewaard reactor. A hardware monitoring system, based on

the same methods and built by the Joint Research Establishment cf the

Dutch Electric Utilities (NV KEMA), was improved significantly.

The principle of a new type of flow meter for measuring the coolant flow

through a fuel assembly of a nuclear reactor was proven in a set up,

which was positioned near the core of the reactor. This type of flow

meter is based on the fact that a turbine will perturb the neutron flux

in its neighbourhood in a periodic way once it is rotated by the coolant

flow. The period of this perturbation is a measure for the coolant flow.

The idea is that this flux variation can be measured by analysing the

signal of a neutron detector which is positioned nearby.

In the context of the NIOBE project (Noise Investigations On Boiling

Effects) experiments have been performed with one- and two-phase coolant

flow in the simulated MTR-type fuel assembly located in the reactor

core. It has been found that the velocity-distribution in the coolant

channels can be nonitored via axially displaced detectors located in the

channel wall. The results of model calculations correspond closely to

the experimentally obtained effect, that the velocities inferred from

the measured noise at low frequencies (below about 1 Hz) correspond

closely to the cross-section averaged coolant velocity, and the

/'ilocities obtained at higher frequencies are closer to the maximum

(racial) velocity. To investigate the coupling between neutronics and

Ltimodynaiflics at the set-up, a space-dependent noise model of the reac-

:or core has been developed. Additional experiments have been performed

at high heating power levels, when saturated boiling of the coolant oc-

curred in the upper regions of the channels. For the first time in the

history of the reactor noise practice, we succeeded in identifying
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various flow regimes during actual coolant boiling, using the probabil-

ity density functions of the neutron noise signals. Partial channel-

blockage, caused by the interaction of the bubbles generated in the

narrow cooling channels has been detected and analysed as well.

In a project supported by the Netherlands Technology Foundation (STW),

the properties of a gaseous core fission reactor (GCFR) with oscillating

gaseous fuel, consisting of uranium fluorides and carbon fluorides in

chemical/thermodynamical equilibrium with the graphite GCFR wall, are

being studied. Further investigations of the GCFR thermodynamic cycle

behaviour have been carried out, using a so-called 'solid piston' nodal,

in order to obtain more detailed information on the effect of several

parameters on the amount of external -electrical- power to be gained. A

better understanding of the GCFR thermodynamic cycle features was ob-

tained by so-called 'infinitesimal cycle' calculations, in which the

attainable external power can be predicted directly -with reasonable

accuracy- from the thermodynamical properties of the fuel gas used,

without actually performing a -numerical- cycle calculation. The all-

software GCFR simulator developed previously was enlarged with a two-

compartment gas dynamics model.

In the shielding project, emphasis has been put on the documentation and

validation of the gamma shielding package consisting of the gamma point-

kernel shielding code MARMER and the fuel depletion code ORIGEN-S. The

validation of the shielding package is carried out by participating in a

shielding benchmark test, organized by the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA).

Dose rates around a spent fuel shipping cask have been calculated and

compared with measured ones. The level of correspondence is high, except

at the top of the cauk. This is probably due to some errors in the

benchmark description. The shielding package has been adapted to run on

different computers.

An introductory study of neutron and gamma-ray streaming through ducts

led to the program IRIDUCT, which can be used to calculate the flux or

dose rate at the exit of a duct in a one-energy group approximation. It

is also described how the lign-of-sight flux can be calculated by the

point-kernel shielding code MARMER.
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The NJOY87 code for fine-group cross section generation, part of our

reactor physics computer code package, was successfully enlarged with a

module, XLACSR, for processing resonance parameters to enable the

Nordheim integral treatment of resonance cross sections in the sub-

sequent cross section processing system AMPX/SCALE. The main parts of

this latter system for the preparation of an AMPX master cross section

library and for performing cell calculations, was installed on the VAX-

cluster computer system at IRI. Benchmark testing of the total package

is in progress. This work is carried out in close co-operation with the

reactor phys5.cs group of the Energy Research Foundation ECN at Petten.

At the request of the Nuclear Energy Agency Nuclear Data Bank, the 1989

noise analysis benchmark test was organized as a follow-up to a previous

test, which showed partly unsatisfactory results. The test aims at

autoregressive modelling of noise signals and gaining practical ex-

perience with anomaly detection. Fifteen participants from ten different

countries contributed.

In connection with this benchmark test, methods were investigated for

anomaly detection based on the Neyman-Pearson theorem for optimum

detection.

In June IRI hosted the 22nd Informal Meeting on Reactor Noise (IMORN)

with 44 participants from 15 countries. Prior to this 3-day conference a

one day meeting was held on the aforementioned noise analysis benchmark

test.

Main publications

0. Ciftcioglu, J.E. Hoogenboom, H. van Dam

Suboptimal processor for anomaly detection for system surveillance and

diagnosis. Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A278

•.;J989) p. 532-540.

0. Ciftcioglu, P.F.A. de Leege, J.E. Hoogenboom

Reactor stochastics by simulator. In: Proceedings DECUS Europe sym-

posium, The Hague, The Netherlands, 18-22 September 1989, p. 253-254.
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H. van Dam, J.C. Kuijper, A.J.C. Stekelenburg, J.E. Hoogenboom,

W. Boersma-Klein, J. Kistemaker

Neutron and thermal dynamics of a gaseous core fission reactor. In:

Proceedings 5th international conference on emerging nuclear energy sys-

tems, Karlsruhe, FRG, 3-6 July 1989, p. 39-44. Abridged version of

report IRI-131-89-014.

J.E. Hoogenboom

Status of the 1989 Noise Analysis Benchmark Test as of September 1,

1989. Report to the Nuclear Energy Agency Committee on Reactor Physics.

By order of NEACRP (NEACRP-A-968).

J.L. Kloosterman, J.E. Hoogenboom

MARMER, a flexible point-kernel shielding code. In: Proceedings 7th in-

ternational conference on radiation shielding, Bournemouth, UK, 12-16

September 1988, August (1989) III, p. 1037-1042.

J.C. Kuijper, H. van Dam, A.J.C. Stekelenburg, J.E. Hoogenboom

Simulator studies of a gaseous core fission reactor. In: Proceedings 5th

international conference on emerging nuclear energy systems, Karlsruhe,

FRG, 3-6 July 1989, p. 51-55.

3, Reactor physics activities at KEMA. Arnhem and GKN, Dodewaard

(CD. Andriesse)

Significant underpredictions of calculated boron concentrations during

several of our Borssele PWR-cycles were observed. By taking into account

the isotopic depletion effect on 10_ during a cycle, most of these un-

derpredictions could be explained, assuming that no large boron

suppletions in the primary system took place. This theory was checked

against mass-spectrosopic measurements on a number of water samples,

taken during cycle 13, which was a high availability cycle without large

boron suppletions during the first 90Z of the cycle.
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The ii,- - i rtr,«'t *:.. between measured and calculated change in isotn'. - . • •..

petition of the primary boron was very good and explained a maximum

underprediction in calculations of 30 ppm at mid-cycle.

It was also observed that begin of cycle boron composition differs con-

siderably from the natural boron due to recycling.

It was concluded that some care has to be taken when comparing calcu-

lated and measured boron let down curves from PWR's. With respect to

BWR-calculations a better agreement with measured TIP-curves is achieved

by increasing the spatial representation of the core to 2x2x36

nodes/assembly. Further improvement is expected from application of the

EPRI-void-quality correlation in conjunction with a new carry-under

model for our natural circulation BWR.

An interesting change in the measured subcooling of more than one degree

is observed during cycle 21, which is due to the change in radial power

distribution during the cycle. Explanation of this effect requires im-

plementation of a carry-under correlation that also takes into account

the influence of the radial power distribution. During the refuelling

outage a large amount of assemblies have been 7-scanned. Comparison with

calculations will be performed.

Our participation in the PINK-project consists of calculations with the

LWRSlMS-code of both PWR and BWR pin cell calculations with different

enrichments, temperatures, void-fractions and burnable poison. Results

will be compared with other participants.

A new version of the LWRSIMS-code, the 3-D simulator code for the

Dodewaard reactor core, has come into service. This code will now be

used for the core reload calculations and core follow calculations. On

parallel the "Simulate" code calculations are performed, to benchmark

both codes and to validate against TIP measurements.

A stability monitoring project is progressed in order to introduce a new

stability criterion and monitoring system. The present criterion is

based on the 70Z exit void limit (at 115X of nominal power) and is con-

sidered to be very conservative and impossible to measure directly. The

theory of stability monitoring based on noise analysis is now well
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developed and GKN is convinced that stability, based on noise analysis

can be monitored on line. However, the licensing authorities are reluc-

tant in their approval of this new method.

A lot of attention has been paid to the actual value for enthalpy in-

crease of the CRDA design base accident. New calculation techniques and

an improved operational start-up procedure showed that actual values are

a lot lower than previously calculated and even well below the fuel

failure limit.
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SPAIN

?]'•:-.CVO" PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN SPAIN, T)89 -

Compiled by Rafael Caro

NUCLEAR PANORAMA

The most important event in the nuclear field (though in the
negative side) last year has been the incident in Vandellos I NPP
-a 17-year-old 500 MWe graphite-gas reactor unit built with
French technology. A fire in the turbine-generator affected the
safety systems. Hence the plant has remained shut down since the
incident. The reactor was not affected and there was no release
of radioactivity- The Spanish Regulatory Nuclear Safety Council
issued the final report on the incident indicating the backfit-
tings and design modifications required to bring the unit back
on line. But the Government has decided that the unit must be
decommissioned.

During the year, the National Uranium Company, ENUSA,
produced 269 tonnes of U3Og. Exploration by ENUSA in Salamanca
province is proving encouraging. The volume of reserves has been
increasing by 1000 tonnes of U308 per year. ENUSA also participa-
tes in two consortia with CISA (a Cogema subsidiary) in uranium
ore explorations over a wide area in Western Spain.

The output of U3O8 in Salamanca is going to be increased by
a project that will be initiated shortly, bringing the total
production to 1000 tonnes per year.

ENUSA fabricated 306 PWR and 381 BWR fuel elements during
1989. The first 14x14 LOLOPAR fuel elements of advanced design
were delivered to Zorita NPP. The sixth reload of Leibstadt NPP
in Switzerland was also supplied by ENUSA.

During 1989 the Spanish PWR units gave rise to an average
of 132 m3 of low and medium radwaste. The average arisal from BWR
plants was 254 m3.

The more significant events during 1989 were: approval of
the Second General Plan for Radwaste; removal of the first drums
of radwaste from the two oldest NPPs for transport to El Cabril
low and medium radwaste storage site; the decision to expand the
storage capacity of Almaraz and Ascô NPPs; and the Ministry of
Industry & Energy's approval of a standard contract to regulate
relations between ENRESA, the national company for radwaste
management, and the Spanish NPPs. Recently the Nuclear Regulatory
Board (CSN) authorized the dismanthing of the old FUA (Andujar
Uranium Mill).

Research is carried out in nuclear safety, nuclear materials
r̂>3 new technologies. In nuclear safety during 1989, research has
been done on probabilistic risk assessment with the development
of methodologies and computer codes to analyze uncertainties and
common-cause failures. Research on thermal-hydraulic transients
and severe accidents has been carried out basically through
participation in international projects: LOFT and ICAP in the
first case and LACE, ACE and PHEBUS in the second.
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On nuclear materials, research is oriented toward solving
steam generator problems in PWR plants and stress corrosion
cracking in BWR pipes. A steam generator tube databank has been
created and the process of chemical cleaning qualified. Two new
projects aim to validate criteria for steam generator tube
plugging and to gather preventive and corrective measures on
stress corrosion cracking.

Finally, on new technologies a new research project on
advanced NPPs has been initiated to enable assessment of the new
reactor concepts being developed in various countries.

The Ministry of Industry & Energy, which should present the
new Energy Plan before the end of 1990, expects the Government
to take a clear position with respect to the nuclear moratorium
which now prevents tne construction and commercial operation of
new nuclear power stations. Specifically, five nuclear units are
currently subject to the moratorium: Lemoniz-1 and -2 (95% and
75% completed); Valdecaballeros-l and -2 (75% and 55% completed);
and Tri-lo-2 (barely initiated).

Spain's Nuclear Safety Council ordered a study on the state
of public opinion related to nuclear safety and radiological
protection. The main results can be summarized as: a) there is
a high degree of on-the-spot knowledge about nuclear energy; b)
the degree of knowledge on specific aspects of nuclear energy is
significantly lower; c) knowledge about the Nuclear Safety
Council is particularly meager; d) Spanish public opinion values
in a negative way the information received on nuclear energy,
questioning both the amount of information disclosed and its
objectivity; e) nuclear professionals consider that the informa-
tion given by the mass media is sensationalized, biased and
lacking in rigorous technical content; f) journalists complain
about the information transparency of corporations and institu-
tions involved in nuclear energy.

On the other side some oublie utilities, both private and
ùublic. are interested in a ioint venture with international
collaboration for the R+D and demu^t* ai! un uT AT,m«.

Ar, a r-.uiin.inr y uf nuclear entrxuv oroduction the next table can
\>(*. i nul udfeJ .

Number of nuclear Dower units in operation: 9

Total caDacitv: 7516 MWe fnet'i

Total production in 1989: 56.13 billion kWh

siiaie in overall electricity production: 38.4Î.

load factor: 81.55
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I • IN S U LJJ1Q J U J S i 0 N_NU^ LIA R

UNIVERSIDAD POLITECNICA DE MADRID

ADVANCES IN THE SEANAP PWR
CORE ANALYSIS SYSTEM

The "Sistema espanol de anàlisis de nûcleos de agua a presiôn" SEANAP, has been

developed and validated in the last years against the measurements in the PWR power

plants in Spain and some other benchmarks wi th good accuracy as has been

documented.

In the last year the emphasis has been adressed to the implementation of some new

capabilities, to extent his application and validation, and to the installation of the code

system in top-desk dedicated computers.

1.- New developments in the SEANAP code system.

The main features in SEANAP are the following.

- In-house development (Refs. 1 to 4), with deep knowledge of methods, codes

and procedures; that facil itate improvements depending of the users

requirements

Generality and strictness of methods, without any "ad-hoc" fittness, which

allows suitable treatment of any fuel type, burnable absorbers and control rods,

as well as any PWR core layout.

- Fast and automatic procedures for code input data and codes interfaces

generation, providing high fiability and results in short time.

Special procedure for printed documentation with the SEANAP results and their

comparison with design results and plant measurements during hot zero power

tests and operation.

in the last period the nodal core simulator (SIMULATE) has been integrated with a

thermal-hydraulics code (COBRA-3C-MIT-2), that jointly with the implementation of the

6 groups kinetics equations in three spatial dimensions allows the core analysis in

transient conditions with detailed treatment of the thermal-hydraulics variables

evolution.
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A new program (PREWATCH) has been developed and interfaced with other
SEANAP codes, to generate the nuclear data that should input to the core model of the
Process Computer System (PROTEUS) in some PWR Westinghouse plants in Spain, as
operation support. Mainly the input data for the WATCH one-dimensional two groups
diffusion code, are the averaged macroscopic cross sections versus burnup, as well as the
microscopic cross sections for Boron, Xenon, Samarium and the macroscopic cross
sections for light water.

2.- Advances in applications and validation in the SEANAP system.

The SEANAP system is used presently in the core analysis of 5 PWR plants in Spain
(Almaraz I and II, Ascd I and II, Vandellôs II), as a permanent support for the in-core fuel
management and operation following. The 24 past cycles and the 5 currently under
operation have been analized (Ref. 4) and the loading pattern of the last cycles have
been revised and some alternatives proposed.

The SEANAP results provide good accuracy compared with design and
measurements, and the biases are within the design criteria, providing an in-house
capability fully independent of the designer.

SEANAP also provides data for the mechanics, thermalhydraulics and safety studies;
?nd after the core transient analysis, the core data versus time needed for the who'i.-
plant model (RELAP, TRETA (Ref. 5) and others) are provided.

3.- Advances in the SEANAP implementation in dedicated computers.

SEANAP operates previously in central computers as Cyber-835 and SPERRY-1100/70
with 0,5 and 0,3 MFLOPS, 130 and 256 k-words. In the last period the computer capacities
in the Institute have been enlarged in two directions.

As main frame a CONVEX computer has been installed with 40 MFLOPS and 64 MB.

In the other direction, and with the objective of implement the SEANAP system in
dedicated top desk computers, with high performance/cost rate, in order to ma^o ;t
more accesible to users, the equipments based on the lntel-80386 processor (with
coprocessor Wettek-1167) were selected, the computer was COMPAQ-386 at 20 Mhz,
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which has higher performance than Micro Vax II, Sperry-T 100/70, SUN-3-160 and Cyber-

83S, *nH ^rnilar to VAX-8800.

Table I shows relative computer time with COMPAQ and the previous computers for

three codes of the SEANAP system, also COMPAQ provides more direct accesible memory

(from 1 to 4 Mwords), and a lot of facilities at low cost (color high density screen, high

memory disk units, diskettes and back-up tapes, printers, plotters, network connections,

...) as well as software utilities.

Table I. Relative computer time at different computers for SEANAP codes.

COMPAQ-386/20

CYBER-835

SPERRY-1100/70

Computer

with Weitek-1167 total

with lntel-387/20 total

CPU
exclusive
shared

exclusive

shared

WIMS

1

2,2

1,25
1,9
5,8

3,9

11,6

Relative time

COBAYA

1

2,3

1,3
1,5
4,5

3,1

9,0

SIMULA

1

2,3

1,35
1,6
4,7

3,15

9,4
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EVALUATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE AND RADIOACTIVE BEHAVIOUR OF LOW
ACTIVATION MARTENSmC ALLOYS FOR FUSION

J. SANZ, J.M. PERLADO and D. GUERRA

InsUtuto de Fusion Nuclear, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid,
José Gutierrez Abascal 2,28006 Madrid, Spain

1. INTRODUCTION

Radiation damage resistance and long-term

radioactive behaviour ure two of the main concerns in

the development of materials for highly-irradiated

components, mainly the first wall, of a magnetic

confinement fusion (îviCF) reactor.

Some scenarios and the corresponding benefits to be

gained from the utilisation of reduced activation (RA)

materials have been discussed in several papers [ 1,2,3].

A valuable information about both development

activities for RA alloys and performances of some

proposed candidates can be found in [4J. From ihe

different options, RA martensitic alloys are regarded

very promising candidates as first structural wall (FSW)

materials for DEMO and first commercial reactors. In

this paper, we study the B-TAHF [5) alloy, which is one

of the suggested low-activation replacements of the

DIN 1.4914 German manensitic steel.

Previous work on B-TAHF was devoted to calculate

the production of displacements and transmutants in

the FSW of inertiul and magnetic fusion reactors [6J.

Calculations were also performed in fission reactors

(6,7], such as HF1R and FFTF, for purposes of planning

and assessing experiments in the light of fusion reactor

needs. Studies to infer some irradiation effects on B-

TAHF under fusion environments were done in [7].

This paper is restricted to MCF conditions. In the

first part of it, we calculate the transmutant production

for B-TAHF with upgraded data bases, and a compa-

rison wiht previous results [7) is made. In addition,

several aspects on the engineering response of B-TAHF

under MCF irradiation conditions are discussed as an

extension of [7J. In the second pan, we address the

problem of evaluating the radiological response of B-

TAHF using the approaches of recycling and shallow

land burial (SLB). A comparison between the radioac-

tive characteristics of DIN 1.4914 and B-TAHF is also

carried out in order to assess the advantage of the RA

alloy.

2. CALCULATIONAL METHOD AND

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

The method for addressing transmutation/activation

problems is implemented m the C1BELES system \H.%

Most of the CIBELES calculations habe been

performed up to now with the aid of the neutron cross

section library UKCTR-IHA. The cross section

database REAC-ECN-3 [10] and the decay da:a library

UKDECAY1 [11] has just incorporated to C1BE1 ES.

and used in this paper. The inventory code ACAB [9j,

derived from ACFA [12], has been modified to

consider all reaction types included in the REAC-ECN-

3 library and, calculate the surface 7 dose-rate. In order

to envisage the importance of reactions leading to
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situations: a) considering a branching ratio of 1 for the

production of the firs' isomeric stale, b) considering a

value of 1 for ;he production of the second one. No

differences have been found in the results for B-TAHF,

with the exception of the isomers of Hf1'8. This aspect

will be commented ii next sections. Contaci y dose-

rate, including treatment of bremsstrahlung. is provided

by ACAB, employing the models included in the

FISPACT code (11], and suggested by Jarvis | l ] . The

calculations indicate that the effect of bremsstrahiung

is negligible for the alloys here considered

The nominal compositions of B-TAHF and DIN

1.49)4 used in this work can be found in [ft] and [H],

respectively. Typical irradiation conditions [6] at :he

FW of a commercial MCF reacior are assumed

(neutron wall loading 5 MW/m'? . spectrum of the

CCTR-II). Results are given for irradiation times

corresponding to 200 and 400 dpa, which is the range

expected for the FW of a MCF-DEMO. The cooling

time interval is selected because of the interest of

recycling and SLB.

3. DAMAGE ENVIRONMENT AND RADIATION

EFFECTS ON B-TAHF

From previous efforts [7] we have found that the

spectral-average displacement cross section for B-

TAHF in the CCTR-II spectrum is (>S2 dpa.h. and the

atomic displacemeni production rate for a neutron wall

loading of 5 MW/m' ' is 40 dpa/vear.

T ' e transmutation results, in comparison with those

obl.iined with the UKCTR-1I1A library, have not

changed by a great deal for most of the elements, with

the exception of helium. The He production rate was

>c Tted [7] to be around 30 appm/dpa. whilst when

co . suted with the REAC-ECN-3 library we gel l(>

apr t.'dpa. At 400 dpa, results show that the most

s i r :• ant relative changes (final-initial/initial, atomic

CO.T.enuatious) of the initial constituents of B-TAHF

take place for Ti (646%) and,Mn (365%). The major

concentrations of the new elements are those of

H (31130 appm). He (6460 appm) and, Re (209 uppm).

JU/Jtl
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Fig. 1. Concentration changes (in appm) in Mn for
B-TAHF, and contribution of its constituent elements

In the light of the computed MCF damage

environment in the FW (displacement rate 10"b dpu/s.

linear generation of He He(appm)/dpa = 16). we have

analyzed experimental and theoretical data on swelling

evolution when irradiating martensitic alloys. From [ 13]

an incubation period of 50 dpa with a swelling rate ci

0.01%/dpa can be predicted and from [14]. a

conservative steady-state swelling rate of 0.2%/dpa

could be suggested. Thus, the recommended swelling

limit of 5% (in volume) can be reached at 72.5 dpa.

For the operational conditions of 40 dpa/y. a

conservative lifetime of around 2 years could be

associated to B-TAHF.

With regard to the shift in DBTT (ductile to brittle

transition temperature), some recent works (IS) have

pointed out the DBTI degradation of martensitic steeK

whith manganese concentration. The important

production of Mn in B-TAHF could cause a significani

increase in the DBTT superimposed on thai produced

by displacement damage and helium production [7]

Fig. 1 shows that the formation of Mn. from the consti-

tuents of B-TAHF, is due to transmutation of Fe atom-

4. SURFACE GAMMA DOSE-RATE. RECYCLING

It is assumed (hat a material could be considered

suitable for recycling when, after a reasonable deca>

period in a repository, the contact dose equivalent rate

becomes lower than 2.5 x I0'5 Sv/h. A decay period of

100 years has been assumed to be appropriate [1J. Figs.

2 and 3 give dose rates due to 7-rays of any energy, and
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Fig. 2. Contact 7 dose-rate of B-TAHF versus DIN
1.4914. Irradiation time 10 years (400 dpa).

table 1 also provides the contribution from 7-rays of

energy over 100 KeV, in order to indicate the impor-

tance of hard 7-rays, which are more difficult to shield.

Fig.2 gives the dose-rate decay curves for the DIN

1.4914 and B-TAHF steels. The differences in the

performance are shown to be significant after around

20 years of decay. Fig. 3 and table 1 give the dose-rate

decay characteristics of B-TAHF. The dominant

radionuclide in the first years is Fe55, producing only

7-rays of energy below 100 KeV. Co60 is !he

undesirable nuclide after around 10 years. All the

radionuclides that don's meet the criterion for recycling

are provided in table 1. Recyclig is not allowed mainly

due to the presence of Nb94 and Co60. Removing Nb

and decreasing the content of the sources of Co60.
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which are Cu. Ni and Fe. could be actions to take. I',

obtaining the above-mentioned results, we tu\c

considered thai only the first isomeric state is produced

for nuclides presenting several isomers. In the case til

considering only the second isomeric stales, the dose-

rate for B-TAHF increases dramatically due to the

long-lived isomer of Hf"b (see table I). No effects have

been observed for the 1.4914 steel. Although there are

large uncertainties in the present values of Numeric

branching ratios, il appears than Hf could he a critical

element from a radiological hazard viewpoint.

5. LAND DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

The problem of permanent waste disposal ha-» been

examined here, according to the U.S.code. The Waste

Disposal Rating (WDR) is the index used for classifying

wastes in accordance with the NRC 10CFR61 regula-

tion on licensing requirements for land disposal of

radioactive wastes. The WDR is defined as follows:

WDR = I C(i)/L(i)

where C(i) is the concentration of the i th radionuclide

in the waste and M') <s the corresponding allowable

concentration limit for a given waste class -is provided

Table!
Radionticlides resulting in contact 7 dose rates over 2.?
x 1 0 s Sv/h after UK) years of cooling time for B-TAHF
alloy irradiated under FW conditions (200 dpa = 5y
and 400 dpa = 10 y at 5 MW.ra' , CCTR-II spectrum).

NiKhdet

Re 166

Co 60

Nb93>n

Nb91

NbW

Rr 186 m

Mn53

TOTAL DOS£

H< 178 m,

TOTAL DOSE
(Hf 178 m,

Half lit*
n#i' me

y

90 S h

S 26 y

16 a y

681 y

2E4y

?E5y

3 7E6y

RATE"

3 1 ,

RATE'1
included)

Doit Raie J I

100 y (200 dpa)
(Sv/h)

891E 5

....

6 21E-5
10.0)

9 14E-3

4 65 ES
[001

9.39 E 3
(9 26E-3I

899
1888)

9
(8.89)

Dose Rate at

100 y (400 dpa)

(Sv/h)

607E-5
[5 41 E-51"

1 39E-4

Î63E-S
[00J

1.39E-4
10.0)

V5E-2

S73E-S
|4?8E S]

• 8 4SES
[0 0)

' 55E-2
11 sit»

159fl
|1 S7EH

1.6E1
[V58ED

Fig.3 Contribution of the major radionuclides to the 7
dose-rate for B-TAHF steel irradiated 5 y (200 dpa).

a) Brackets [] indicate contribution from 7-rays of
energy over 100 KeV
b) Only the first isomeric state is assumed for Hf"8

c) Only the second isomeric state is assumed for Hf1 *
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'•i • , ' . >JI i i i : i n i ( V \ U K ) al d i f l e i e n l u m c s af te r s h u t d o w n fur D I N 1.4') U j u d

I M A H F steels irradiated under i W conditions (5 y at 5 MW.m ' . ( T T K - I ! spectrum)

Material
N u c 1 i d e

C 14
Ni5S
Ni 63
No 94
Tc99

Subtotal

AI 26
Mn 53
Fc60
Zr93
Nb92
Mo 93
Hfl76m'p

Rv ifcCm

Subtotal

Total

10 Years

DIN 1.4914

0.29
0 18
0 5

591

3.72

596

0.89
0.04
0.04
0.01
0.29
12 18
0

0

12.56

609

BTAHF

0.15
= 0
0 52
2283
0 0 6

23.58

= 0
0 04
= 0
0
0.01
0.19
0(5 211
0.09

0.33(5.54]

23.91129.12)

TIMK AFTKK SHUTDOWN

100 Years

DIN1.49U B-TAHK

0.29
0.16
0.27
589

3.72

593

0.89
0.04
0.04
0.01
0.29
11.97

0

0

12.35

606

0.15
= 0
0.28
22.76
0.06

23.27

= 0
0.04
= 0
0
0.01
0.18
0(0.70)
0.09

0.3211.02)

23.54(24.29]

500

DIN 1.4914

0.28
0.18
0.02
561

3.72

585

0.89
0.04
0.0-1
0.01
0.29
11.06
0

0

11.44

597

Years

B-TAHK

0 \A
= 0
0 02
22.45
0.06

22.69

= 0
0 04
= 0
0

0.01
0.17

0

0.09

0.31

23

1000 Yearb

DIN 1.4914

0.26
0.18
= 0
57]

3.71

575

0 89
0.04
0.04
0.01
0.29
10.01
0

0

1039

586

B-TAHr

0 U
= 0
= 0
22 07
0Ù6

22 2£

= 0
0 04
= 0
0

0.01
0.15
0

0 09

0.29

22.57

a) Only the isomeric state 2 of Hf 178 is assumed for values in brackets. Values out of brackets correspond to the isomeric state lofHf 178

in 10CFR61. The Class C waste criteria have been

adopted by the US Office of Fusion Energy as

requirements for fusion materials, and they are used in

this paper to assess the SLB acceptability of radwastes.

Concentration limits for radionuolides which are not

included in 10CFR61, have been taken from [3,16,17].

Valjes for about 36 radionuclides have been collected.

These values should not be considered rigid boundaries

on materials development, and further studies should

p'(iceed in the determination of more accurate limits.

1 ne WDR for DIN 1.4914 and B-TAHF at different

times after shutdown are displayed in table 2. The

ratings for individual nuclides are shown as well as for

<.i>ntributions (subtotals) of two groups of nuclides: a)

including those nuclides with the class C limits listed

in 1UCFR6I, and b) including those with the limits

o ••i.nted in [3.16,17].

Neither DÎN 1.4914 nor B-TAHF can satisfy the

condition of WDR<i. that i.s applied for SLB

acceptability. However, a very significant reduction in

the WDR i.s offered by B-TAHF. The major nuclide.s

preventing near surface disposal of DIN I.-W 14 are

Nb94, Mo93 (concentration limit from (17]). TcQ" and

AI26 (limit from [Id]). For B-TAHF these are Nb° and

very likely, the second isomeric state of Hf'7" (limit

from [3]). It is pertinent 10 note that deleting the Nh

element from B-TAHF, radwaste can be suitable after

a reasonable cooling time for SLB. Even if we adopted

a value of 1 for the branching ratio of reactions leading

to the second isomeric slate of Hf"8 (see table 2), nu

longer than 50 years would be required to meet h\

simple dilution SLB conditions. However, it should he

noted that working protection in waste processing will

be required even a! 100 years, specially if a .significant

production of the long-lived 7-emiier Hfi7t occurs.

Calculations for a exposure of 400 dpa have shown

that the WDR for almost all the radionuclides scales

less than linearly with the exposure because of the

burnout effects. The main exception i.s ïhat of Re186*,

whose increase is larger than linear since its production

i.s due to multisiep reactions.
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(î. CONCLUSIONS

Because of the swelling problem, the existing

manensitic steels, as FW materials of commercial MCF

reactors, are not expected to reach a lifetime much

greater than 2 or 3 years. Embrittlement due to very

high levels of displacements and transmuted helium

co.ild get worse this situation.In addition, it appears

that the significant amount of manganese formed by

nuclear transmutation of Fe atoms could also limit the

usefulness of martensiiic steels, specially the manganese

stabilized low-activation type, in fusion reactor

applications, because of the effect of Mn on DBTT

degradation.

Although there are many uncertainties in the

estimation of the FW lifetime, it appears that

martensitic steels, such as DIN 1.4914, could lead to

several tonnes of highly radioactive expired-FW

material, in few years of reactor operation. That steel

is completely unacceptable as FW of a commercial

MCF reactor from the activation viewpoint, showing

unsuitable properties for recycling and SLB.

The alloy B-TAHF, expected to have a mechanical

behaviour similar to thai of the 1.4914 steel, has a

much better radioactive performance. The difference

is mainly on the radiation emmited after several years

of decay. Nevertheless, B-TAHF doesn't qualify for

recycling and SLB(class C waste according 10 CFR-fil)

either. There appears to be little prospect for recycling

of low-activation replacements of DIN 1.4914 in a FW

of a commercial fusion reactor. However, the

development of RA martensitic steels with a

composition thai could allow reaching SLB

requirements is likely to be feasible.

Research on branching ratios of reactions leading

to different isomeric states are required in alloy

selection efforts. In the case of B-TAHF efforts should

be devoted to reduce the uncertainties in the

production of the second isomeric state of Hf178. If a

significant production of this radionuclide is confirmed,

the Hf element could be considered as an unacceptable

constituent element for development of RA alloys.

Further studies are also neded to set concentration

limits on individual radionuclides for various classes of

waste disposal.
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II. CONSEJO DE SEGURIDAD NUCLEAR

I I.I. CSN ACTIVITIES IN REACTOR AND PLANT PHYSICS

J. M. Izquierdo et al.

Activities in the area of transient simulation

I The TRETA Project

Description

TRETA is a time domain general purpose simulation package,
developed at the Nuclear Safety Council (CSN). Emphasis has been
placed in a modular structure, quite similar to simulation
languages, allowing for a fast implementation of changes in the
system configuration and/or settings.

There can be distinguished two parts in TRETA:

a) A general driver called CAPTA able to solve block diagram
nets of numerical models. By using CAPTA, the simulated system,
including its topology, is completely described via input data,
which allows for progressive enlargements or modifications of the
simulated system at the user level.

CAPTA deals with:

input data management

- time point renewal

sequential computation of each block of the system, by
calling the necessary subroutines of the Block
Catalogue, for each time point.

feedback management, by using an iterative algorithm,

storage and management of partial and final outputs.

b) A Block Catalogue subdivided in three categories:

Algorithm library

Module library

Component library

which allows the user to define, with different level of derail,
the set of operations to be performed in each block of the system.

New features are being added to the TRETA system. Specific
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algorithms for automatic steady stade adjustments are under
development. Interactive capability and graphic output facilities
are expected to be incorporated in the near future.

c) Other important features of TRETA are its capabilities for
combining other models, much more detailed, of particular
components, with the rest of the block diagram, producing unique
combinatios. The coupling is made at each time step. Examples of
these are:

2
cl) the recently incorporated option of coupling to the popular
COBRA code for the thermohydraulics of the core (TRETA-COBRA) .
This will allow the detailed analysis of core and system
assymetric behavior.

c2) the ongoing work for dynamic coupling of reliability and

dynamics , called TRETA-DYLAM. This aspect of the projet is part
of the System Response Analizer Project in cooperation with the
ISPRA establishment of the European Comunity.

TRETA is not machine dependent. It has been implemented on a
variety of computers, including a reduced version for PC.

More details about TRETA were described in the 1987-88 version of
this report.

The most salient features of this period are:

1 Developments in the improvement of the system

i) The development of a single node therraohydraulic module
based on the homogeneous flow model has been completed and
implemented.

ii) The coupling of several homogeneous nodes with the
addition of the momentum balance, able to simulate pipes and
heating channels has been already implemented

iii) Detailed heat conduction fuel model is under development
and has been completed in a 70 %.

iv) A secondary side homogeneous steam generator transient
model has been implemented. This model includes downcomer
level tracking based on global variables.

v) The development of a thermohydraulic node model based on
the two-phase flow, void drift approach is near completion in
its theoretical aspects.

vi) The library of models to be used in the BWR version has
been completed. Tests of each individual module have been
performed and system tests with coupled modules are being
carried out. These modules have been developed by the
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department of Nuclear and Chemical Engineering of the
Politechnical University of Valencia.

2. Developments in the applications of the system.

i) A whole plant single loop version incorporating the
improved models developed during the last year is being
assessed at this time. The Vandellos II turbine trip
simulation is being compared with the equivalent RELAP-5
calculation. Hopeful preliminar results have been obtained.

ii) The two assimetrical loop version is being used to
simulate the single steam line isolation in Almaraz . The
already existing version has been completed with the
automatic actions envolved in this transient . Some results
are presented in figures 1 to 5.

iii) The load rejection transient from 100 % to 50 % load
has been simulated with the coupled code TRETA-COBRA
IIIC ÎIT2.
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II.?. USE OF THE CASMO CODE AT THE CSN

Cruz J. Cirauqui
José M. Conde
Manuel Recio

Javier R. Camarma

The Nuclear Safety Council (Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear,
CSN) has started to use the CASMO/SIMULATE package for licensing
purposes during this year. With the acquisition of this code
system, the Analysis and Evaluation Office of the CSN intends to
increase its capability to perform licensing evaluations based on
independent calculations. This capability was up to now
restricted to the termohydraulic and accident analysis fields.

CASMO 3 is a multigroup two dimensional transport theory
code for burnup calculations on BWR and PWR fuel assemblies or
simple pin cells. The code handles a geometry consisting of cyl-
indrical fuel rods of varying composition in a square pitch array
with allowance for fuel rods loaded with Gadolinium, burnable
absorber rods, cluster control rods, in-core detector channels,
water gaps, boron steel curtains and cruciform control rods. Ty-
pical fuel storage rack geometries can also be handled.

Nuclear data for CASMO are collected in a library containing
microscopic cross sections in 70 or 40 energy groups in the range
0 to 10 MeV. When Gadolinium is used as the burnable absorber,
its microscopic burnup is calculated outside CASMO by the MICBURN
code, which provides effective cross sections versus burnup for
the Gadolinium homogenized over the fuel pellet. These effective
cross sections are input to CASMO.

SIMULATE 3 is an advanced two-group nodal code for the an-
alysis of both PWR and BWR cores. It is based on the QPANDA ne-
utronics model usinf fourth order polynomial representation of
the intranodal flux distributions in both the fast and thermal
groups. Intra assembly heterogeneities are treated by means of
discontinuity factors, and the code also provides an explicit
representation of the reflector regions.

Due to the short time elapsed since the codes were available
at the CSN, most of the work has been done with CASMO. Only a few
runs of SIMULATE have been performed, with no licensing signi-
ficance. The most relevant applications so far given to CASMO are
briefly outlined in this paper.

l.Criticality Safety Evaluation of Spent Fuel Storage Racks

The criticality safety evaluation of a spent fuel pool must
show that the value of K-eff. can be maintained below 0.95,
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including biases and uncertainties for both normal and abnormal
conditions. In the recent past, criticality analysis were perfo-
rmed at the CSN with the KENO-IV code using a conservative ap-
proach: the fuel was considered to be fresh (zero burnup) , and
credit was not given to the neutronic absorption of Gadolinia
rods present in BWR fuel.

The need to use fuel of higher enrichment in order to in-
crease the duration of the operation cycles has made this appro-
ach inadequate. The effect of burnup on the reactivity of the
stored spent fuel has to be taken into account in order to obtain
more realistic values of K-eff. The CASM0-3G code has been used
for this purpose.

The first analysis performed at the CSN was the study of the
increase of fuel enrichment at a PWR plant, from the licensed
value of 3.65% up to 4.30%. The methodology used in the analysis
is based on a reactivity equivalence principle. The goal of the
analysis is to obtain the burnup needed to reduce the K-inf. of a
4.3 0% fuel assembly to that of a 3.65% fresh assembly, i.e., to
find the burnup that the 4.30% assembly has to undergo to equate
the reactivity of both assemblies. The methodology used has been
the following:

1. Fuel of different enrichments between 3.65% and 4.30% has been
depleted up to 8 GWD/MTU under typical core conditions of the
plant at full power.
2. These cases have then been restarted under spent fuel pool
conditions, in order to determine the evolution of K-inf. versus
burnup for each of the enrichments studied (fig. 1).
3. The K-inf. value of a 3.65% enriched fuel element with zero
burnup is obtained. The intersection of this value with the K-
inf. curves for each enrichment gives the relationship between
the fuel enrichment and the minimum burnup needed to reduce K-
inf. to the 3.65% value (fig. 1).
4. The average burnup correspondig to the minimum burnup obtained
is determined, as well as the burnup uncertainties. Other uncer-
tainties (isotopic composition variations) are also taken into
account in order to obtain the final average burnup needed versus
enrichment.

The results obtained by this method were slightly different
from those presented by the utility, what allowed for the deter-
mination of minor methodological and input data errors in the
analysisis submitted to the CSN.

Other criticality analysis to be performed by the CSN in the
near future are summarized below:

- Spent fuel reracking at two PWR plants. These plants will ch-
ange to high capacity boron-poisoned spent fuel racks. Licensing
of the new pool arrangement will require criticality analysis
with methodology similar to that already described.

- Storage of high enrichment fuel at a BWR plant. The criticality
analysis to be performed will take credit of the fuel burnup and
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of the neutronic absorption by the Gadolinia rods, so that ad-
ditional calculations shall be needed to determine the maximum
reactivity value as a function of burnup and to assess the effect
of the fuel operational history on the final reactivity of the
bundle.

2. New BWR fuel bundle design assessment

BWR plants often introduce design changes in the reload fuel
bundles. Those changes usually involve the number and enrichment
of Gadolinia rods, the axial variation of the fuel enrichment and
the number of water rods. The new fuel design predictions of the
vendor are checked at the CSN by means of the CASMO code, in or-
der to assure that the affected safety limits are met.

New fuel designs for two BWR Spanish plants have been ch-
ecked at the CSN so far. Figures 3 to 8 present different ch-
aracteristics of the new fuel bundle for one of such cases as
calculated by MICBURN/CASMO, together with the vendor's predi-
ctions. The agreement is very good in terms of K-Inf. (fig- 3)
and isotopic evolution of the fuel as a function of burnup.

The local peaking factor values obtained by CASMO are
also very similar to the design values.

The local peaking factor values calculated with CASMO have
been taken as a base to verify the compliance of the new fuel
with the safety thermal limits, finding results consistent with
those of the designer.

3. PWR fuel rod replacement analysis

Several PWR plants have started to perform fuel assembly
reconstitution during the last year, i.e. to replace defective
fuel rods by either a steel massive rod or a water rod. The
knowledge of the impact of this practice is of evident licensing
interest.

The effect of this repairing on the neutronic
characteristics of different PWR 17*17 fuel assembly types has
been assessed with CASMO, taking into consideration the number
and the position of the replaced rods. All real cases analyzed,
where a maximum of three rods per assembly had been replaced by
steel rods, have shown a negligible effect.

A similar calculation has been performed for 14*14 PWR fuel.
The origin in this case was not the substitution of defective
rods but the use of several steel rods on one side of the
assembly to avoid fuel pin damage due to baffle jetting. This
baffle jetting has been detected through only one of the baffle
joints, and produced visible damage to the outer row of the fuel
pins of the nearest assembly.

A study of the effect of a different number of steel rods
distributed evenly among the outer pin rods has been performed
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with CASMO. The results can
be summarized for the worst case (7 steel rods in each of the
outer rows) as a 4.4% reduction of the assembly K-Inf. and an
increase of 1.75% of the local peaking factor original value.
These differences can be easily accomodated during the reload
core design.

4. Study of CASMO sensitivity to MICBURN depletion conditions

A sensitivity study has been performed at the CSN to assess
the impact of different MICBURN depletion conditions on CASMO
results. Parameters analyzed have been: U-235 enrichment of the
burnable absorber rod, initial Gadolinium percentage in weight,
buffer zone size and enrichment, pellet radius and void fraction.

The first conclusion achieved is that only three parameters
have a real influence on CASMO results: pellet radius, Gadolinium
content and void fraction. The former two are very well known in
real cases, but the latter depend on the kind of problem to be
analyzed.

The spectral conditions of MICBURN and CASMO for both cases
have been analyzed, using the ratio between the Group 1 (0.625 eV
to 10 MeV) and Group 2 (0 to 0.625 eV) fluxes as a reference. The
flux has been smeared over the burnable absorber zone in MICBURN
and over the Gadolinium rod in CASMO. The remaining fraction of
the burnable absorber in the Gadolinium rod has been related to
the «jorï:âsponding burnup step at the MICBURN run in order to
achieve a more realistic comparison between the spectral
conditions in both codes. The conclusion obtained is that a 0%
void fraction in MICBURN can be adequate for a wide range of void
fractions in CASMO, but visible spectral differences are still
found at high void fractions. The reason for this fact is the
very high reflexion capability of the unvoided water gaps that
surround the fuel boxes, that cannot be neglected at high void
fractions.

The behaviour of an option of the PIN card of MICBURN has
also been analyzed. This option allows the user to include a
water region surrounding the buffer zone, which can simulate the
gap's existence.

1. A CASMO run with 40% void fraction using a MICBURN library
generated with 0% void fraction.

2. The same CASMO and MICBURN void fractions including the gap
cption in the MICBURN library.
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The great similarity of the spectral conditions between both
codes is remarkable in the second case. The use of a water gap in
MICBURN leads to a much better spectral agreement, even for cases
of high void fractions. It has been determined also that a unique
MICBURN run at 0% void fraction with water gap is adequate for a
full range of void fractions in CASMO, because the influence of
void fraction on the CASMO spectrum is very low in this case.

The final impact on CASMO results when using different
MICBURN libraries analysed It can be seen

that CASMO results are the same using MICBURN libraries
generated with different void fractions as long as the gap is
always modelled in MICBURN. On the other hand, the values
obtained using the 0% void fraction MICBURN library without gap
are underestimated by almost 1%.

Finally, it is included the comparison between CSN
results obtained at 40% void fraction using the gap model and the
corresponding design values. The agreement can be stated as very
good. This figure is to be compared with figure 3 to notice the
improvement achieved by using the gap option.

It is stressed that the influence of not using the water gap
in MICBURN leads to differences on K-Inf. of about 1%, what can
have a small importance if the calculation is to be used for SI-
MULATE. However, this difference can be significant when perfo-
rming criticality analysis, because an additional uncertainty has
to be accounted for.
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SPENT FUEL RACKS
MINIMUM BURNUP CALCULATION
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Figure 1.
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RESULTS COMPARISON DESIGN-C.3.N.
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I I I . UITESA • MADRID

ESTRATEGA:
AN INTERACTIVE PROGRAM FOR

MULTICYCLE STRATEGY ANALYSIS

1. INTRODUCTION

ESTRATEGA is an interactive program for multicycle calculations, based on a
neutronic code. The current version for BWR uses the SIMULATE-3 nodal code.
ESTRATEGA permits a fast and easy management of the fuel assemblies to be loaded in
the successive cycles of the BWR operation.

ESTRATEGA main features are:

Automatic or interactive (cycle by cycle) exécution. The input data for the automatic
execution can be prepared by hand or interacti\el\. Default values are piwided b\
the program.

ESTRATEGA creates and updates a 'pool" tile with the main data of each fuel
assembly in each cycle.

The Estimation model (Kefr, Number of fre»h fuel assemblies or Cycle burnupi IN
adjustable by means of the SIMULATE-3 results.

Fast multicycle execution without SIMULAIT;-? interaction, based on the estimation
model.

Creation of a summary with the main result of the multicycle run.

Written in C language with a modular structure that allows future development and
makes the program easily transportable.
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2. DESCRIPTION

ESTRATEGA comprises the six modules showed in the figure and access to ten
dittcrcnt files. Five of these modules are executed successively for each cycle and ihc
program carries out the following actions:

* sets the OPTIONS for this cycle.

* SELECTS the depleted fuel and ESTIMATES the variable searched (Kdl, E " \ N j .

* LOADS the previously selected fuel assemblies into the core.

* executes the neutronic code to CALCULATE this cycle.

* takes one of the possible DECISION for this cycle.

The last module (EDITION) is only executed at the end of the multicycle run. An
aditional module, not displayed in the figure, reads and processes the SIMULATE-? results
for the operated cycles.
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3. APPLICATIONS

Currently ESTRATEGA is being applied at Hidroeléctrica Espatîola to tin-
optimization of different extension models, to stud} the fuel reconstruction or rcuiiliAiiion.
and to the stablishment of the optimum fuel design m each cycle of Cofrentes NIT.

Other ESTRATEGA possible applications are the preparation of fuel cost studies and
the analysis of reload batch sizes, variation in cycle lengths and different loading patterns.

4. CONCLUSIONS

ESTRATEGA carries out the multicycle management with the accuracy and detail
provides by the SIMULATE-3 nodal code. A small experience using ESTRATEGA allows
the user to carry out multicycle analysis in a very fast way. without SIMULATE-3
interaction, and achieving a high level of precision.

The user-program interaction has been carefulh treated by the use of menus, dclauli
values, cheking of input data and display of results, The modular structure of the program
allows to include new developments like its adaptation to PWR or to other nodal codes.
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IV. HIDROELECTRICA ESPANOLA

Andres Galicia
Maria Teresa Lopez

Diego Molina
Jesus Olmos

This paper is +o report a summary of the main analysis
performed at the Nuclear Group oi Hidroeléctrica Espanola in the
reactor physics area during the last year.

A new methodology has been implemented and extensive
benchmarking of the new codes has been done in the BWR and PWR
areas. A summary of the new models and results is presented
below.

A control rods substitution strategy study is also reported
as part of fuel cycle optimization efforts.

/ BENCHMARKING OP COFRENTES
NUCLEAR PLANT.

l.-NEW PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

A new package based on the Studsvik codes MICBURN3, CASMO3
,TABLES3 and SIMULATE3 has replaced the current physics codes based
on version 2 of the same ones. These new set of codes have several
advantages over the previous.

The lattice code ,CASMO3, can now generate discontinuity
factors for SIMULATE3 , uses a more modern nuclear library based
on ENDFB-IV and V, calculates gamma detector responses and provides
the capability to model complicated fuel and control rod designs.

SIMULATE3 , the nodal simulator , uses QPANDA model which
solves the three-dimensional , two group neutron diffusion equation
with no need of thermal leakage correction.

The two-group model explicitly represents intra-nodal flux
distributions in both fast and thermal energy groups using
discontinuity factors to account for intra assembly
heterogeneities.

The explicit representation of the reflector eliminates the
need of albedos.

In summary , the new methodology provides better results with
no need of normalization to operating data or higher order
calculation.

2.- COFRENTES OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

Cofrentes is a General Electric BWR-6 which started operation
on 1984. It has a S-lattice with high power density core. The
benchmarking is based on the data supplied by the 33 locations
containing TIPs and LPRMs.The TIPs are gamma detectors.

The fuel types modeled correspond to GE fuel including many
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different enrichments and gadolinium loading.

3.-COFRENTES MODEL

The highlights of the model are summarised below.

Lattice Model

. Five separate depletion cases are needed for each lattice.
Four uncontrolled at 0% , 40%, 70%, and 90% voids .The fifth is a
control rod history depletion.

. All depletion cases run at hot average conditions. The fuel
temperatures are provided by FROSSTEY.

. Top , Bottom and Radial refector are modeled in detail.

Nodal Model

. The core is divided into 25 fuel nodes plus 2 reflector
nodes axially and one node per assembly radially.

. Uses the spacer correction inodel that accounts for voiding
caused by the pressure drop in the spacers.

The internal heat balance has not been used in the
benchmarking. Plant Process Computer subcooling is given as input.

Voids up the channel are calculated with EPRI-VOID
correlation

. A single exposure averaged value for the fuel temperature
is used for each bundle.

4.0 RESULTS

SIMULATE3 is benchmarked against hot and cold critical
statepoints. Eigenvalues and tip traces are compared and reported.

4.1 Hot and Cold eigenvalues

Table 4.1 shows the average eigenvalues for the five cycles
modeled. The average hot eigenvalue for all cycles is 1.0002 ,
very close to unity.
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CYCLE

1
2
3
4
5

5 CYCLES

TABLE 4 . 1 HOT

AVERAGE K-EFF
HOT

0.9970
0.9988
1.0013
1.0011
1.0027

1.0002

AND COLD EIGENVALUES

AVERAGE DEV.

0.0006
0.0004
0.0008
0.0009
0.0010

0.0007

K-EFF COLD

0.9999
0.9987
1.0006
0.9999
1.0012

1.0001

The evolution with exposure is plotted in figure 4.1.

T h e f i v e s t a r t u p

criticalities have been

reproduced obtaining the results

given in table 4.1. The cold

critical eigenvalue for our model

is 1.0001 with a standard

deviation of 0.0008.
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FIGURE 4.1

4.3 Detector Comparisons

SIMULATE3 produces a set of gamma detector responses that are

compared against plant traces. The following comparisons are reported :

. Radial Comparisons : A map of radial errors is constructed by

comparing calculated integrated TIPs to plant integrated TIPs.
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The average deviation for each

TIP machine for all the analysed

situations is presented in figure

2.The two points with that give

very high deviations resulted to

be bad readings of the TIP

machine B.

Axial Comparisons :

Core average traces and single

TIP traces have been compared .
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FIGURE 4.2

A summary of the way in which a summary of results is reported can

be seen in figure 4.3.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The new model has been proven to give better results than the

previous one. In terms of hot and cold eigenvalue behavior , the new

model gives very good results.

Radial comparisons are also very good while axial deviations are

within typical instrumentation errors.

This new model is already being used in plant support and fuel

management and a licensing process of this methods has been initiated in

order to use them on reload analysis.
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FIGURE 4.3
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II.- CONTROL RODS SUBSTITUTION STRATEGY

A study of control rods for C.N. Cofrentes is being developed,
this study include present control rods situation, future exposures
of the actual control rods and the analysis of new control rods.

Plant process computer has an on line calculation of the
control rods exposure by segment. Using these data as an input, a
program has been done in order to obtain future end of cycles
control rods exposures even with shuffling of control rods
incorporated. Different control rods strategies can be analysed
therefore and in that way to get the most favourable control rods
substitution policy.

New control rods, différents from the ones that are actually
in the C.N. Cofrentes reactor have been studied, especially high-
worth control rods. CASMO-3 and SIMULATE-3 codes have been used for
these analysis.

We have obtained a shutdown margin increase of 0.9 % with the
high-worth control blades compare with the standard control rods
now in use. With this improved shutdown margin we have the
possibility of decreasing Gadolinia inventory, about 2 rods on the
25 % of the bundles of a reload size of 200, or We can have more
flexibility in future reload pattern desings.

We are now in the process to increase the scope of the study
with advanced new fuels and a bigger selection of control rods.

Ill PWR STUDIES

Further progress has been made with the Studsvik package of
codes for PWR reactor assessment.

The nodal code Simulate-3 was used to analyse the reactor
physical characteristics for two PWR Plants, Almaraz and Vandellos-
2. Comparisons in power distributions, reactions rates, axial
offset, critical boron concentration, burnup and physical test
against the measure has been made in order to have a feeling about
the accuracy of the code.

Another capability used in this study is the pin power
reconstruction. A comparison of pin-by-pin diffusion theory (MBS
Code) to Simulate-3 pin-by-pin distributions was performed for an
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actual PWR model. Alraaraz-2 was modeled with MBS and the Simulate-
3 models. The results of this comparison demonstrated the Simulate-
3 accuracy in predicting peak pin powers per assembly for all
assemblies to be within 2 % of the MBS calculatsd data for Cycle-
1 of Almaraz.

RESULTS

A summary of the results are reported here. Critical boron
concentration for three cycles of Almaraz, radial power
distributions and isothermal temperature coefficients at HZP are
compared below as an example of the goodness of the Simulate-3
Code.

ALMARAZ-2

CYCLE

1

BURNUP
(MWD/T)

.360
1.936
3.319
6.120
7.180
9.915
11.535
13.748

DIF. %
POWER DIST.

2.64
1.34
1.21
1.44
1.12
1.43
1.13
1.07

BORON
CYCLE

1

2

3

ALMARAZ-2

CONCENTRATION (ppm)
AVERAGE DIF.

-18

4

-5

Radial comparisons are also very good for reactions rates.
The differences between moderator temperature coefficients have
a good agreement with the measured and the HZP control rods worths
are into the typical accuracy of key parameters for PWR
application.

CONCLUSION

With our calculations we are demonstrating the versatility of
the Studsvix ICFM code for PWR applications.

Currently, we are working in a wide variety of calculations
applied to LWR fuel and reactor designs in order to improve the
results and to obtain a better acknowledge of the package.
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V. ENUSA . MADRID

1 - ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT BWR SPECTRAL SHIFT (S.S.) OPERATION STRATEGIES.

CONCLUSIONS AND "COMMENDATIONS.

The operation of a BWR with S.S. strategy produces important benet'i '.s ir,

the fuel cycle cost.

This study identifies the important variables to be controlled and their

limiting values in order to maximize the energy output of the cycle,

without compromising the safety analysis.

2 - BENEFITS OF A BEST ESTIMATE (B.E.) METHODOLOGY APPLIED TO THE RELOAD

SAFETY EVALUATION PROCESS.

This study describes the current methodology applied by ENUSA in the BWR

reload safety evaluation process and discuss the potential benefits that

could be obtained through the application of a B.E. methodology.

3 - OPERATION CYCLE EXTENSION AT STA. M« DE GARONA NPS.

The purpose of this study is to summarize the main features of the

different analysis made in Sta. M^ Garona in order to get longer operation

cycles and to point out how specific enhancements contribute to the final

objective of 24 months operation cycles.

4 - NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN FUEL BUNDLE DESIGN. SPECIFIC APPLICATION TO REACTOR

TYPE AND CYCLE.

This study describes the fuel bundle types currently being designed in

ENUSA (GE 7 through GE 11) and how much dependent is the final bundle

design on the characteristics of the operation strategy and cycle

requirements.
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Two representative examples are the bundles designed for COFRENTES (BWR-6)

Cycle 7 and GARONA (BWR-3) Cycle 17, performing transitions into 18 months

cycles and 24 months cycles, respectively.

5 - NEUTRON FLUENCE CALCULATIONS FOR STA. M* DE GARONA NPS. BENCHMARKING

FOR MORSE AHD DOT IV.

Fast neutron fluence in intervals and vessel has been estimated with Monte

Carlo Methods using MORSE (a calculational module in the SCALE system) and

with the transport code DOT IV. The results of both codes have been

benchmarked against measurements.

6 - BWR T/H CORRELATION GEXL DEVELOPMENT PARTICIPATION.

An ENUSA engineer has fully participated in development of .GE critical

power correlation for the latest GE fuel bundle design.

7 - FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR A CANDU REACTOR IN SPAIN

Performed jointly with other Spanish companies with the aim of evaluating

the feasibility of installing a CANDU reactor in Spain.

8 - PWR FUEL ROD RECONSTITUTION, SUSTITUTING DAMAGED FUEL RODS BY STAINLESS

STEEL RODS.

A comparison has been performed beetween standard reload design methods and

M.C. results when modelling SS rods in reconstituted fuel elements.

9 - EXTENSION OF A SPENT FUEL CONTAINER FROM 15x15 TO 17x17 PWR FUEL

Criticality analysis have been performed to evaluate the validity of a

spent fuel container already licensed for PWR fuel type 15x15 to be loaded

with PWR 17x17 STD fuel elements.
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10 - EVALUATION OF ALMARAZ HD-STORAGE (REPACKING).

Revision of the critical ity study supporting the reracking of the Almaraz

spent fuel storage.

11 - ADVANCED METHODOLOGY FOR PWR NUCLEAR DESIGN CALCULATIONS.

ENUSA has implemented the advanced Westinghouse nuclear design methodology

based on PHOENIX-P and ANC, a two dimensional transport cell calculation

and an advanced nodal code, respectively.

The new methodology is in the process of being applied to all the PWR

reload designs in a routine basis.
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SWEDEN

Reactor Physics in Sweden

Status Report October 1989 - September 1990
compiled by Klas Jirlow, Studsvik

General remarks about the nuclear power programme

Nuclear power has been a major public issue for about 15 years in Sweden. Opposition
culminated in a referendum in which the Swedish people voted to replace the 12 existing
nuclear reactors with other power sources, once the reactors had served their expected
lifetime. Parliament subsequently decided that this phase-out should be completed by the
year 2010.

In 1987 (one year after the Chernobyl accident, which affected some areas of Sweden
with serious fallout) it was decided that two reactors should be stopped already oy
1995/96, provided this decision could be confirmed by Parliament during the autumn of
1990.

However, in the last 2 years there has been a steady shift in public opinion towards a
more positive attitude. In fact, there is no longer a majority in favour of a definite phase-
out by the year 2010, as shown in recent polls.

In September this year the Socialist Party Congress decided to give the Socialist
government a free hand to negotiate a change in energy policy with all other parties, and
this almost certainly implies a delay in the phase-out scheduie.

The proposed phase-out of 2 reactors in 1995/96 will also be practically impossible as
Parliament decided about a year ago that the total CO2-release in Sweden should not
increase above the 1988 level.

Taken as a whole, it seems evident that nuclear power, as part of the electricity supply
system, will be used to a greater extent than was politically accepted a few years ago.

The 12 nuclear reactors have been operating without major problems during 1989/90 and
the availability factors have been high - during the winter and spring of 1990 the average
availability was around 99%.
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1 Production and recycling of plutonium
and other heavy elements - •

The production of plutonium in a number of reactor
lattices, particularly H?0 ones with various raode-
rator-to-fuel volume ratios, has been studied in
calculations with the CASMO-3 code. These studies,
so far reported in Swedish only, also include cal-
culations of the void reactivity. In roost of the
cases the fresh fuel consists of enriched uranium
oxide only. However, some cases, including a few
with very hard neutron spectra, also contain nep-
tunium, americium,and curium for studies of the
transformation of these elements.

A condensed review of the use of plutonium and
recovered uranium in LWRs has been presented in a
report in Swedish, following an introductory report
on reactor physics aspects. Both these reports,
especially the last-mentioned one, are somewhat
focusing on Swedish activities in the field
concerned, though without being complete even in
that context.

2 Release of data and results from KRITZ
experiments "_ •••'

KRITZ, a reactor now dismantled, was used at Studsvik
mainly in the first half of the seventies in criti-
cality and fission rate measurements for LWR systems
at temperatures up to 245 °C. Data and results from
a few cores from these experiments will become
openly available this autumn, the primary reason
for this release being tests of the JEF-2 data
file, particularly in what regards the temperature
coefficient of reactivity.

The cores concerned are part of a cooperative pro-
ject of ABB-Atom, the State Power Board, Atomkxaft-
konsortiet Krângede AB & Co, and Studsvik. As now
planned three cores will be selected for release.
These cores, mentioned at the meeting at NEA Data
Bank on May 31, are labeled 2:1, 2:13, and 2:19,
the first two fueled with uranium, the last one
with plutonium (on loan from the United States.)
A report on the experiments for these cores is now
being prepared, to be distributed this year prob-
ably at a meeting at NEA Data Bank.
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3 . LWR In-Core Fuel Management

STUDSVIK NUCLEAR end its subsidiary STUDSVIK of America
are continuing the work to develop and further improve STUDSVIK's
computer codes and methods for LWR ICFM. During the year since the
previous report was submitted several new companies have joined the
group of users of the STUDSVIK Core Management System,
STUD3VIK-CMS. in Europe, Japan. Taiwan and the US.

Efforts have been given bom to me area of benchmark and validation ana
to improvement of the Code Package itself. Thanks to the large number ol
users, now about 40, a major benchmark and validation effort is carried
out by the users. The appended list of references is a selection of papers
that have appeared since the previous report.

Work has been done on the major codes of the CMS, CASMÛ and
SIMULATE, but also on auxiliary codes. A code for calculating fuel
temperatures, INTERPIN CS, has been introduced. Other new auxiliary
codes are S3CORE, which calculates data for CECOR and INCORE,
S3POST, a postprocessor for SIMULATE-3 outpur, and SLICK, which is
a linking code for SIMULATE-3 data to core kinetics codes.

A benchmark study on application of CASMO and SIMULATE on MOX
fuel has been carried out. A Shutdown Margin Model has been developed
for SIMULATE and applied with good results on the Chin Shan Unit 1
SDM incident.
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SWITZERLAND

REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN SWITZERLAND

Compiled by P. Wydler

1 General Background

In Switzerland, the 23 September 1990 will be commemorated as a day with far-reaching

consequences for the country's energy policy. On this day, the people voted on two

anti-nuclear initiatives calling for the total phase-out of nuclear energy and, alternatively,

for a 10-year moratorium affecting all new nuclear projects. The phase-out of nuclear

energy was rejected with a similar (52.9 %) majority as on two previous occasions,

in 1979 (51.2 %) and 1984 (55 %), but the 10-year moratorium was accepted with a

relatively clear majority of 54.6 %. At the same time, the people voted on a proposal to

incorporate into the constitution an energy article which gives the Federal Council the

competence to ensure a secure, economic, and environmentally benign energy supply.

This proposal was accepted with an overwhelming majority of 71 %.

The acceptance of the energy article, in combination with the nuclear moratorium,

clearly indicates that the voters now wish emphasis to be put on energy conservation

and the development of alternative energy sources. For the rest, opinions are divided
as ever before: the pro-nuclear politicians point out that a majority of the people has
decided to keep the nuclear option open, but the anti-nuclear politicians are convinced
that a first step towards the phase-out of nuclear energy has now been achieved and ask
the Government to take further steps in this direction.

The outcome of the vote will not directly influence the operation of the 5 existing

nuclear power plants, which contribute 40 % to the total electricity production, and the
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backfitting programmes for these plants will not be hindered. In the short term, the

consequences may be more important for the nuclear research programmes of the Paul

Scherrer Institute (PSI), since the political pressure to shift Government funds from

nuclear to non-nuclear programmes will further increase and it will become more and

more difficult to find qualified people who would like to work in the nuclear field under

these boundary conditions.

In the nuclear engineering department of PSI, the principal motivation continues to be to

contribute to the safe operation of the existing nuclear power plants and to support the

national cooperative for the storage of radioactive waste (NAGRA) in the development

of a basic concept for a high-level waste repository. Reactor development, such as the

development of small district heating reactors, will now be difficult to justify, but it is

hoped that research activities related to longer term developments in reactor technology

will be allowed to continue. In the field of reactor physics, activities will be concentrated

on a new series of experiments in the critical facility PROTEUS to investigate the

physics of pebble-bed HTR systems using low-enriched uranium fuel.

2 LWHCR Physics Experiments and Analyses

The PROTEUS-LWRCR Phase II experiments, in progress since mid-1985, are due for

completion at the end of the current calendar year. Thirteen test zone configurations

have been investigated to date. The experiments cover changes in moderation ratio

(lattice geometry) and effective fissile-Pu enrichment - with investigations of neutron

balance components, moderator voidage effects, influence of lattice poisoning, relative

control rod worths and core heterogeneity effects. A parallel activity to the experimental

programme itself has been the development and testing of calculation^ codes and data

sets, carried out in the framework of a joint Swiss/German co-operation agreement [1].

The following gives an account of experiments and analyses during the past 12 months.

Further investigations have been carried out for the wider, PROTEUS reference lat-

tice (moderator-to-fuel, M/F, ratio of 0.95). The neutron balance components for the

Dowtherm-moderated (42.5 % void) case have been analysed, and Table 1 gives a com-

parison of principal C/E values for the range of clean test lattices investigated, with

(M/F)e// values between 0.95 and 0.0 (WIMS-D/1981-library results have been used

here for illustration). The physics for the dry lattice is clearly quite different from that

for the moderated (wet) cases, but even among the latter, there are apparently strong
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trends in the C/E variation with degree of moderation - for both

(with the exception of F5/F9).
and reaction rates

Table 1 : C VE Values for kTO and Principal Reaction Rate Ratios for Various Effective
Moderation Ratios.

M/F
Moderator

C8/F9

F8/F9
F5/F9

0.95
H2O
0.95

1.050
0.986
1.012

1.000

0.95
Dowtherm

0.55

1.012
0.986
1.010

-

0.48
H2O
0.48

0.982
1.030
0.995

1.012

0.48
Dowtherm

0.28

0.970
1.019
0.998

1.035

0.48/0.95
Air
0.0

1.007
1.026
1.013

1.037

°> WIMS-D/1981
fc) defined as M/F [l-(simulated voidage)]

Other calculational routes have been found to yield more consistent results for k», but

this is partly due to compensating errors in the individual neutron balance components

[2]. In view of the observed moderation-dependent C/E trends, reaction rate ratios have

been measured in a central test section with a high M/F value, viz. 2.0, and final anal-

ysis of these measurements should provide a useful systematic check on experimental

accuracies.

Experiments, analogous to the investigation of B4C-poisoned lattices reported earlier for

the tight (M/F = 0.48) reference lattice, have also been carried out for the wider lattice

- with every 19th MOX fuel rod (cf. every 37th, earlier) replaced by a natural B4C

rod [3]. The results indicate that the presence of B4C absorber rods does not generally

affect a code's performance for k^, predictions. Furthermore, it has been shown that

the wider lattice is more favourable - not only from the viewpoint of the kTO void

coefficient (av, 0 to 100 % void) in the clean case - but also with respect to the effect

of B4C poisoning on av.

Power distributions in the vicinity of central core heterogeneities have been measured

in the wider, H2O-moderated test lattice using two different experimental tools, viz.
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foil activation and 7-scanning [4]. Qualitatively consistent results have been obtained.

While calculational comparisons appear satisfactory for the case of central absorbers, a

significant underprediction of the power peaking in the vicinity of a central water hole

has been indicated. Such single heterogeneity experiments, in conjunction with the k,^

type of information obtained for B4C-poisoned "supercells", are expected to serve as

benchmarks for LWHCR assembly calculations - an important need expressed during

the recent IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on high converters [5].

Measurements are currently underway in PROTEUS for an H2O-modcrated, 2-rod lattice

(2 MOX : 1 UO2), simulating 5 % fissile-Pu enrichment with M/F = 0.95. Neutron

balance investigations in this configuration should provide a new basis for assessing the

effects of fuel enrichment on C/E values (cf. results reported earlier, in the Phase I

programme).

As regards continued code development efforts at PSI, the AARE code system, with its

data libraries based on JEF-i, has been applied to the wider test lattices with several

different sets of numerical approximations - in particular, with alternative resonance

treatments. There is some indication that improved methods may remove the observed

trends in C/E values (with moderation ratio) for the important Cg/Fg ratio, while the

variation of Fg/Fg appears to be related more to the nuclear data [2].

Finally, it should be mentioned that the GPT-based analysis, with respect to the trans-

ferability of PROTEUS results to LWHCR design, have been discontinued at PSI itself.

There has, however, been further work carried out at the University of Lowell under a

Siemens (KWU) contract, the results obtained confirming that a considerable reduction

in LWHCR design uncertainties can be achieved using the PROTEUS measurements.

3 LEU-HTR Physics Experiments

In a new series of PROTEUS critical experiments, the physics of pebble-bed HTR

systems with low-enriched uranium (LEU) fuel will be investigated. This work is

intended to broaden the experimental data base and reduce the design and licensing

uncertainties for small and medium sized reactors using this type of fuel. A specific

objective of the new experiments is to provide high quality data on the effects of water

ingress on reactivity and control rod effectiveness, and boron and hafnium absorbers on

reactivity and power distribution.
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LEU fuel from the HTR experimental programme in the AVR test facility of the KFA-

Julich, containing 6 g of 16.76 % enriched uranium per fuel pebble, will be used for

the first phase of the experiments. Deterministic (hexagonal) pebble-bed configurations

with a removable pebble column as well as random pebble-beds will be arranged inside

the existing one meter thick graphite radial reflector.

Two-dimensional transport theory calculations indicate that the presently available 5400

LEU AVR fuel pebbles should be sufficient for the initial phase of the experiments.

These involve criticality and reaction rate measurements and water ingress studies

in single core zone systems, with effective core diameters of 1160 to 1250 mm and

moderator-to-fuel pebble ratios ranging from about 1:2 up to about 2:1 (C/U ratios of

935 to 1890). Additional fuel pebbles, or the use of some of the existing 5 % enriched

UO2 PROTEUS driver fuel rods in multizone systems, will be necessary for C/U ratios

significantly less than 935 or for cores with significant numbers of burnable poison

pebbles.

The LEU-HTR PROTEUS programme has been initiated together with partners in the

Federal Republic of Germany (FRG). The Swiss contribution to the programme consists

of the facility modification, licensing and operating costs, and supplying some of the

scientific support staff. The FRG is making an essential contribution by providing the

pebble bed fuel for the first experiments as well as considerable scientific support.

The experiments have been accepted as an International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

coordinated research program (CRP) entitled "Validation of Safety-Related Reactor

Physics Calculations for Low-Enriched HTGRs", in the framework of the Agency's

Gas-Cooled Reactor Working Group. Switzerland, the Federal Republic of Germany,

the Soviet Union, Japan, the Peoples Republic of China and the United States of Amer-

ica have agreed to participate in the CRP, and will supply some of the scientific man-

power necessary to plan, execute and analyse these experiments and ensure that they

are relevant and cost effective with respect to the various gas-cooled reactor national

programmes.

A preliminary meeting of tentative CRP members was held in Wiirenlingen in October,

1989, to begin to define the priorities for the initial experiments. The first meeting of

the official IAEA CRP participants was held in Wurenlingen in May, 1990, followed by

an IAEA topical meeting on uncertainties in physics calculations for gas-cooled reactor

cores.
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Considerable progress on the design and licensing of the modified PROTEUS critical

facility has occurred during the last year. A safety report for the new experiments has

been reviewed and accepted by the Swiss nuclear regulatory authority and long lead

items, such as new graphite axial reflector blocks and borated steel safety rods, have

been ordered. The HTR critical experiments are presently scheduled to begin in the

Summer of 1991.

4 Analysis of LWR Transients

In July 1988, the Paul Scherrer Institute and the Swiss nuclear regulatory authority

entered into an agreement on the development of simulation models for the transient

analysis of the reactors in Switzerland. Under this programme, called the STARS

project, PSI is presently engaged in generating simulation models for all Swiss nuclear

power plants, and in compiling, developing, and continuously updating the nuclear and

plant-specific data bases required for steady-state, transient, and accident analyses of

these plants [6]. The first phase of this project included the analysis of hypothetical

rod-ejection accidents in a pressurised water reactor.

Since the Chernobyl accident, increased attention has been given to reactivity insertion

events that could cause rapid fuel damage. Among such events is the rod-ejection

accident. This accident could occur as a result of the rupture of a control rod drive

mechanism pressure housing. In this case, the reactor coolant system pressure would

eject the control rod cluster out of the core at very high speed, resulting in a rapid

reactivity insertion. The resulting power excursion is limited by Doppler reactivity

feedback due to increased fuel temperature, and the transient is ultimately terminated by

the reactor protection system. It must be shown, using best-estimate analysis methods,

that the consequences of this accident are well within the safety limits.

The standard tool for the analysis of a rod-ejection accident is point kinetics. However,

it is well known that three-dimensional spatial effects in the core can be quite significant

in this type of transient. The two key parameters which determine the magnitude of

the peak power and fuel temperature are the rod worth and the Doppler feedback.

Since the largest fuel temperature rise occurs in the core region with the highest power,

Doppler feedback is generally underestimated in point-kinetics calculations, leading

to conservatively high rises in power and temperatures. Proper accounting of three-

dimensional spatial effects is, therefore, very important for best-estimate calculations.
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The rod ejection study was performed using the 3D transient multigroup diffusion cede

QUABOX/CUBBOX-HYCA (QCH), which combines a coarse-mesh neutron flux ex-

pansion method with a parallel-channel model for the core thermal-hydraulics, and the

transient fuel pin code FRAP-T6, to predict fuel temperatures, fuel enthalpy, and critical

heat flux ratios in the core. Physics data were provided by the ELCOS code system

developed at PSI. The group constants are functions of burnup, fuel and moderator

temperatures, boron concentration, and control fraction for each fuel assembly.

A series of static calculations was performed to qualify the model by comparing calcu-

lated results against measured data. Critical boron concentrations for different control

rod patterns and reactivity worths of different control rod banks were calculated. Com-

parisons with measured data at startup are shown in Table 2 and indicate good agree-

ment, with differences ranging between 25 and 77 ppm for the boron concentrations

and between 0.03% and 0.12% for the control rod worths. Power distributions are well

predicted, with the largest discrepancies occurring in the peripheral assemblies.

Table 2: Measured and Calculated Static Data at Beginning of Cycle

Quantity

Critical boron concentration at HZP (ppm):
All rods out
Bank B inserted
Banks A + B inserted

Reactivity worths (% Ap):
Bank B
Banks A + B

Measured

1501
1271
1025

1.77
3.90

QCH

1578
1344
1050

1.80
4.02

The transient analysis was made for hot-zero power (HZP) conditions and for full-power

conditions. Conservative assumptions concerning initial control rod configurations were

that: (a) at hot-zero power all control banks, prior to rod ejection, are fully inserted

into the core, and (b) at full power, with all banks at their insertion limits, the most

reactive rod has dropped into the core and the reactor power is maintained at 100%

by the regulating system. For illustration, a summary of the HZP beginning-of-cycle

analysis is reported here. More detailed results can be found in reference [7].
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The transient was simulated with the power in the core initially at 1% of the nominal

power by pulling the most reactive rod completely out of the core in 100 msec. Because

of the high reactivity insertion of about 1.45 $ and the delay in the fuel temperature

rise that limits the power surge, the maximum power reaches as much as 30 times

the nominal power (see Fig. 1). The ejected rod causes a very skewed radial power

distribution, resulting in a maximum hot node peaking factor of 6.2 and a nodal power

of 2808 kW/m. Later in the transient, the higher fuel temperatures and the negative

Doppler effect reduce the peaking factor to a value of about 4.0. The large variation in

the peaking factor confirms the importance of three-dimensional effects.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the maximum average fuel temperature at the hottest node

reaches 670 °C at ~ 0.4 sec (The hottest node corresponds to a channel in the neigh-

borhood of the ejected rod close to the midplane). Extrapolation from nodal to locai

values yields a maximum radially averaged fuel enthalpy of 54.3 cal/g and a maximum

cladding temperature of 488 °C, i.e. values which are well within the safety limits.
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Fig. 1 : Average Core Power Density in the Rod-ejection Accident (HZP Case)
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Another limit which must be respected in a rod-ejection event is the pressure limit

for the integrity of the reactor coolant system boundary. The margin with respect to

this limit was checked with a RETRAN analysis. In this context, a multichannel core

model was developed to account for the contribution of potential void formation in

the hot regions of the core to total pressure buildup during the transient. Since the

power and temperature distributions are nonhomogeneous and the kinetics equations

use a temperature-averaged feedback model, a Doppler weighting factor was introduced

to correct for the temperature and flux redistribution effects during the transient. Un-

der otherwise very conservative assumptions, the RETRAN analysis gave a maximum

system pressure of 17.6 MPa, to be compared with a safety limit of 22.0 MPa.

In conclusion, the REA study showed that, even under pessimistic assumptions, none

of the safety criteria is violated, and thereby confirmed the conservatism used in the

design of the plant.
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S SINQ Spallation Neutron Source

A spaUation neutron source, SINQ, is now under construction at PSI. The facility will

use the waste beam from an isochronous proton cyclotron which is being upgraded to

deliver around 1.5 mA of 590 MeV protons. The neutron flux in the D2O moderator

surrounding the Pb-Bi spallation target is anticipated to amount to some 1014 n/cm2s

per mA of beam current. This will put SINQ in the regime of most of the medium

flux reactors which are presently used for neutron scattering work. With SINQ, the

technology of spallation neutron sources, which have the potential to outperform reactor

neutron sources by an order of magnitude, will be carried to a 5-fold higher power level

than that of the most powerful existing sources. The design, construction and operation

of this source is, therefore, an important step on the route to the next generation of

neutron sources.

The SINQ design is strongly influenced by the boundary condition that the proton beam

is delivered in a continuous mode. For such a source, D2O is the ideal moderator,

because of its high scattering cross-section, good energy transfer in neutron collisions,

and very low absorption cross-section, ensuring a long neutron life-time and a small

migration distance of the thermalised neutrons. An interesting neutronic design feature

is an H2O reflector, 10 cm thick, between the D2O moderator and the shield. This has

the advantages of enhancing the flux in the D2O moderator globally by about 10 %,

while at the same time reducing substantially the thermal leakage flux and thereby the

heat load and the activation in the steel of the surrounding shield.

The cylindrical D2O moderator tank is penetrated by the thimble tubes of the neutron

beam ports and by insertion tubes for cold neutron moderators. The tapered thimble

tubes have a rectangular cross-section and are positioned tangentially at the radius of

maximum flux. MCNP calculations have recently been performed for this complicated

3-dimensional geometry with the aim of accurately determining the effect of the (empty)

tubes on the local flux and leakage current. For a thimble tube, the resulting reduction

in beam intensity was determined to be about 10%.

The provision of long-wavelength neutrons is a major objective of the project. The

low gamma radiation level makes it possible to place cold sources in the moderator at

the position with optimum flux. SINQ will have a large D2 source, and a smaller H2

source, which give neutron spectra represented approximately by Maxwellians of 30 K

and 80 K, respectively. In addition to two beam tubes, the liquid-D2 source will support
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a cold neutron guide system. The optimisation of this source is described in reference

[8|.

Construction of the SINQ buildings started in August, 1988. At present, the concrete

work for the beam transport pit, which is as deep as 11 m below ground, has been

completed. The steel frames of the target and neutron guide halls were erected during

Summer 1990, and completion of these halls is expected in mid-1991. The safety

analyses report for the target and services parts of the project is under preparation. The

aim is to obtain the necessary construction pe:"mission in Summer 1991 and to start

commissioning in 1993. First operation could then be expected in 1994.

6 Actinide Transmutation Studies

Neptunium-237 is the most abundant minor actinide in LWR spent fuel. The possibility

of utilising this long-lived actinide for energy production, while at the same time re-

ducing the long-term toxicity of radioactive waste, was studied at PSI in the late 1970s

in the broader context of a gas-cooled fast reactor (GCFR) programme. The physics

analysis then carried out showed that, due to its hard neutron spectrum, a GCFR is

an efficient neptunium "burner" which can transmute the neptunium from as many as

40 LWRs. In addition, neptunium-bearing fuels were shown to have the advantages of

reducing the reactivity swing, allowing the reactor to be operated with a single batch

refuelling scheme, and of reducing the (positive) steam entry reactivity effect of the

GCFR (the comparable safety parameter of a sodium-cooled fast reactor, the sodium

void reactivity effect, is adversely affected by neptunium).

Currently, PSI is carrying out some basic studies concerning the transmutation of minor

actinides using high-energy proton-induced reactions. The principal advantages of these

reactions are the high fission probability and the tendency of the spallation reactions to

reduce the atomic mass number (in a critical reactor, the fission probability is smaller and

the relatively abundant capture reactions lead to the build-up of new higher actinides).

However, the spallation reactions also have disadvantages.such as the production of new

types of long-lived actinides. Particular aims of the studies are to identify aspects of

nuclear spallation which work in favour of, or against, toxicity reduction and to make

comparisons with other transmutation methods.

As a first step, the effectiveness of high-energy proton-induced reactions for reducing

the Jong-term toxicity of Np-237 has been investigated. Calculations for pure Np-237
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using the HETC code confirmed the favourable high-energy fission-to-spaiiation ratio

and showed that the long-term toxicity of the tiansmutation products is dominated by

spallation products, and is up to several hundred times smaller than the toxicity of

the original Np-237 and its decay products. Detailed results of this work are given in

NEACRP paper A-1054. Similar calculations for other minor actinides are in progress.

The above-mentioned study also showed that the theoretically achievable reduction

of the toxicity depends on the high-energy fission mode , and that an experimental

verification of this model is desirable in order to remove the associated uncertainties.

It is therefore proposed to carry out irradiation experiments with small samples of

actinides, using the 590 MeV protons from the PSI isochronous cyclotron. The samples

would be exposed to the beam in the PIREX-" irradiation facility, which is usually

used for testing fusion first wall materials and can support a current of up to 20 /iA.

Good analytical equipment for the analysis of the irradiated samples is available in the

PSI hot laboratory.
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UNITED KINGDOM

REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. 1989-1990

Compiled by M J Halsall

1, NTSWS ITEMS

The events of 1990 have been set against a scene of major
reorganisation of the UK nuclear industry. The UKAEA, to
reflect its new commercial image, now trades under the name of
AEA Technology; similarly the Atomic Energy Establishment
Winfrith (AEEW) is now Winfrith Technology Centre. But the
real change in the AEA has been from a site orientation to a
business orientation. Nine semi-autonomous businesses have
been created (see NEACRP-L-317) of which Thermal Reactor
Services is now responsible for most of the reactor physics
work in the AEA. The AEA's staff has dropped from 13500 in
1986 to liooo in 1990 and is set to reduce by about another
2000 in the next few years. Similarly, the nuclear arm of the
old Central Electricity Generating Board is set to los, 2500
jobs before 1994.

Simultaneously, the Electricity Supply Industry (ESI), which is
the AEA's major customer, has been undergoing an even more
radical restructuring. The original concept was to divide the
production (in England and Wales) between Powergen (30%) and
National Power (70% including all the nuclear stations), and
the distribution between 12 local companies, and to privatise
them all. In the event, the nuclear component of National Power
remains as a publicly owned company, Nuclear Electric; in
Scotland, the equivalent coapany is Scottish Nuclear.

There is a widespread belief now in the UK that the process of
privatising the ESI has exposed the 'true costs' of nuclear
power, and that they are higher than the costs of generation
from coal and gas. Even Nuclear Electric has admitted that the
price of electricity from existing plant is about 5p, compared
to between 3p and 4p for electricity from other sources. As a
result, nuclear power can be justified only on the basis of
diversity of fuel supplies and its contribution to reducing
emissions of greenhouse and acid rain producing gases. The
British nuclear industry has an uphill task to try and change
this general perception before the next review of the nuclear
power programme, promised by the present government in 1994.
Should there be a change of government before then, the
situation could be even worse, since the present opposition
parties are committed to phasing out the programme altogether.

The Fast Reactor scene is in a particularly precarious state.
In July, a report was published by the Commons Energy
Committee, which says 'We can see no reason to believe that it
would be worthwhile to participate in the construction of the
EFR in 1997'. The Government has decided to stop funding the
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Dounreay reactor after 1994 and to cut the FR R&D programme to
a 'core programme1 of £10M from this year. This is in stark
contrast to the cost of £4000M over the past three decades.

This is a sad state of affairs for an industry which was on the
point of launching a modest new construction programme. This
was to have involved three more 1300 MWe PWRs to follow on from
Sizewell B in the 1990s. The need for these plants was based on
projected electricity demand, and with replication of a
standardised design, there was a prospect of achieving
substantial cost reductions and much better performance than
has been obtained from the diverse designs of advanced gas-
cooled reactors (AGRs). A 15 month public enquiry was held into
the proposed second PWR (Hinkley C) and in September the
government energy secretary gave formal planning consent for
this to be built. But by then it was too late.

The UK is now left with 22 first-generation natural uranium
gas-cooled reactors of the Magnox type at nine sites and seven
pairs of AGRs at six different sites. There are also two
prototype power plants, the 250 MWe PFR at Dounreay and the 100
MWe SGHWR at Winfrith. The PFR is scheduled for closure in
1994 but the SGHWR which was scheduled to operate until 1992
has been forced to close prematurely by difficulties in making
the safety case. The total capacity of 11 GWe supplies around
22% of the country's electricity.

Construction of the Sizewell B plant is ahead of schedule and
should provide 1175 MWe by 1996. Against this, most of the
remaining Magnox reactors - with ages ranging from 18 to 34
years - are due to be taken out of service before the end of
the century. However, several may receive a stay of execution
if the safety case can be made to the Nuclear Installations
Inspectorate (Nil).

The main prospect for the immediate future depends on the
success of Nuclear Electric in turning round the poor
performance of six of the ten AGRs, and in putting into service
Sizewell B. If the company can show that nuclear power is
reasonably economical, it may be able to revive a construction
programme in the second half of the decade, based on either the
shelved Sizewell B series of PWRs or on a new generation of
advanced PWR such as the Safe Integral Reactor (SIR).

Another possibility has been raised by the fuel company, BNFL,
which still operates the early Magnox reactors at Calder Hall
and Chapelcross. BNFL is considering proposals for up to four
units in the 600-1300 MWe range. These would far exceed in-
house demands for electricity and process heat, so that BNFL
could become a sizeable independent power producer.

BNFL has taken much of the blame for the perceived increase in
the cost of nuclear generation. This has come about largely
through the costs of upgrading facilities at Sellafield and the
need to make more comprehensive provisions for the
decommissioning of the Magnox reactors. These provisions are
now such that the estimated cost of decommissioning the present
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gas cooled reactors exceeds the total assets of Nuclear
Electric. However, for future operation of AGRs and PWRs, BNFL
is offering fixed price contracts for complete fuel cycle
services, from uranium procurement to waste disposal, that
represent only about :, 5*, of unit generating costs.

(The above statement is a modified version of an article by
Simon Rippon that appeared in Nuclear News, Sept 1990, which I
duly acknowledge.)

2. THERMAL REACTOR PHYSICS

The main areas of work are at Winfrith (AEA) and Berkeley
(Nuclear Electric), and cover nuclear data, lattice methods,
reactor methods, and Monte Carlo methods.

Under the nuclear data heading, a significant effort is being
devoted to upgrading the WIMS nuclear data library. This is one
of the objectives in setting up and evaluating the JEF-2
library and the NJOY code suite at Winfrith. Not since the
early days of the UKNDL have we attempted a complete revision
of the WIMS libraries. A number of ad hoc adjustments have
been made, culminating in the '1986' library, but there is
evidence that some of these are ill-supported by latest
evaluated data aid "that cancelling errors are partly
responsible for the good results being obtained. A new library
with 172 groups - the so-called XMAS group scheme - is being
developed in collaboration with the French CEA. This will
provide not only a consistently evaluated library, but also a
much improved capability in areas where the present 69 group
structure is weak. It will of course help in our contribution
to the validation of the JEF-2 library itself.

Lattice code development has continue'?, on LWRWIMS and WIMSE,
primarily on the user image and the choice of options for
design calculations. The programme of work is largely
determined by funding available directly or indirectly from
Nuclear Electric, and is therefore heavily biassed towards the
AGR stations (especially since the cancellation of the three
follow-on PVe*R stations) . The principal objective is therefore
to develop a user-friendly, reliable and efficient scheme of
calculation based on WIMSE for AGR design calculations. The
CACTUS characteristics transport method has been used
extensively for computing best estimates of control rod worths
and cross cluster power tilts in the presence of rods. The
Monte Carlo code MONK-5W, which can access the WIMS 69 group
library directly using its own in-built subgroup procedure for
resonance effects, has been used for benchmarking.

Reactor code development has been based mainly at the Berkeley
Laboratories of Nuclear Electric. The PANTHER modular nodal
code was developed primarily for PWR work, but with the
curtailment of the PWR programme, most of the PANTHER funding
now comes from AGR. Consequently, the current development is
the implementation of AGR thermal hydraulics modules, and
methods for extracting pin power distributions in the
cylindrical cluster geometry from the nodal flux solution. The
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Physics Code Package resulting from the combination of WIMS and
PANTHER within the so-called Reactor Physics Workbench (RPW)
is, of course, based on a workstation environment (SUN) and it
is this feature that is expected to make it particularly
attractive to the station operators.

PANTHER includes full three dimensional neutron kinetics with
an option to update the nodal coupling coefficients every n
time steps. This is expected to be the definitive UK method
for transient analysis for both PWR and AGR. In addition, an
exploratory method (MYTMUS, described at the PHYSOR Conference)
for rapid assessment, using a method known as contour-zoning,
is being compared against conventional methods in PANTHER for
speed and accuracy.

There has been no further effort on the exploratory exercise to
develop a Monte Carlo depletion code based on M0NK-5W. The
standard code has been used extensively for benchmarking WIMS
calculational methods. Whole core calculations are being set
up to model AGR commissioning experiments and these should
provide excellent benchmarks for the new WIMSE-PANTHER physics
package for AGR.

3 FAST REACTOR PHYSICS

In the fast reactor field a large part of the activity has
centred on European collaboration and the development of
consistent well-validated nuclear data and methods for
application in EFR designs. As part of this collaboration AEA
attachées have provided direct support for the evaluation of
Superphenix experiments and for the CONRAD experimental
programme in the low power reactor MASURCA in France.

In pursuing a European approach to code and data development,
important lessons have been learnt from the comparison of
Superphenix experiments with prediction, leading to a better
understanding of deficiencies in calculated control rod-worths
and the loss of reactivity with burn-up. At the same time a
comparison of performance predictions for EFR has led to
improvements in calculated peak ratings and flux levels at the
intermediate heat exchangers.

Considerable effort has been put into the development of the
European Cell Code, ECCO, in collaboration with the CEA,
France. In April this year ECCO4 was released, together with
User Guide, Maintenance Guide, and a Guide to Test Cases. This
version of the code covers all the geometries likely to be
required for both power reactors and experimental facilities.
To provide fine group data for testing and running ECCO4, a
program called CRECCO was developed. CRECCO converts from
GENDF format to ECCO library format, and was used to produce
fine group libraries in ECCO format from the JEF1 nuclear data
library.

Earlier in the year an evaluation of fission yield data was
completed and has now been incorporated into the JEF2 library.
The data are available on a local workstation (SUN) version of
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FISPIN6. h senbÂ ~. '•• / i cy version of the code, FISPIK-SENS, has
also been devo j or.i>ù, to gauge the impact of small changes in
decay co.nnt-rv;. .:•, cross-ssctions, flux, branching ratios,
fission yielJL. a,vJ fissicn rate.-.;.

In support ot COJ: validation, work has begun on preparing
detailed de-:oï. irr_ion£ oi earlier benchmark experiments in the
low power reactoi ZEBRA. A re-evaluation of tha fast neutron
response of thermoluniinescent detectors has also been
complétée!, i:- p:•.-pa2 ation fcr future measurements of gamma-
heating ciurin'i the CCKRAD programma in MASURCA-

The AEA Fast Re-jctcr modular code scheme COSMOS has been
converted to Fortran 77 to allow it to run on technical
workstations. Specifically, this has included many statics
neutronics codes 'including the pre-ECCO cell code MURAL), the
PFR subassembiy bowing codes (neutronics, thermal hydraulics,
databanking; including the Core Restraint Analysis and
Modelling Program, CHAMP, and a number of codes for EFR design
work.

Fcr rsJc?,d planning work on the PFR at Dounreay a study has
been carried out 01 the relationship between 2D calculations
(used by PFR Optra*:!ons) and 3D calculations.

4 EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR PHYSICS

The experiïT.ontct] programme in the UK is under considerable
threat at present. The materials testing reactors DIDO and
PLUTO and the venerable GLEEP reactor (used for assessing
graphite purity, for example) at Harwell have all closed down.

The DIMPLE reactor at Winfrith is regarded as crucial to the
total reactor physics programme by those who are technically
involved, ana vigorous; efforts are being made to preserve a
viable level of funding. The current experimental programme is
aimed at ir^asurinç ex-core detector responses under a variety
of in-core perturbations. Ths objective is to simulate as
closely as possible the geometry of the new Sizewel.1 E PVvR, and
to this end, structural materials are being pieced around an
appropriate lattice of pins to represent the core baffle and
shield .structures.

Experimental response measurements and McBEND Monte Carlo
calculations wi;l show how effective the ex-core detectors can
be in cttPc'Irc. fcr example, local coolant density
perturbations tt\a'z might indicate an undesirable power
distribution.

The NESTOR reactor, which is also at Winfrith, has taken over
the work previously carried out by GLEEP, in particular
detector calibration for the nuclear industry and neutron
absorption cross-section measurements, which it already
undertakes for the petro-chemical industry. However, the main
NESTOR activity continues to be shielding experiments, of which
the common European shielding programme JANUS, in the ASPIS
shielding facility, forms an important part. The first three
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stages of this programme to provide large scale benchmarks for
attenuation through steel and sodium have been documented and
analysed. The fourth stage, to provide validation data for
neutron penetration through boron carbide is in progress.
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UNITED STATES

Reactor Physics Activities in U.S.

P. B. Hemmig
U.S. Department of Energy

October 15-19, 1990

Introduction

The highest priority in the U.S. reactor development program is revitalization
of the Light Water Reactor Industry. Major efforts are focussed on reduction
of technical, licensing, and institutional impediments to new construction of
Light Water Reactors (LWRs). Developments include evolutionary improvements to
operating reactors and the development of advanced LWRs with design
simplification, fewer components and systems, advanced control systems, and
increased use of passive safety features. Designs of midsized LWRs (600 MWe)
are in progress at General Electric for an advanced Boiling Water Reactor and
at Westinghouse for an advanced Pressurized Water Reactor.

Efforts are continuing to develop a modular High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor
(HTGR) and an Advanced Liquid Metal Cooled Reactor (ALMR). Each reactor offers
unique advantages. The former offers cogeneration applications, high system
efficiencies, and direct process heat capabilities. The latter offers large
increases in uranium utilization, reduced fuel cycle costs, and attractive
waste management options. Both utilize "passive" features to enhance safety
margins and modular construction to provide improved economics.

Reactor physics activities support the development of advanced reactors through
the conduct of critical and shielding measurements, improvements in the ENDF/B
nuclear data base and improvements in physics design methods and computer
codes. Studies of advanced fuel cycles and a broad range of "passive" safety
features also support advanced reactor design and licensing efforts.

Core Design Studies

The design tradeoffs available for the reduction of sodium void worth in
modular-sized liquid metal cooled, metal-fueled reactors have been investigated
in an extensive study. It was shown that given a plutonium-bearing fuel
design, reduction in sodium void worth, relying as it does on a loss in neutron
economy--either increased core leakage fraction or decreased fuel^ is achieved
at the expense of other performance attributes. A key tradeoff is against
burnup control swing. These study results were summarized by Khalil and Hill
in a paper ? PHYSOR-90.

The neutronics and core design aspects of a closed metal-fuel-based cycle with
transuranic return to the reactor for consumption were studied for
reactor/reprocessing cycle breeding ratios in the range 0 (pure burners) to 1.0
(fissle self-sufficient). The equilibrium transuranic isotopic mass levels in
the cycle working inventories were determined, their effect on core neutronics
performance was determined, and their toxicity vis-a-vis that of the LWR spent
fuel feedstock was evaluated. These study results were reported by Hill et.
al., 0 PHYSOR-90.
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A number of studies were completed at Westinghouse Hanford Company which
provided interesting comparisons between the safety parameters for an ALMR with
different types of fuel. An ideal ALMR core would experience a loss of
reactivity when sodium is removed (negative sodium-void coefficient) and a very
small or zero burnup reactivity swing. Calculational studies for a PRISM-sized
ALMR investigated the relationship between the whole core sodium void worth and
the burnup reactivity swing as a function of fuel type for oxide, metal, and
nitride fuels Among these three fuel types, and within the constraints of
similar fuel pins and core design, nitride fuel came closest to achieving the
ideal combination of safety parameters.

Critical Measurements

A benchmark program of six critical configurations was conducted at ZPPR to
support the design of the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) Fuel Cycle Facility at
ANL-West. Each core had a volume of about 46 liters surrounded by a graphite
reflector. The critical reflector thickness varied from about 6 cm to about 14
cm for the various combinations of U-235 and Pu-239 fuel in the core.
Subcriticalities were estimated by multiplication measurements for each core
with several reflector thicknesses of 5 cm to the critical thickness, VIM
Monte Carlo calculations which were made on the first two cores predicted
K-effective values of 1.00403 ±. .00103 and 1.00454 + .00163 compared with the
experimental values of 1.00023 and 1.00009.

MCNP Applications

A number of very useful options have been incorporated into a Hanford version
of MCNP (3B). The first option, which allows the user to include the
production of delayed gamma rays from fission products within a fast reactor,
i.c an improvement in the treatment of the physics and enables improved overall
energy balances in calculations of nuclear energy deposition. The remaining
options simplify user input and allow improved biasing in certain classes of
problems. These include: an option to allow variable source neutron weights
in eigenfunction calculations in order to more efficiently bias particles
toward an important portion of the core; an option to allow biasing of fission
neutrons to higher energies for an improved computation of high energy
threshold reactions; an option to allow material cards to reference other
material cards to reduce input complexities and to be more compatible with
other reactor physics codes, and an option to allow for point kernel treatment
of gamma rays.

The concept of tailoring the neutron spectrum in various regions of FFTF to
enhance isotope production has utilized methods based on the MCNP Monte Carlo
Code. Specific examples include the redesign of the core and reflector regions
for full scale production of Pu-238 with minimum Pu-236 impurity; the Multi-
Isotope Production (MIP) Test irradiation and analysis that, in addition to
providing vital physics information related to Pu-236 impurity in Pu-238, also
provided valuable physics information and useful quantities of a wide variety
of medical and other beneficial isotopes; and the development of advanced
concepts for future production of a variety of isotopes, including those
requiring short irradiations and rapid retrieval.
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The most extensive three-dimensional MCNP model ever created of the FFTF
reactor was developed to calculate fluence, damage, and heating rates in the
radial shield, in the core restraint structure, and along the full length of a
driver fuel assembly. The neutron fluence calculated with the MNCP code agreed
to within 20% in most regions of interest with the fluence inferred from
neutron dosimetry. Consequently, it appears that the neutron irradiation
lifetime of removable core components and new core structural components can be
predicted with an uncertainty of £20%.

Methods Development

A variety of methods development efforts are in progress at ANL and at various
universities in the U.S. for fast reactor and thermal reactor applications.

Studies are continuing at the University of Virginia to develop a systematic
theory for fuel assembly homogenization and local flux reconstruction for use
with nodal methods and other coarse-mesh methods requiring diffusion
coefficients and cross sections homogenized over reasonably large computational
nodes. A new discrete nodal transport method and an Sn transport method were
developed, encoded and tested for boundary fitted coordinate geometries. Test
problems indicate good accuracy and efficiency and a high potential for
combining these methods for irregular geometries of practical interest.
(NSE., 105, 16-30, 1990).

At ANL significant progress has been made in extending nodal diffusion
capabilities and expanding their range of applicability. Nodal equivalence
parameters have been incorporated in DIF-3D for 2D and 3D hexagonal geometry.
Practical applications include the development of a scheme to reproduce
transport effects worth about 4% dk/K in the EBR-2 core at a fraction of the
cost required to obtain the results with Sn transport or Monte Carlo methods.

A three dimensional nodal space time kinetics code (with intra and inter nodal
material relocation and delayed precursor convection) is being developed for
use in severe accident work. A 2D generalized geometry collision-probability-
based lattice code is being developed for generating depletion-dependent super
cell parameters. The discontinuity factor formalism has been put into the
Hex-Z nodal option of DIF-3D. Continued progress is being made on
modifications to ANL nuclear data processing codes so as to permit the use of
the ENDF/B-VI data formats.

Progress has been made in the numerical analysis procedures within the COMMIX
3D thermal-hydraulics code. A K-e turbulence model has been added and
validated (for fully-developed pipe flow and for a sudden pipe expansion) over
the full range of Reynold's number. Algorithms for numerical generation of 3D
view factors for radiation heat transport have been provided to ease the
modeling of passive decay heat removal systems.

A Mass-Tracking (MTG) System Code is being written to provide material control
and accountability, criticality safety support and process control support for
the IFR fuel cycle facility under construction at ANL-W. It is a near-real-
time system that connects to EBR-II analysis at both the front and back of the
fuel cycle. Its input and output are largely interactive, it involves
significant database applications, and it will be distributed on a network of
Sun workstations, connected to programmable logic controllers running equipment
in a hot cell.
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In the U.S.-Japan experimental shielding program, JASPER, measurements are in
progress on axial shield designs for liquid-metal cooled reactors. Shields of
either stainless steel or boron carbide are being studied for three basic
geometric designs: (1) a central plug design, (2) an annular shield design,
and (3) a rod-bundle design. Data will be used to verify the accuracy of two-
and three-dimensional codes used to analyze the attenuation characteristics of
the shields, especially with respect to fast neutron streaming in the sodium
coolant. The data will also provide a direct benchmark comparison of the
relative effectiveness of the different shield materials and configurations. A
summary of the program will be presented at the Winter Meeting of the American
Nuclear Society in November.

Analyses were completed of an earlier experiment which studied neutron
streaming in mockups of the fission gas plenum region of an LMR. The analyses,
which were performed using 2-D discrete ordinates methods and 3-D Monte Carlo
methods, were in reasonably good agreement with the measurements. This
substantiated the observation that negligible neutron streaming occurs in the
particular fission gas plenum mockups that were studied. These conclusions
were in contrast to preliminary analyses, which suggested tl.̂ t. appreciable
neutron streaming might be observed for the specific length-to diameter ratios
selected for the experiment (L/Ds of 10 and 25).

High-order, 2 and 3-dimensional transport analyses were performed to support
the shield design for the Modular High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor concept.
The analysis indicated that significant neutron streaming occurs within the
coolant channels and control penetrations in the core, leading to very high
fluences in the upper and lower plena. Additional scoping-level analyses were
also performed to evaluate the merit of several proposed design options
resulting from a cost-reduction assessment currently in progress. The need for
new integral experiments to reduce uncertainties associated with specific
design features of the MHTGR has been identified and plans are being made to
conduct the experiments following the current LMR JASPER Program.

A comprehensive neutronics calculational model was developed for the shield
design of the SP-100 Ground Engineering System test. This MCNP calculational
model is a joint effort between: General Electric, who furnished the model of
the core; Westinghouse Advanced Energy Systems Department, who appended the
model of the core to their design of the shields ins;de the vacuum vessel; and
Westinghouse Hanford Company, who furnished the model beyond the vacuum vessel
and provided overall integration of the portion of the model supplied by each
contractor. This calculational model is being used in the overall design of
the shielding.

Advanced Neutron Source Reactor

Analysis was continued to refine and optimize vi;«? conceptual core design for
the Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) reactor. Studies included: adjustments to
the radial and axial dimensions of the axially-spl.+ core design, fuel grading
options within the involute fuel plates, and assessmt^ts of the limiting design
criteria (critical heat flux, margin to incipient boiling, etc.). Work also
continued on the evaluation of various control design alternatives. Specific
trade-offs were assessed for rod versus plate designs, up-scram versus down-
scram strategies, and the use of burnable poisons.
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A limited set of analyses was performed to further define the cold source for
ANS and to optimize the placement and dimensions of the neutron guide tubes. A
spherical liquid-deuterium cold source with a central reentrant cavity was
primarily studied. The reentrant cavity was found to provide relatively large
gains in the cold neutron flux at the exit of the guide tubes. Further
optimization is expected when the analysis of elliptical designs is initiated
next year.

Nuclear Data

The neutron reaction library, the photon iteraction library and the thermal
scattering law library of ENDF/B-V1 have been released. These portions of the
ENDF/B-V1 evaluated data library have been distributed to CSEWG members and to
the International data centers. There are still very limited data testing
results to date, although the projected results look reasonably good. CSEWG
has made a thorough final review of the ENOF/B-V1 formats manual, and the new
manual is now in press. ENDF evaluators are presently working on documentation
of ENDF/B-V1, an update of the DOE Data Requests List, a second issue (i.e., a
MOD release) of ENDF/B-V1, Covariance data and Yields and Decay data, plans for
Charged Particle evaluations, and nuclear data needs in the medical area. Also
cooperative evaluation efforts among the NEA countries are underway on seven
approved tasks. An evaluation methodology workshop is proposed for Fall of
1992 at Brookhaven National Laboratory with both U.S. and foreign sponsorship
and participation.
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EEC JRC, ISPKA

Reactor Physics Activities in the
Joint Research centra of the European Coissaunities

Oct.1989 - Sept.1990

Compiled by H.RIEF

RADIATION PHYSICS AND REACTOR CORE ANALYSIS

3-D Reactor Physics Analysis

So far in the Monte Carlo code KENEUR only K ,, has been subject
to perturbation estimates. Now, a new *O.gori?rL.i was introduced
which allows the calculation of perturbation effects of all
taraet quantities of a criticality code, wuch as space-energy
dependent fluxes, absorptions and fission retes and detector
responses.

To achieve this goal the target quantities are calculated
separately for each volume element representing an element of the
fission matrix. Then, after normalizing the results, the
different contributions are weighted with the value of the
corresponding element of the source vector and added up. Applied
to the interpretation of the NEACRP 3-D benchmark exercise the
method has proved to work very well.

After this validation the modified code KENEUR has been used
extensively in the analysis of power distributions and neutron
fluxes in the PHEBUS-FP (fission product release) experiment.

To minimize computing costs KENEUR was moved to a PC-based
Transputer board, where its functioning in serial mode hss been
confirmed. The development of a parallel version of the code is
in a progressed state of development.

Neutronics Developments for the European Accident Code-2

The 3-D hex-z nodal diffusion and transport code BEXNOD is the
efficient static neutronics solver for EAC-2. In order to
determine the reactivity effects of small and/or inhomogeneous
changes such as axial fuel expansion or control rod motions, a
diffusion perturbation theory calculation has been developed
(transport perturbation theory is still under development). It
has been found that the calculation of the gradients of the flux
and adjoint flux have to be based on the flux moments rather than
on local boundary fluxes in order to obtain accurate results.

In order to maintain good running time in accident calculations,
when the materials are moving and therefore the macroscopic cross
sections are changing, the efficient cross section generator
KWIKXS has been developed. It is partially based on the LANL MXS
cross section generator and, like MXS, it preprocesses a
significant part of the cross section calculation.
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HEXNOD, the perturbation calculation, the KWIKXS cross section
generator and Point Kinetics are presently being coupled to EAC-2
in a way that they can be called at any time. This represents an
adiabatic treatment of the time-dependent problem. Our
quasistatic HEXNODYN code has been extensively tested, but it was
found not to be efficient enough yet for coupling with EAC-2 due
to its iterative strategy.

Construction of an Epithennal Neutron Capture Therapy Facility
at the High Flux Reactor Petten

Extensive combined neutron-photon transport calculations for the
design of an epitnermal neutron capture facility to be mounted
in a beaun tube of the Petten high flux reactor, have been
carried out. According to the design goal the neutron energy of
the extracted beam should gbe between 1 eV and 10 keV for a flux
intensity higher than 10 n/sec. For reasons of biological dose
considerations the contamination with neutrons below and above
these energy limits must be kept at a very low level. The same
requirement holds for the photon contamination.

The calculations have been performed by the 3-D Monte Carlo
continuous energy code MCNP and the deterministic multigroup 2-D
code DOT. Apart from cross checking the complementary of the two
methods has been exploited.

From these optimization studies a final design configuration
consisting of consecutive layers of aluminium, sulphur and
titanium serving as a spectral shifter evolved. Thermal neutrons
are filtered out by a cadmium sheet and photons by a large tube
of liquid argon. A device corresponding to these charactsristica
was mounted in the beam tube with the largest cross section of
the Petten HFR.

The definitive MCNP model for an exact filter representation and
detailed core model predicted the following beam parameters:

Neutron flux: 1.1 10^,. n cm"2»""1

Average dose: 7.8 10~ cGy cm.
Photon dose : 69 cGy h~

In all the calculations the largest uncertainty results from the
inadequacy of the cross section data for argon.

SAFETY OF FUSION TECHNOLOGY

Completion of the code ANITA (Analysis of Neutron Induced
Transmutation and Activation)

The code ANITA computes the radioactive inventory of a material
subject to neutron irradiation, continuous or stepwise. It
provides activity, total activity, atomic density, decay heat and
ingestion hazard of each nuclide; decay heat, contact dose
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equivalent, gamma-ray spectra, and other relevant parameters, for
the irradiated material, versus cooling time. As an option, these
parameters may be plotted as a function of the cooling time.

A report ' describes the method used to solve the decay equations
and to deal with the complex pattern of the chains produced by
sequences of neutron reaction-decay processes.

The code is provided with a complete data base allowing to
perform calculations for all the elements with atomic number
smaller than 84 (up to bismuth). The cross-sections and the decay
data library have been developed in view of the application to
fusion technology. The GREAC-ECN-5 cross-sections have the
standard 100 neutron groups structure, with upper energy of 14.9
MeV. They are the group-versions of a point file which has been
developed for fusion application and with particular focus on
neutron reactions important in fusion applications.
A benchmark problem to validate ANITA was performed and ie part
of the code package.

1) Réf.: C.Ponti, S.Stramaccia: "ANITA - Analysis of Neutron
Induced Transmutation and Activation", EUR 12622 EN, 1990

THE NUCLEAR MATERIAL MEASUREMENT ACTIVITIES

Development of NDA Instruments

a) Pu isotopic composition determination by high resolution gamma
spectroscopy (Pu meter).

The accurate knowledge of the isotopic composition of Pu fuel
is very important especially for the interpretation of neutron
correlation measurements and calorimetry. For this reason
several gamma soectrum unfolding codes were tested (PUIC-JRC,
LAPIS-LANL, GRPÀUT-MOUND, MGA-LLNL) in order to identify the
best tool for the various applications. The tests were
performed with different samples occurring in field campaigns
using JRC's PERLA fuel standards. A technical report comparing
the performance of the various codes has been terminated.

b) Pu-mass determination by calorimetry

A water calorimeter for the mass determination of Pu was set up
in the PERLA laboratory and tests are being carried out with Pu
samples having a heat output of up to 40 watts. A typical
measurement has a duration of about 8 hours and accuracies of
the order of tens of a percent were achieved. The measurement
time can be reduced considerably with a preheating of the
sample before its measurement in the calorimeter inside a
special temperature controlled partially heat insulated box.

A second air cooled calorimeter is now in operation and tests
with the PERLA standards are in progress. It is hoped that this
calorimeter will permit a much shorter measuring time.
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c) U-mass determination by active neutron interrogation with a
Sb-Be (gamma-n) source (PHONID-instruments) counting prompt
neutrons

After the redesign of PHONID (it became more easily
transportable) 3 such measurement devices were ordered by the
Euratom Safeguard Directorate. These new instruments have a
remote facility for the loading and unloading of two 5 Ci SB-
gamma sources. They are equipped with a PC controlled
interlock system, a performance control of the He-4 counters
and the associated electronics and a data acquisition,
elaboration and interpretation software with a modified error
estimation model. These instruments are delivered to the EC
safeguard Direction beginning of October 1990 after extensive
calibrations with PERLA standards. These calibrations are also
compared with results of Monte Carlo calculations.

d) Passive, gamma-scanning (fuel rod scanner, MTR-fuel element
scanner, segmented waste barrel scanner)

The PERLA laboratory is equipped with two fuel element
scanners, one for MTR fuel elements and one for single fuel
rods. The MTR rod scanner measures with a high resolution Ge-
detector the Se gamma-transmission in order to verify the
completeness of the fuel element, and the axial average of the
186.,lceV gamma-ray activity of the U alpha-decay product
Th . This scanner is now completely redesigned and equipped
with PC controlled drives for longitudinal and rotational
movements.
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IAEA (USSR)

SURVEY OF REA-'TOR PHYSICS RESEARCH IN USSR - 1990

I.S. SLESAREV

The main directions today include:

- development and verification of codes to fit strict modern

requirements to reactor safety characteristics simulation;

- safety physics research, for advanced reactors oriented on

ensuring inherent safety features due to specially selected core

architecture and passive safety means;

- conceptual studies of advanced reactors, aimed at selecting

and validating a new generation power reactor, beating its compe-

titors in safety, fuel utilization and economic efficiency featu-

res ;

- improvement of present day's reactor's tolerance to severe

accidents.

In development of neutron-physical codes the tendency is ob-

viously towards greater universalization, meaning the possibility

to simulate both thermal and fast reactors1 characteristics simulta-

neously. This tendency reflects instant urge to analyze safety pro-

perties of a reactor in all possible states, so to make accurate

predictions of the consequences of possible accidents. For example,

the works on Monte-Carlo method based MCU code complex [1J include

refinement of elastic scattering angle distribution models, develop-

ment of "hot" subgroup parameters libraries, reevaluating of nuc-

lear data bases taking into account existing files and original cri-

tical experiments.

Development of SPEKTR complex of codes £23 includes its connec-

tion to nuclear data files ENDF/B, enlarging a number of available

geometries^ scattering angle distribution and neutron streaming mo-

dels refinement. When finished these efforts will provide a deter-

ministic code for cell and reactor calculations in flat or cylin-

drical geometry, thoroughly simulating fine structure of neutron

spectrum in the whole moderation range and taking into account non-

diffusional spatial effects.

For precision reactivity coefficient studies in non-traditional

advanced safety reactor layouts the JAR-SN complex of codes £4^ h&s

been developed, capable of 3-D reactor calculations in hexagonal

geometry by S N or Sj-P- methods. Good results have been obtained on

international 3-D transport Benchmark tests [4 J. Now the main

efforts here are concentrated on development of multigroup constant

libraries that are thought to be design-oriented.
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Among theoretical studies thO3e held by Dr.N.I.Laletin's

group should be mentioned L2»3j ^ They are aimed at development of

surface harmonica method in problems of accurate stationary and time-

dependent reactor processes simulation, at development of codes for

experiment représentât!vity analysis» for reactor characteristics

uncertainty predictions taking into account experimental results.

Great efforts are concentrated on the development of methods

arid codes for time-dependent core processes study taking into acco-

unt apace and time distributions of inherent safety parameters. The-

se works also include simulation of pump circulation to natural

convection transients, simulation of passive approaches to preven-

ting reactor destruction in T0PW5, LOESWS, LOFWS-type accidents.

On the basis of JAR-SN code complex [4~] a 3-D code for calculation

of time-dependent process parameters in f as c reactors with liquid

metal and steara-water (two-phase) coolants is being developed.

Reactor pliysics studies comprise many present-day and advanced

reactor concepts: advanced W E R (PWR), module-type HTGR and VTRS

(melted sault reactor), liquid metal breeders, including those uti-

lizing natural convection and Fb-based coolant (RB-EZ), steam-water

power reactors with fast-resonance neutron spectrum (SWPR), reactors

for actiniae transmutation with different types of coolant ^5,6,7,8j\ •

The advanced reactor studies are most concentrated on core

and periphery architecture selection to enhance meeting safety re-

quirements values of reactivity coefficients [_7i^~\ . Preliminary

studies are now over for SWPR [ 9"] • Further correction of results
°38 239 24-0

here needa U, Pu, Pu?fission products cross-sections cor-

rection, especially in resonance energy area. It turned out that

HCLV/R and SWPR nuclear data correction needs are essentially the sa-

me. Research work done shows that SV/PR is one of the most difficult-

to-calculpte-properly advanced reactors due to neutron spectrum varia-

tions from fast (voided state) to resonance-thermal (when flooded).

On the basis of problems, characteristic to SWPR, a "Set of Inter-

related Benchmark Tests for Calculational Investigation of Light

Water Reactors with Fast-Resonance Neutron Spectrum" has been de-

veloped[/<2JAlong with comparison of various neutron-physical codes

it enables one to determine the reasons for discrepancies in terms

of methods involved and processes simulated, all within the frame-

works of a calculational problem. First series of experiments on

SWPR physics have also been performed Q
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For reactors with liquid metal coolant (RB-EZ, LMK) physical

investigations are aimed at reaching total self-protection property

'lue to specially constructed reactivity effects and passive safety

neana [_12̂  . Starting from results of accident development studies

a term "area of self-protectiveness" has been formulated, meaning

an area in the reactivity coefficients values continuum, belonging

to which validates reactor tolerance to heavy accidents. Reactor

architecture is then selected to prove reactivity coefficients values

are within the area of self-protectiveness. Intensive R&D work is

done for liquid metal fast breeders.

In the nearest future physical studies of two other advanced

reactor concepts should begin. One of them is the reactor with su-

percritical parameters of light-water coolant, the other - a melted

sault coolant module reactor (VTRS-M), utilizing spherical fuel

elements with dispersed fuel of HTGR. Both concepts have a large

volume of research in thermohydraulic and design on hand.

It should be mentioned that, though code refinement works were

initiated by urge to calculate advanced reactor characteristics, the

annals of these works now become more and more useful in current

reactors safety enhancement

Studies, due to strict requirements to their characteristics

simulation accuracy.

Research of light-water reactor physics uncludes (within

WER-92 programme): detailed studies of accidental processes in

WER (in cooperation with FRG labs), development of passive safety

means and systems of localization; studies of burnable poison rods

with boron arid gadolinium £2^\ , studies of plutonium utilization

in WER, including both conventional and tight lattice designs [/I3l .
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FATT REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITY

IN THF USSF (OCTOBER 1989-OCTOBER 1990).

I.P. Matveenko.

IPPE, Obninsk, Kaluga region, USSR

Paper to 33-ri NEACRP Meeting, Paris, October, 1990

A. Calculâtional and theoretical investigations.

Main directions cf investigations are as follows:

1. Reactor and core design optimization for minimizing

sodium void reactivity effect (SVRE ) . As an example, an

introduction of special sodium cavity above the core for this

purpose.

2. FBR application for MA transmutation purpose, using both

traditional and special design cores.

3. Large LMFBR with SVRE = 0 and core breeding ratio = 1

la new stage of consideration). «

4. An investigation of different fuels for LMFBR.

b. Nontraditiona1 core investigations:

a ) , large triable cores with long cycle,

b ) . small cores for module reactors, first of all - safety

parameters.

b. Neutron cross sections-new version of BNAB (BNAB-90),

neutron constants improvement for transmutation calculations.

,7. Investigation of advanced fuel eye 1 es, including Th

eye- le .

8. Core physics for BN-350, BN-600, first of all,

increasing burn-up.
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B. Experimental investigations.

BR-10 reactor

Since September 1990 this reactor has a new core ( uranium

monocarbide, 90% enrichmentl.lt is the second core with this type

of fuel, the previous one reached maximum burn-up 9% h.a.

Preparations are being made for isotopes production: P-32 and

Mo-99 .

BR-1 critical facility

It is used as a standard neutron source with variable yield

for calibration of standard devices, detector blocks, foils and

different types of neutron detectors. This summer the previous

plutonium core was substituted for the uranium core (130 metal

fuel elements, diameter 9mm, 90% enrichment). The neutron

spectrum in the core centre became softer-. ( F8 / F5 =0.166 +

0.015 in the plutonium core, F8/F5 =0.135 + 0. 0 15 in the uranium

core 1 .

BFS-1

Neutronics characteristics have been measured in two HCLWR

composition critical assemblies ( BFS-57 with uranium fuel and

BFS-59 with plutonium fuel). BFS-61 (a small mock-up of fast

reactor with Pu-fuel anc1 lead coolant) is being constructed.

BFS-2

Investigations on BFS-52 (radial heterogeneity) included

some aspects of safety-sodium void reactivity effect.fuel melting

reactivity effects, deformation of power distributions.

BFS-54 critical assembly has a "benchmark" core of BN-800

type similar to BFS-52-1 but in the core centre there is a

plutonium zone ( 11% of Pu-240 and Pu-241 ).
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KOBÏ-A critical facility

A. KBR-17 crltl. al assembly , .had U-Zr central part

' p % r' p ̂  150). K * , spectral indexes! F8 /F5 , c'^/Fo , a

e'c. '.reactivity wor'.h coefficients were measured. Comparison

with calculations i BNAB-78 cross-section set) resulted in
-f «:•

C'E -0.85 for K (and K ). There is a significant difference

in C. / F5 also. A possible reason of it could be a small amount

of M i-\%) in Zr, but the further analysis is needed.

B. Now on this facility we have a KBR-18 critical assembly

wit li (Th-U) central part. The central part ( 0.5m ) Is made of

metal Th and metal U (90 % enrichment ), the K value is

about 1.
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